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westerly winds, diminishing in force.
Cautionary northwest signals continue

on

the Atlantic coast from Wood’s Holl to Eastport and Sandy Hook.
Washington, D. C., Oct. 5.

To Observer, Portland:

Twelve-tnirty a. m.—Change cautionary
signals to cautionary northwest signals
Portland to Portland section.

Greely.

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT,

Portland, Me., Nov. 4, 1887.
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Tills powder never varies. A marvel of purity
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
competition with tile multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans.
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Ours is an excellent stock from which
to select Ladies’ or Children’s Underderwear, and it is an excellent time
now to buy.
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Kastport, Me 29.60 |
Portland, Me 29.62
Boston,Mass 29.78
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Minimum ther_42.4
Max. vel. wind.... 27

(Nov. 4,1887, 10.00 P.M.)
Observations taken at tbe same moment ot time
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Jacksonville. 3o.0»
Ualvestou.... 30.18
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OLDEST

INSURANCE AGENCY

in I’ortlnnd.

Ktcnblinlird in 1843.

W.D. LITTLE & CO.,
GENERAL INSURANCE
AGENCY,

30.18
30 24
Des Monies.. 30.42
Duluth,Miuu 30.16
St.Paul,Minn 30.28
Leavenw'rth 30.34
Santa Fe.... 30.26
Assiniboine.. 29.84
St. Vincent.. 29.94
Deadwood... 30.04
Cheyenne.... 30.24
North Platte 30.12
Denver,Col.. 30.16
Halifax. 29.62
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Orleans 30.14
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kinds of property Insured at; lowest rates.
First-class companies, American and Foreign.
4.11
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Card.
inform my old friends and patrons that
I may now be found with Allen & Company,
ciothers and furnishers, 204 Middle street, corner
of Plum.
GEORGE M. GOOLD.
Formerly with F. R. Farrington.
octlftsntf

ibeg

to

MAINE.
Covernorand Council*
[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, Nov. 4.—The Executive Council, at their session to-day, voted to pay to
tlie town of Princeton #550, in remuneration
for aid in building a bridge across the St.

Croix river under

E. B. & B.
SPECI L SALE
We have this day marked down
limited lot of

a

Ladies’ Jackets
Wlilolt

11 m

Imirn f hie

ei>;ienn

last

resolve passed

by the

legislature.
[To the Associated Press.J

Augusta, Nov.

4.—The Governor’s Coun-

cil met at 10 o’clock this afternoon. GoverBodwell and Councillors Summer and
Warren were absent.
Nathan Coombs was confirmed as judge of
tlie municipal court at Bath.
Dr. Banks, of Rockland, and Dr. Walker
nor

of Thomaston, commissioners appointed by
the Governor and Council, reported that
Lorenzo H. Turner and Martin Brackett
in

now

the

State

prison,

the

former

for

manslaughter in causing the deatli of the Indian, Joe Denny, at Richmond, and the latter for burglary of Dennis Mullins’s store in
Sherman, were insane and advised their
transfer to the Insane Hospital. The council ordered their transfer.
Tlie

from $7.00 to
selling
$10.00, to the uniform
price of
lit

a

is in Boston but is expected

governor

home to-day or to-morrow.
the Sabbath at Small Point.

He will

spend

Cathered in Biddeford.

$5.00.

Biddkfoud, Nov. 4.—Charles O. Miliken
still running a Baltimore and Ohio tele'
graph office in this city. Mr. Miliken had a
contract with the company which does not
expire for ten months yet. When the orders
were received to close the Baltimore and
Ohio offices here. Mr. Miliken notified the
Westem Union officials of the existence of
his contract and has since then received no
further notice.
is

Tlie «e are new goods this year
and are of desirable cloth and
style. Our object in making this
snle is to close broken lolsund reduce surplus'stock, and at the

lime to give our customers
the benefit of mark down prices
before the time for buying garments is past.
These Jackets will be displayed
in our window

same

TO-DAY AND TO-MORROW.

An incipient fire was discovered by a servant girl in a closet in the llirigo House, on
Main street, Saco, Thursday night. Occupants of the house extinguished the flames.
Attempts to lire the house iD Saco, owned
the heirs of tiie late Mrs.

by

Eastman Bros.
& Bancroft,
dSt

nov8

$1.00 HATS!

are

Stephen Lane,

reported.

Past

Commander

Farnham

Ban*

quetted.
Bangor, Nov. 4.—St. Johns Commandery,
K. T., gave a complimentary banquet tonight to Past Grand Commander A. B. Farnham, ou the occasion of his departure for
An
California, where he intends to reside.
elegant past commander’s jewel was presented on behalf of the conynanderv by Past
Commander C. I. Collamore. Speeches were
made by Col. Farnham and other Sir Knights.

Androscoggin County Pedagogues.
invest a dolwauling
Any
lar in a hat can get one of COE,
worth double the amount, ns this
lo

one

wrill sell one with Silk
Trimmings and guarantee it to be
■'all lie

All W OOI.
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Lewiston, Nov. 4.—The annual session of
the Androscoggin County Teachers’ Association opened here to-day, with a very
large attendance. This morning there were
interesting discussions on temperance instruction, “class exercise in language,” how
and to what extent to teach civifs. At this

speeches
afternoon and evening sessions
were made by Hon. N. A. Luce on the work
of county associations and A. P. Marble, of
Worcester.
Stern

Skips Out.

Bangok, Nov. 4.—Jacob stern, the tailed
Bangor fancy goods dealer, whose crooked
transactions brought him to jail, was quietly
released from jail, Thursday, the prosecu
ting creditors having been satisfied by his
friends. He took the St. John train, Thurs-

day night,

for

parts

unknown.

ture was kept a secret.
they had known about it.

Some

deparparties wish
His

Happy Aroostook People.
Bangok, Nov. 4.—There will be rejoicing
in Northern Aroostook. Jeremiah Fenno,
Esq., who returned from Aroostook, Thursday, informs the Bangor Whig that the
pledge of $100,000 for the propossd Northern
Maine railroad, has been given by the citizens of Aroostook, and a survey will be beThis road will cut off the one
twenty-two extra miles now
necessary to be gone over in reaching Presque

gun this fall.
hundred and

Isle.
Sanford Business Men.
Saxfokd, Nov. 4.—The Sanford Business
Men’s Protective Association had its annual
supper at the Allen House to-night, many
Post
prominent citizens being present.
prandial specebes were made by Nathaniel
Bennett, the president of the association, L.
B. Goodall, Esq., I)r. F. L. Durgin, Frank
Wingate and many others.

_mati!it.v.Mor4tnp
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“LAP
ROBES.
Au elegant assortment of All Wool
and Plush Lap Robes, in the new green
shades received To-day.

COE,
octs

97

Middle

Street.
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Burned

totheCround.

Biiownville, Nov. 4.—The farm house
and out-buildings belonging to Granville
Roberts, at North Brownville, were burned
Thursday morning, the horses and cattle on-

ly being saved.

Loss $2,000;

no

insurance.

Commercial Union Agitation.
B., Nov. 4.—The commercial
union question is booming here just now.
The Board of Trade has been grappling
with the subject during several meetings,
and in order to assist them to the right conclusion have invited Erastus Wiman to come
down and deliver an address on commercial
union. He has replied that he will probably
be able to come after the opening of the new
year.
Sx. John, N.

to
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Political

Move Against Cowen.

Washington, Nov. 4.—Gen. S. V. Benet,
chief of ordnance, has finished his annual
report. Under the head of rifle forgings the
report says that the domestic manufacturers
have at last triumphed over their limitations
and have obtained success in spite of the in'
adequate facilities. In the^case of the teninch steel rifle they have fully
complied with
the terms of the contract, notwithstanding

apprehensive of this important change
in the directory of the great railroad which
places the Maryland Democratic boss in a
position to control the State and city directors. There are twenty-three directors, of
which number seven are appointed by the
of Baltimore and four by the Board
Mayor
>f Public Works of the State, these representing the State and city holdings of stock.
The appointment of Gorman is undoubta result of the bitter war Mr. Cowen
edly
tnd tlie independents have been waging
igainst him and his followers. The large
rate polled by the independents and the Republicans at the city election frightened
Jorman more than has any previous reform
movement. Cowen has been lighting him
tnd showing up the corrupt practices of the
ring lor four years. Gorman has seen the
strength of the opposition increasing every
tuut

11c

go unof the
of the

ler himself.
The annual meeting
stockholders and the reorganization
Directory will take place on November 21,
Senator Gorman suddenly became ambitious
[or a directorship. The complement of city
ind State directors was fully made up, but
the Board or Public Works, composed of the
Governor, State Treasurer and State Conroller, was happy to accommodate Mr. Goruan, and one of the directors agreeably resigned. Mr. Gorman took his place.
The State’s and city’s interests will now be
tully protected, say the Gorman organs and
the Gorman office holders.
But Business
nen, with an eye to the future, think dift'errntly. Winning over one director in addition
to the political 11 in the directory would give
the latter a majority. By degrees the great
sorporatlon could then be turned into a
Sigantlc political machine. When, many
rears ago, John W. Garrett came into the
tialtimcre & Ohio directory, the road was in
he hands of politicians and on the verge of
jankruptcy. It was John W. Garrett who
vrested it from the politicians and estabished it on a firm basis. If the Gorman
trowd is permitted to have sway, it will in a
ew years require another John W. Garrett
.0 save the road from ruin.
As a gentleman
laid today, recalling the remark of Robert
Jarrett: "Don’t let Jay Gould steal Mary
and in my absence.” Mr. Garrett should
tave said: "Don’t let Arthur Gorman get the
Ualtimore & Ohio railroad while I am

the original appropriation was not
enough, and Congress having increased the
amount proposals were renewed and opened
on the 8th of August last at the same time
tho3e for nineteen knot cruisers and additional gunboats were renewed. The peculiar
provisions of the act of Congress requiring a
guaranteed speed of nineteen knots from
cruisers Nos. 4 and 5 were such as to demand
the exercise of unusual care in framing the
contracts and arranging the details of construction.
The contractors themselves were in no
hurry to have the contracts executed in view
of the fact that the orders for some of the
more difficult materials, such as shafts, would
require considerable time to develop facilities for their manufacture in this country,
the act of Congress expressly prohibiting ordering of any part of the material from
abroad, as had been done for the ships now
Hence the lapse of nearly three
building.
months between the awards and the final
signature of the contracts.
Messrs. Cramp & Sons, of Philadelphia
will build cruisers 1 and 4.
No. 1, the Newark, will be built on the Department’s design of hull, with machinery
designed by Cramp & Sons.
No. 4 will be built on Messrs. Cramp &
Sons’designs of both hull and nu hinery,
and will be the second steam man-of-war
built for the navy wholly on private designs.
Cruiser No. 5 will be built bv the Union
Iron Works of San Francisco (Mr. Irving M.
Scott, manager,) on the Navy Department’s

iorman.

IN NEW FORM.
Bill

Again

Before the Legislators.

Concord, N. H„ Nov. 4,- In the House
Bis afternoon the Senate bill to insure the
building of the Lake Shore railroad (permitting the Boston, Concord & Montreal railroad to assist in its construction) was passed
under a suspension of the rules.
The amendments adopted by the Senate
yesterday to the Dover & Winnipiseogee
laiuuuu

cmcusiiii

um

wen;

uesigus

concurred in.
The Senate amendments to the bill passed
by the House, regulating fares and freights,
These amendments
were then called up.
contain substantially the provisions of the
Hazen bill relating to minority and dissent-

ing stockholders.

Declared Unconstitutional.
The House this evening adopted, by a vote
of 134 to 115, resolutions declaring the Governor’s veto of the Hazen bill unconstitutional. and authorizing the transmission of
the bill to tlie Secretary of State to be published with other new laws.
NEW YORK

POLITICS.

Dr. McGlynn Makes

a

Speech and

Causes a Sensation.
New York, Nov. 4.—The United Labor
party held the principal mass meeting of
their campaign tonight at the Cooper Union.
An immense audience, comprising all ranks,
was present.
Henry George, Dr. McGlynn
and others spoke.
George and McGlynn
aroused great enthusiasm. The latter caused
a sensation by confirming the rumors to the
effect that the church was about to reconsidHu said he felt he
er its action toward him.
had been doing a Christian ministration ever
froui
the
since his retirement
pulpit and was
as much a priest as ever.
Still, his desire
was to minister at the holy altars of religion
and he would make no secret of the fact
that steps were being taken to repair the
lie preoutrage committed against him.
dicted that before long certain officials in
the city would be called to account for the
After election
blunders they had made.
tiiere would be no more circulars read from
church altars against the United Labor par

ty.

The excitement
intense.

during McGlynn’s speech

was

The President Writes.

Ex-Mayor Cooper received a letter from
President Cleveland today, stating that alwas inclined to abstain from interference witli the city campaign, he should
be pleased to see the entire Democratic tick
The voters in New York
et successful.
would support Fellows with no misgiving:
as to his fitness, and with considerable per-

though he

sonal satisfaction.

Dangerous Practice.
Newport, K. I., Nov. 4.—Several officer:
and seamen of the torpedo station narrowlj
escaped deatli from a torpedo explosion yes
terday afternoon. The usual experiment:
were being conducted in the harbor near the
station, and several torpedoes had been sue
cessfullv fired. The last one was a spar tor
pedo, arid while this was being run out fron
a boat, in which were seven or eight officer:
and men, it suddenly exploded before it had
been immersed in the water. The shock wa:
tremendous, startling the city and shakinj
the buildings along the harbor front. Tin
boat was badly stove, and the men had ti
use much exertion to reach the wharf befort
she sank. Only two of the men were in

ui

uum iiua tmu

iiiaciiiuery.

Hopkins’s Sensation.
The story published in Washington and
elsewhere this morning about an attempt
upon the life of Chief Justice Waite, by
sending him a hoy with explosives, by post
office special delivery, turns out to be an attempt of a worthless newspaper hanger-on

uuuuiuiuum)'

Mr. Marston of Exeter said that these
amendments were not germain to the bill,
and were consequently in violation of the
agreement made when the deadlock was
broken two weeks ago, by which no new general railroad legislation was to be Introduced
this session, without general consent. The
bill, as passed by the House, secured cheap
fares and freights, which all the members
desired, and the only way to save these provisions was to non-concur. He moved that
a conference committee be appointed.
Mr. Colby of Claremont differed with the
gentleman as to the efTect of the agreement,
and he hoped the House would concur in the
amendments.
Mr. Branch of Weare said that the only
effect of the amendments was to cure the defect in the “Colby” bill of 1883, by providing for dissentient stockholders.
Mr. CJuimby of Guilford and Mr. Daniel of
Franklin spoke briefly in support of the
amendments, after which the House adjourned until 2 p. m.
In the Senate the railroad committee unanimously reported the bill amending the charter of the Upper Coos railroad, by giving
that corporation practically the same right
to enter upon and use the iron of connecting
railroads as provided for in the Hazen bill.
The bill was passed under a suspension of
the rules.
The discussion of railroad measures in the
House this forenoon would seem to indicate
that there is little probability of final adjournment at this time, although many leaders of the Boston & Maine side assert that
the session will close in the morning.

re-

Newark,

It is the opinion of some wise and conservative business men that Gorman will not
ie able to control the city end State diree;ors as a whole.
The mayor appoints the
;ity directors. Gen. F. C. Latrobe. the new
nayor, although put in office by the ring, is
aot liked by Gorman, who was compelled to
run him for'the office because he was uuioubtedly the strongest candidate they
•ould have nominated. Bathrobe, therefore,
has openly declared that he is under no
obligation to Gorman or other bosses.
It is not likely that Gorman will have much
trouble in controlling the 11 directors when
the time comes. For the present Gorman
will be contented to get rid of his old enemy,
Cowen; but that gentleman may give the
Maryland boss considerable trouble. Gorman will probably try to
intimidate and
menace Cowen; but if Mr. Cowen would not
any of the higher officers in the
permit
Baltimore and Ohio to silence his political
progress, he certainly will not stop for Mr.

Hazen

excellence

The New Cruisers.
The first important act of Acting Secretary
Harmony was his approval yesterday of the
contracts for
building the three great
cruisers, known as the Newark and Nos. 4
and 5. Until the last are finished they will
not be named. The Newark was among the
first three authorized by Congress.
The
Charleston and the Baltimore are respectively cruisers Nos. 2 and 3.
Owing to a change in the design for the

iway.”

Provisions of the

of

Benet says:
“It is believed to be the vital interest of
the whole country that such liberal appropriations be made by Congress froi:- year to
year, until our present utter destitution as to
modem guns be relieved, as shall furnish
the substantial encouragement and aid that
our steel industry demands.
As a step in
this direction, I have asked In my annual estimate for an appropriation of §1,500,000 for
the procurement of forgings for eight-inch
and ten-inch B. L. steel suns.
This sum
should procure the steel for about fiftv eightluch guns and about forty ten-inch guns, and
to allow the
necessary time to erect additional plant this appropriation should be
made available until expended.”
The dynamite torpedo gun,the report says,
has been fairly perfected, and it is recommended that a a 12-inch gun be purchased
for exhaustive trials to determine its full
capacity and fitness for coast defeuce. Favorable mention is also made of the Stevens
dynamite shell.
It is said that, with the exception of twenty-five 32.10-inch B. L. field guns lust issued
to the service, there is in store only the old
muzzle-loading guns of limited power, representing a system twenty-five years old and
now obsolete, while there are no serviceable
carriages An estimate of $225,000 is accordingly submitted for the purchase of sixty
equipped steel guns. The balliscompletely
tic tests of the 8-inch gun, it is said, (show a
effective
higher
energy than any gun of like
calibre extant.

must uu auuic-

or

standard

quired. Experience .has proved the entire
ability of our steel makers |to produce the
required metal without too great difficulty.
The ordeal of firing has demonstrated the
trustworthy character of the .guns made
from it, ana, with!generous competition, it is.
expected that both the difficulties and the
cost of production will Ibe considerably reduced in the future. On this subject Gen.

are

icuiucs

high

the very

>

to make a cheap sensation to sell to confiding newspaper publishers.
The machine waa an ordinary pasteboard
box with a glass tube filled with sawdust
saturated with ink, and the end filled with
shoe blacking. Copper wire had been run
through it all to give it a realistic look snd a
precussion cap attached. Its true nature
was readily seen by the police and by Justice
Waite. 1 et the local papers today publish
columns of it with startling head lines.
The police have taken the ambitious youth
in charge and propose to make on example
of him. The act is a grave one at least in
its suggestiveness.
S. U. Hopkins was an originator of the
scheme and he is a native of Maine, his

father having lived

Augusta.
the Telegraph.

near

Edmunds and

In the last Congress Senator Edmunds remarked with great force that at the proper
time he would introduce a measure for the
establishment of n system of government
telegraph lines. His speech was very short,
but very pointed, and was significautly emphasized by the statement Itliat the Senator
would oppose with all his power the purchase of the watered stock of existing corporations at an inflated valuation. The absorption of the Baltimore & Ohio system by
the Western Union indicates that Mr. Edmunds will push some such measure as lie
has suggested in the next Congress, and if
the views of the members already here are
any indication of the temper of the majority
of the House and Senate, the (bill will pass
without the slightest difficulty.
Maine Pensioners.

following

The

Maine

pensions have been

grnnted:
OR1S1NAL.

Krnncis A. Gilbreth, Waldo.
John A. Lord. Bath.
Henry S. Jewett, Saccarappa.
INCREASE.

Ensign F. Hubbard, Canaan.
Charles M. Smith, Ked Beach.
William W. chase, Sebee.
Benjamin H. Cushman. Penobscot.
Ezra McGlawflin, South Presque Islet

George

D. II uu toon,

Rangeiey.

Talking About the Cabinet.
Yoke, Nov. 3.—A Washington

New

special to the Sun today says that President
Cleveland’s cabinet will be recast soon alter
the heads of departments have oompleted
their annual reports some time this month.
Secretary Lamar will go to the supreme
bench and Postmaster General Vilas will be
made Secretary of the Interior. Don M.
Dickinson of Michigan, will be the next
Postmaster General unless he declines.
There is no revival of the talk of the retirement of Garland and Endicott and both
these gentlemen are likely to stay.

HOW IT HAPPENED.

Charges

TROOPS AND DETECTIVES.

ray, K. U. Ingersoll, Thomas Davidson and

j

DISTRACTED IRELAND.

Kedpath.

ames

Several Episcopal clergymen, belonging to
Preparations for the Last Scene In t he Society of Clergymen for the Advancelent of the interests of Labor, met yesterthe Haymarket Tragedy.’
ay morning at Calvary church, Kev. Dr. B.
I ] '. DeCosta in the chair. Edward King was
atroduced, and spoke in behalf of the comGovernor Oglesby Will Not Save the
littee of the Central Labor Union, and of
1
Condemned Anarchists.
I listrlet Assembly No. 4!). appealing to the
c lergymen to use their influence with the
I :overnor of Illinois in behalf of the ChicaI 0 Anarchists. Mr. Bing thought that there
A Dead Carpenter Now Claimed to
rere other reasons besides justice why exeebe the Bomb Thrower.
tive clemency should be exercised. He
-I eared the result of the execution would be
isastrous, and lie would not be held responChicago, 111., Nov. 4.—Sheriff Matson will
ible for the result after having done all in
1 is power to prevent it.
now proceed rapidly with the arrangements
Dr. DeCosta asked the meeting to SBggMt
for the execution of the Anarchists, which
8 ome way
of helping the condemned men,
ceremony will take place in the northeast
('cognizing the seriousness and importance
corner ol the north eorrider of the county jail,
f the situation.
Then the Kev. Father
1 luutington read a copy of a letter that he
This eorrider fronts on Illinois street and is
’
ad
written
Qov.
to
Oglesby, asking for
numerous
windows. It is roomy
lighted by
and lie then moved that a petition
and 2,000 persons have been crowded into it t jleniency,
Gov. Oglesby lie drafted and circulated
the occasion of previous exeeu- a uiong Episcopal clergymen for their signaupon
iires, asking for clemency. The motion was
tlons, notably that of the the three Italians—
8 dopted.
Gelardi, Azari and Silvestri.
They were
The committee of the federated trades
hanged upon one scaffold, and the same ma- I aving in charge the appeal for clemency for
t le Chicago Anarchists, met last night at
chine will be used for the Anarchists.
lb. 145 Eighth street,
it was reported that
The latter are to be hanged in two batches,
lie Cuban workingmen had raised $1200 for
four at one time and three at another, aet tie condemned men, and that Justus Schwab
cording to the present programme, for the I ad issued an appeal for aid. it was resolvc >1 to send a committee,
gallows is not large enough to accomodate
consisting of Kev.
I 'ather Huntington. Robert O. Ingersoll, and
the seven at once. The details of the exeeuJ ohn Swinton, to the governor of Illinois to
tion have not as yet been decided upon, for
a sk for mercy for the seven men.
Col. Inthe sheriff says it is not necessary to worry
i ersoll, however, denies the report that he
about them until within twenty-four hours
:is been
of the hanging.
retained by the Federation of
'I 'rades to go to Springfield and plead with
Two regiments of militia will be in readi< iov. Oglesby for clemency for the eonness to march at a moments notice, and the
<i emned Anarchists.
two companies of regulars, on dnty at High
Wood, just north of Chicago, the site of the
Riotous Eloquence.
will be available.
new
Alto-

J

of

Drunkenness Against
the Captain of the Vernon.

Chicago, Nov. 4.—There seems to be no
doubt that Captain Thorp, who was in command of the ill-fated steamer Vernon, which
was lost on the lake a short time age, was an
habitual drunkard. From the statement of
many persons who had sailed with him from
time to time it would appear that he was
drunk on every voyage. One man emphatically declares that Thorp had delirium tremens in the pilot house a short time ago.
Axel Stone, the only survivor of the disaster,
when asked if he ever saw Captain Thorp

“The captain was drunk
drunk, replied:
most of the time, and he was very drunk
when we left Sheboygan last week.
While
we were coming through the straits the second mate said to him: ’Sober up, you drunken beast, and take care of this boat and the

people.’
“Friday night, which was the night that
the steamer was lost, the captain was as
drunk as 1 ever saw him, and kept taking a
drink every little while from a buttle thatlhe

carried in his coat pocket.
If the captain
had been sober I don’t believe the vessel
would have been lost, for any sober man
would have turned back when he saw how
badly she acted in a big sea.’’

Complete returns of the special election in
Delaware show that the total vote in the
State in favor of a constitutional convention
This is 1909 votes
was 14,431; opposed, 398.
short of the number required by the act under which the election was held, but is accepted as assuring the election of a legislature pledged to call a convention.

f
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military post,
gether in case of trouble, a battery of nearly
2,500 soldiers and police will be at the disposal of the authorities in case of an outbreak,
which, however, is not anticipated.
The great danger is that bombs may be
thrown, and the buildings most in danger are
the

city hall,

house,

county court
vuuu«J

criminal
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tions and newspaper offices.
These places
will be well guarded and any man found
with a bomb in his possession will undoubtedly be shot at once.
The temper of the people is such that they
will not permit any nonsense. While exagerated stories of the state of feeling have
been sent to various papers throughout the
country, there is no douot that there is much
fear of trouble, and many persons will leave
the city to remain until after the execution,
Anything aud everything is expected and
nothing may happen. Then again there may
be occurences in comparison with which the
Haymarket was nothing. There are many
dangerous eleineuts in Chicago and their
hatred of the police might lead them to commit crimes which would, of course, be laid
at the door of the Anarchists and their sym-

pathizers.

All residences in the vicinity of the jail
have been under surveillance by the police
for a month or more and new boarders and
roomers have been investigated and the antecedents of new lodgers are at once looked
up. The streets in the neighborhood of the
jail are very quiet today and no crowds have
gathered. The guard at the jail was increased by a large number of police officers

in plain clothing.
Prom now until the day of their death the
death watch will be more strictly kept upon

the doomed men, aud their visitors will be
confined to their relatives. The food brought
them will be carefully examined to >ee that
it contains nothing by means of which the
prisoners could commit suicide. Suicide is
what the officers look for low, and every precaution will be taken to prevent poison being
smuggled in.
The Visitors.
The Anarchists had the usual quota of
visitors during the visiting hour, but they
were unusually quiet, and there was a total
absence of that forced hilarity both on the
part of visitors and prisoners that was manifested as late as yesterday.
Mrs. Parsons, who, for the first time in
many weeks, left her children at home, devoted her time to an earnest whispered conference with her husband, after which she
hurried away.
Spies smiled a sickly smile when Nina Van
Zandt came in, but she did not return it, and
as she pressed his finger through the bars
tears stood in her eyes.
Even Ling, who had discarded his flaming
red necktie for a bow of maroon, seemed to
be laboring under a depression of spirits,
and replied in monosyllables to the earnest
pleadinzs of his sweetheart that he would
join with Spies and Pielden in a petition for
mercy.
Fischer was the happiest of the seven. His
wife, who was kept at home by illness yesterday, was again able to come to him, aud
in response to her entreaties Jailer Holz
J.v.
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and nestle her head upon her father’s shoulder.
Engel was visited by his wife and one of
her neighbors. It was noticeable that the
prisoners kept very much to their own kith
and kin instead of going the rounds as
usual. Altogether, it was a very sombre
visit, and the watchmen were glad when it
was over.

At a crowded meeting of the Progressive
j ,abor Party this evening, S. E. Shetlvitch,
Jitor of the Leader, said: “I am expected
1 1 make a campaign speech but cannot bring
11 ijself to
November 11th,
speak calmly.
1 le greatest crime, the most atrocious mur> l Chicago.
But if this base murder is com11 litted, the end wilt soon follow.
If these
1 eroes be
the
of ail those conc erned in their outrageous murder will be
r jckoned.
The day is not far off when

hanged,

they

'ill have to answer for the blood they have
led by every speck of life in their worthless
h odies. (Cheers anil cries of “kill them,”
*'
dynamite.”) But let them hang. Seven
u len’s lives will not harm the cause.
Let
t tern kill 1)7,000, and out of their graves 70,*J X),000 others will arise.
If these men are
anged next Friday, something a thousand
t mes worse than the late civil war will fol•' iw. We will not see it done without actv

8
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The Seven Petitioners.

Chicago, Nov. 4.—Capt. Black expects to
*> '■> to Springfield Monday, with a petition to
C ov. Oglesby for clemency, signed by every
o ae

of tiie condemned Anarchists.

BEECHER’S SUCCESSOR.
1 he

English Clergyman
Become the New

set of a successor to Mr. Beecher, met last,
ve:. ug, and unanimously voted to recomi ic
I the selection of Mr. Berry.
While
t hi- does not bind the church, there is little
ou^t that the choice of the committee will
e ratified, inasmuch as the sentiment in the
c hurch is strongly set in the same direction,
o
strongly, indeed, that the committee’s acion is virtually dictated by the universally
, xuressed desire.
Mr. Berry is now 35 years old. At ‘12 lie
* ook his first charge, a church in Bolton,
Ingland, and is now in his fourth year as
, astor
of the Queen street Congregational
hurch in Wolverhampton.
During this
j ime it is said that no less than ten brandies
lave been established in the “black counry” round about, for the colliers and founJ :ry men. Five of these have already sepa:
ate houses of worship, and a fund for
>uilding the others is nearly accumulated.
M r. Berry has been the moving power in
1 1.:. great mission enterprise, and is creuited
the knack of getting a great deal of
rk out of his associates without seeming
o bring to bear any special pressure.
The
lome church is in a most flourishing coniliion, and is one of the largest—perhaps the
argest—outside of London,' of the Congre1 iational churches of England.
In addition to the successful conduct of
ils church work, Mr. Berry has taken a deided and prominent position with respect to
mblic affairs at home. It is on him that the
luty often falls of representing the churches
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The Bomb Thrower.

Pa.,

Nov.

4.—Yesterday

1 nomas uwens, an unpretentious carpenter
at work on a house at Homestead, fell from
the roof of the building and broke his neck.
Squire Oeffner was deputized to hold an inquest, and today made a report of his investigation. Owens, Itlie deceased, it appears, came to this city about one year ago,
some two or three days after tile Haymarket
riot in Chicago, In a somewhat dilapidated
condition, representing himself to be a carHe at once secured
penter out of a job.
work at Homestead with J. R. Mullitt, and
for the past year has been working steadily
alongside of a man named Peiffer, also a carpenter. When Owens began work he said
lie had just come from Chicago where he had
a brother living, and seemed nervous and
startled at everything. His manner aroused
the suspicions of Peiffer, who was rooming
as well as working in his company, and at

the first opportunity began a systematic
questioning of Owens as to the cause of
Peiffer yesterday
alarm.
swore
before
Squire Oeffner, in the course of the inquest,
that Thomas Owens said: “i am very sorry
for those anarchists in Chicago who are now
in jail, charged with throwing bombs at the
Haymarket riot. There are others outside
who are more to blame than they. I was at
the Haymarket riot and am an Anarchist,
and say that I threw the bomb in that riot.”
Peiffer was cautioned to keep 'the statement
a secret and for that reason he did not tell
the story until after the death of Owens. “1
heard their remarks,” said the squire to a
Chronicle-Telegraph reporter this morning,
“and immediately called Peiffer to the stand,
swore him, and although it had nothing to
do with the case of Owen’s death, yet under
oath he told the story 1 have just related.

The Story Investigated.
Pittsburg, Pa., Nov. 4 —The story that
Owens, the dead carpeuter, was the bomb
thrower at Chicago, was investigated today.
Peiffer reiterated his story, and said that
Owens was always fearful, and read the

proceedings of the trial with feverisli interIn Owens’s trunk have been
est daily.
found letters from his sister and brother in
Chicago, warning him to keep away from the
Socialists, not to write home lest his letters
be intercepted, and to act with great caution
and keep as far from Chicago as possible.
Movements In New York.
New Yoke, Nov. 4.—A petition to Gov.
Oglesby, asking for the commutation of the
sentence against the Anarchists to imprisonment, which was in circulation yesterday,
has been signed, among others, by Courtlandt
Palmer, Raymond S. Perrin, Francis B.
Thurber, Rev. C. H, Eaton, Moncure D.Con-
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Louis, Nov. 4.—The

An Unfortunate Circus.

Buazii., Ind.. Nov. 4.—John Robinson’s
arcus and
menagerie train, which met

vith an accident in St. Louis yesterday, was
igain wrecked on the Vandalia Line near
.'leveland. The wreck occurred at a sharp
turve, the four middle coaches leaving the
rack and piling up. The wreck caught fire
ind was consumed. The rest of the coaches
'ontaiuing the beasts were saved. No lives
vere lost but several were injured.
The
iliow was en route to Cincinnati for winter
juarters. The loss yesterday and today ag1 [regates 8200,000; insured.
Business Troubles.

New Yoke, Nov. 4.—Bradstieets report
107 failures in the United States during the
,veek, against 213 for the (preceding week,
rhe Middle States have 56; Net* England,
11; Southern, 35; Western, 69; Pacific and
rerritories, 16; Canada, 23.
Isidore Cohnfeld,
the
largest feather
uannfacturer in the country, is embarrassed

ihrough failures

in the West.

lie has

Armed

placed

Cohnfeld is ill and the
jilities. $743,000.
property lias been placed in trust to avoid
ittachment.

__

GENERAL NEWS.
Nashville, Tenn.. had a $170,000 8rc yesteriay morning. Several persons were injured
ty falling walls.
It is rumored that Wharf Master Kalaber,
>f Memphis, Tenn., is a defaulter to the
imount of $50,000.
The Old Colony railroad will lease the
Boston & Providence road for 99 years, at 10
ter cent on the capital stock, and $1,000,000
tonus.

E. L. Harper, of the collapsed Fidelity
Bank of Cincinnati, Is now lodged in an orlinary cell in the Hamilton county. Ohio,

iail.
Bates College.
Tlie new college catalogues contain the
tames of 163 students, of which number 26
The theoire in the Divinity department.
logical department will henceforth be known
is the Cobb Divinity School, after Hon. J.
H. L. Cobb of Lewiston. There are now in
the combined libraries 14,037 volumes; exclusive of pamphlets; 351 books have been
ulded during the year. Hereafter no special
ttudents will be admitted to any of the college classes.
Elmer Sawyer, ’88, and Everett Whittimore, ’89, are the delegates from the College
Y. M. C. A. to the State convention now
convened at Kockland.
The editors of the “Student” for next year
were appointed Wednesday from the Junior
class as follows: A. L. Salford, Chas. Emerson, Everett Small, Fred Daggatt, Thomas
Singer and Miss E. I. Chipuiau.
The annual election of officers of the Heading Room Association was held Thursday
evening with the following result:
President—Chas. W. Cutts, ’88.
Vice President—F. W. Newell, ’88.
Secretary and Treasurer—11. 1,. Kuox, '89.
Executive Committee—Hopkins, '88; Emerson,
’89; l’iper, ’90; Nickerson, '91.
By invitation, E. T. Whiltinimenf the
Junior class, delivered an address Friday be
fore the Y. M.C. A.convention at Kockland.
His subject was “Association Work lit Our

Colleges.”
F. W. Chase, of the last graduating class,
lias returned to pursue a partial past gradu-

ate course.
Prof. Braun lias a large and interested
class in Germ in, composed mostly of students, which lie meets on Saturday morniugs.
G. II. Libby lias been elected to assist 1.
N. Cox in the management of the "Student”
for 1888.

responding month in 1886. For the month of
August, 1887, the passenger receipts were
$11,784.84, freight. $4,739.62, mails $447.88,
express, $230, extra baggage. $42.22, ferry
boat $1.20, car service, $196,09, sundries,
$176.01.
THE STATE.

Watched

Detectives.

ANDHOSCOGOIN COUNTY.

Relentless

A committee of the Law and Order League
is circulating a paper among the business
men of Aubnro to discover how many favor
the teiu|>erance boom of the League. Signatures are rapidly accumulating.

In

Its

Course of Prosecution.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

London, Nov. 4.—Just now it
though the government intended

appears as
to make an

Irish bastile out of the Tullamore prison for
the reception ef prisoners convicted under
the coercion laws, for numbers of the present inmates of this prison are being removed
to the Kilkenny prison, thus making room
for the government’s political offenders in
A
the most secure stronghold in Ireland.
detachment of troops has made its appear
in Tullamore, the first soldiers seen in

ance

that town in five years.
Surrounded by Detective*.
Mr. Balfour attended the
first annual
meetiug of the Midland Conservative Union
nt Birmingham today. He was accompanied
by a detective and the chief of the Learnington police. At Birmingham armed detectives
were posted at the depot to watch for suspicious characters. Balfour received during
the day a hundred addresses from Conserva-

tive associations. He gave assurance that
the government was resolved to proceed
boldly and Qrmly with the work they had
taken In hand in Ireland, and bring it to

good conclusion.

As Regarded at Home.
The Hon. Joseph Chamberlain has evidently not added anything to his political
fame, or advanced at all his diplomatic status by undertaking his mission to America.
Kven his friends admit, to themselves at
least, that his going was a mistake, and if be
nau

listened

to

me

auvice

mat

was

given

him, perhaps more hinted at than spoken,
by his friends, he would certainly never

have undertaken to become the arbitrator of
delicate a controversy as the fishery question between two great nations.
The Daily News printed yesterday in full
the drastic article published by the Toronto
Globe in reference to Mr. Chamberlain, as
well as the criticisms on this gentleman by
other Canadian newspapers. The News, referring to these strictures, says that it nevertheless hopes that Americans, despite the
follies of Mr. Chamberlain, will accord him
a reception worthy the Queen’s representatives. and that he will be treated with the
courtesy that such a representative should
expect. The News also uopes that all the
Commissioner’s ‘intiaming harangue will be
buried in oblivion, and that his mission will
be accomplished with success.

The old

church on the bill at Riverside,
which has stood there for upwards of sevenyears, stands there no more, says the
ty
Fairfield Journal.
Mr. Charles Luce of
Fairfield, arsisted by Messrs. Wood and Libby, moved it last week, down to Mr. It. Saw.
telle's, who will convert it Into a stable.
YORK COUNTY

The Sabbath school convention for York,
Eliot, Klttery and Wells met with the Christian Society of Kennebunk village, last
week.
The evening service concluded with
a sermon by Rev. Mr. Colburn of
Kittery.
The next coventlon will meet with the Freewill llaptlst church of Klttery Point in De-

cember. Rev. J. W. Card was elected president; Rev. Gardner D. Holmes, treasurer;
and Rev. Walter Flanders, secretary.

Horace P. Green, Esq., a highly esteemed
citizen of Limerick, prominent in public af-

fairs and a director in the Limerick National
Rank, died at his residence Thursday morning, after a brief illness.
Mortimer Kelley, a marine attached to the
Kittery navy yard, aged about 45 years, and
with a record of nearly 25 years of honorable servioe, has been missing since October
15, and is believed to have been drowned on
the evening of that day.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
PARK WINTER OARDEN.

Only

more day remains in which to
witness the excellent performances now
being given at this popular place of amusement. Everybody attending will receive a
coupon giving a chance to secure one of several
valuable presents.
The children's
matinee today will begin at 2.30 p. in.
one
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Dangerous Unemployed.

Lord Salisbury. Mr. Matthews, the home
secretary, and Sir Charles Warren, commissioner of the metropolitan police, held a
conference today in reference to the condi-

tion of the unemployed people of London,
and the means to be employed to prevent
Socialistic riots on Lord Mayor’s Day, the
ninth inst.
The police this morning dispersed a meeting of unemployed workingmen which had
gathered In Trafalgar Square and was 11stcniug to an address by a man named Webb.
The action of the police was in consequence
of complaints of shop keepers in the vicinity who bad complained that their business
was being injured by the gatherings of the
unemployed, many of their customers being
afraid to visit the shops while the demonstrations were being made. Webb was arrested. The mob made no resistence.

Fifty

Years a Soldier.

The Prince of Wales attended a banquet
today of the United Service Club to the
Duke of Cambridge, in honor of the fiftieth
anniversary of his joining the British Army.
The Duke will be appointed commander-inchief by patent. The last patent issued was
to the Duke of Wellington.
After Mr. Cox.

Dublin, Nov.

4.—Mr. Cox, member of
Parliament, tailed to appear to day at the
Knnis Court, in answer to a summons for
attending proclaimed meetings in County
Clare, and a warranter his arrest has been
issued. The government is resolved to prosecute all persons who took part in the midnight meeting at Woodford, on Sunday, Ocwuci
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lord lieutenant, forbidding the meeting, was
burned. Among those to De prosecuted are
James Rowlands, T. P. Gill and
David
Slieehy, members of Parliament, and Mr.
Dennohy, secretary to the lord mayor ol

Dublin.

Convictions and Arrests.

Twenty persons, charged with obstructing evictions at Ballykerogue, have been
sentenced to various terms of imprisonment.
Six moonlighters were arrested at Ardfert
for shooting a farmer.
O’Brien’s Prison.

officer detailed to

vatch the ruins of Fourth street explosion
n St. Louis, while walking over the debris
ast night, discovered au iron hemisphere,
rhich, on examination, proved to be the reuains of a dynamite bomb. The detectives,
lowever, are unshaken in their belief that
he catastrophe was purely accidental.
The
lomb was fouud among the debris that had
teen carefully overhauled the day before,
['he police are strong in their assertions that
he bomb was placed there yesterday by
onie of the sensationalists who have been
vriting letters to the police and newspapers,
leclariug that they were given 85000 to do
he job. Already half a dozen cranks have
ent as
many letters to each of the St. Louis
tapers, claiming that they were agents of
he alleged crime.

1

Birmingham

Government

Cranks and Their Bombs.
St.

Oglesby Reticent.
Sfiungfikld, 111., Nov. 4.—Gov. Oglesby
receives a large daily mail in reference to

Pittsburg,

iniunc

Mr. Beecher was received by
be ministers, and as he did just before saifng for America, when he welcomed, in the
tame of the Non-Conformist chnrches, the
.’hurch of England convention at Wolverlampton, the Archbishop of Canterbury preie

n'.

fere. She made an inaffectual effort to nersuade her brother to come with her to their
old home in Kentucky and stay till after the
execution. The Governor refused, saying he
would stick it out.

Pastor.

j

a long statement of his reasons for this
action Judge Tuley says that he has carefully
studied the case, and, while not douhtiug
that the condemned men are technically
he feels that their actual complicity
e murder of Officer Deagan has not
been shown, and that the extreme penalty of
the law should not be meted out to them. In
his judgment public policy would be better
served by imprisonment for life than by
hanging. Imprisoned for life, the seven
would soon be forgotten; hanged, they
would be deified.

Will Not Interfere.

Will

New Yoke, Nov. 4.—It is virtually actt ed that Rev. Charles A. Berry of Wolver,
ampton, Eng., is to be called to Plymouth
c hurch as its pastor.
The advisory committ re of the church, having charge of the sub-

m

Louisvili e, Ky., Nov. 4.—Mrs. Emeline
Wilson, sister of Governor Oglesby, reached
here last night from a visit to her brother.
She says the Governor is sorely worried by
the great number of letters which have been
sent him praying executive clemency or
threatening him unless he grants pardon, as
well as by delegations which call on him to
intercede In behalf of the condemned men.
she said he was fully resolved not to inter-

Who

Become an

to

Irish Bastile?

The

Judge Tuley’s Opinion.
Judge Tuley, one of the best known and
most respected members of the Chicago judiciary, yesterday signed a petition asking
the Governor to commute the sentence. In

the Anarchist cases, but declines to make
Mrs. Miller, of
any of the letters public.
Chicago, called on the Governor today to intercede for them, but went away much discouraged. She thinks the Governor believes
in letting the law take its course.

days

Prison

la Tullamore

J

J

Ceneral Benet Tells Again the Story
of Defenceless Coasts.

what he thought of the appointment, he remarked that it looked peculiar.
Many business men, recalling the wreck
and ruin of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal,

uuiii lit;

was on.

THE WASHINGTON WIRE.

New York, Nov. 4.—A despatch from
Baltimere to the Times says that the talk of
that city has been the appointment of Senator Arthur P. Gorman, a State Director of
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. It was generally viewed, except among the German
workers and sympathizers, as a political
movement directed against John K. Cowen,
chief of the counsel of the Baltimore &
Ohio and the leader of the reform movement
in the State. When Mr. Cowen was asked

hing to crush the fearless Cowen

..

BINES BROTHERS.

What Is Believed

H'ai,

Block Island 29.74
—2 NW_cloudy
Nantucket... 29.70
+8 NW_Cloudy
Northfield.
i!2
—6 W
....Clear
Albany, N. Y 29.92
New York... 29.88
—8 NW
46
Cloudy

Philadelphia. 29.98
Washington.. 30.00
Norfolk, Va. 29.96

Fight

of the Baltimore it

WEATHER.

Washington, Nov. 6.
The Indications for New England are
colder fair weather, fresh to brisk north-

POWDER

Maryland Boss, Alarmed at
Strength of the Reformers,

Carries the

who were in the bow of the
men were badly wounded in the
riddled
with pieces of the torside, being
pedo. They also received severe wounds on
the body, and one of them had a rib broken.
The injured men were attended by Surgeon
Wise of the torpedo station, and were then
taken to Newport Hospital. The cause of
the explosion is unknown, but it would seem
that the officer in charge of the battery must
have turned the current on too soou, as the
torpedo could not have exploded unless the

FRICHTENED.

Nkw York, Nov. 4.—T. P. Gill’s letter to
the Tribune referring to Mr. O’Brien’s Imprisonments contains the following: “The
Governor, a thick-set, common-looking .man
with a cast in his eye, is simply a dull human machine that will do what its master
bids it, with no more feeling one way or the
other than the handoulfs that clasp his prisoner’s wrists. We spoke to him today in
the vestibule of his jail. He could give no
information whatsoever about Mr. O’Brien.
Hud It yet been decided to put Mr. O’Brien
In prison clothes ? He could tell nothing.
Could we see Mr. O’Brien?
Oh. no, Mr.
O’Brien was to be allowed

no

visitors

for

three months. Would he give a letter to
him which he, the governor, might read himself first? No, Mr. O’Brien was to receive
no letters, either, during his imprisonment
Would he tell him we called?
Well, they
might say friends called, but he was not permitted to say who they were.
The question on which every friend of Mr.
O'Brien is hanging with anxiety is whether
Mr. Balfour is going to carry out his vaunt
that lie would treat political prisoners exactly like common criminals. Mr. O’Brien has
challenged him to do so, and has declared

that whatever be the consequences he will
not submit to be so treated. Everybody who
understands the resolute character of Mr.
O’Brien and knows that unless Mr. Balfour eats his words and declines the challenge, a fearful struggle must take place,
which may have even a fatal ending.
The
governor of the jail has referred the question
to the Castle, and they have referred it to
Mr. Balfour, who is a s ay In England and
who up to this evening has not sent a reply.
What happens when the prison rules are
carried out is this: The prisoner is stripped
naked in the presence of the governor and
He is then made to
minutely examined.
take a bath, his own clothes are taken from
him, and he is given a striped uniform to put
on.
This is the first stage, and Mr. O’Brien
declares that this stage he will resist to the
(iraiii.
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all the sufferings and privations of his imprisonment, but he will submit to no Indignities. He will do no menial offices and he
will not associate with the thieves and pickpockets in the exercise yard. They will
have literally to tear his clothes from his
back, and then he will remain naked and die
of the cold sooner than put on the prison
dress. All this will be disobedience, and for
disobedience a prisoner is liable to instant
in the dark cells. These are
oles absolutely devoid of light and cut off
from the heat supply of the prison. Here a
prisoner may be locked up for any period
from twenty-four hours to a week at a time,
with no food but bread and water, no bed
but a plank, and no bed clothes.

Kunlshment

Foreign Notes.
An imperitl decree has been issued it
Germany convoking the Keichstag on No-

vember 'J4.
Mail advices from Sierra Leone, West Af
rica, say that the natives of Saunchoo havt
risen and massacred the uative police and i
number of people.
The number of persons who have emigrated from Germany this year is 19,000 ovei
the number of emigrants in 1880.
The Kev. Mr. Spurgeon, in his formal let
ter of resignation from the Baptist Union
says it is useless to ask him to reconsider hi:

decision.
Emperor William is not able to rise. The
disturbing symptons of his disease are abating, but the pain at the base of the spim
continues aud is especially acute with anj
movement.
The Queen Regent of Spain has acceded t<
the Duke of Seville's petition for pardon
The government stipulates that before h«
returns to Spain he must return for a few
months to Maton Island, whither he was
banished, until the petitiou has been formal

ly granted.
Krupp has offerred $400,000 for the secret ol
a new explosive manufactured by the Russian ^engineer, llioucktesbell, land the in

ventor refused the offer because he had al
ready made a contract with the Russian

government.

The German government states that, ir
consequence of the revision of the Austrian
customs tariff of 1880, the aspect of politicocommercial affairs hus undergone a changt
which reuders negotiations foi anew taritl
convention impossible. Germany is willing
however, to prolong the existing treaty ont
year-

The sixth entertain meat in the Stock bridge
course

will be

sum

of $17,(107.80 against $10,1153 for the

cor

Wednesday

next

even-

TUK KlXbKBGAKTKX.

November loth and nth the musical comedy, “The Kindergarten,” will be given at
Portland Theatre.
The New York Star
has been
says: “The ipiece
judiciously

pruned since it was last presented here. It
was sparkling and lively before, but now It

Is one ronnd of riotous fun and merriment,
without a dull line or a dragging song. Of
course, there Is no plot, only a succession of
wild absurdities and comical situations,
strung on the Idea of a Bohemian pedagogue
and hTs fair scholars.
Everybody Is dressed
in some brilliant or extravagant costume,
and everybody sings.”

Cumberland

County

Musical Con-

vention.

The 18th annual convention of the Cumberland iCounty Musical Association was
held at Yarmouth, Wednesday and Thursday, Nov. 2d and 3d. There was a large attendance of members from all parts of the
county, resulting in a full chorus and an unusually flue corps of soloists. The exercises
consisted of three rehearsals daily, closing
with a grand concert Thursday evening.
At the business meeting of the society
Thursday afternoon j. W. Monger, Esq.,
was re-elected president, and business transacted. The association has been prosperous,

and the financial problem has been settled
satisfactorily to all.
Eighteen years ago several energetic and
enthusiastic spirits, the veterans of Cumberland county, Nicholas Hideout of Cumberland, .1. T. Merrill of Gray, D. C. Mcintire
of North Yarmouth and Benj. True of Pownal headed by the venerable George Plummer of Gray organized this society In the interests of country choirs.
For sixteen years
Mr. numiner as president of the association,
watched over the welfare of his offspring
with a father’s care and as a result it has
waxed strong with Its years and to-day
stands forth one of
the most successful
musical organizations in the State.
The concert Thursday evening was the
principal feature of public interest and called
out a large audience.
The First Parish
church being nearly filled.
The incomparable Chandler with his orchestra occupied
the platform and discoursed sweet melody,
while the chorus under the magnetic baton
of Prof. Blanchard rendered trie numerous
8«|pptinna

frnni

X

nnerranh”

Kv Pari

Terrahn, and Emerson's “Jehovah’s Praise.”
the several solos and quartettes were exceedingly well rendered by Mr. Frank Hascail of
Pownall, Mrs. Kate Knight of Falmouth,
Miss Emma Merrill of Gray, Geo. P. Thomas
of Portland, Howard Buxton of Cumberland, Mrs. Evans and Mrs. Lowell of Yarmouth.
The exercises were interspersed
with songs by Miss Florence Knight of Falmouth and Mrs. F. C. Gore of Yarmouth,
Mr. George P. Thomas sang the "Forester’s
Song,” and responded to an encore with "A
Jolly Good Laugh.’’ Miss Annie Buriiank,
the organist at the First Parish, presided at
the piano during the concert very acceptably. The evening's entertainment was un-

usually

line and

reflects much credit to the

association and its able conductor. Prof. E.
A. Blanchard of this village.

The 18th convention has been a success,
and it is hoped that at no distant day the as
soclation will favor us by coming again.

W. B. A.

Movements

the Fishermen
the Coast.

Among

on

[Correspondence of the Press.]
Nokth Havkn, Nov. 2.
Schooner Willie Parkman, Capt. Wm.
Henry Banks, has recently been sold to
Rockland parties to be used as a coaster.
The vessel, which is a good one, was sold at
a great sacrifice.
Frank Smith, son of F. H. Saiith, has repurchased a beautiful steam yacht,
cently
the Fostina. She ,is of a graceful model,
and will be quite an attractive addition to
the pleasure yachts of Fox Island Thoroughfare.

The Eleetric Flash, Capt. Aaron Smith,
becoming disgusted with the mackerel
about to be changed into a
coaster, her
enterprising captain being
bound to get a living, mackerel or no mackwho

prospect, is
erel.

Captain Hiram Stone and Mr. Howard
Deane, owners in the Phoebe and Emma
Small, have chartered Fred Brown’s little
schooner, and are now breasting the November seas for codflsh on onr shore.
Quite a large concourse of the youth of
the town assembled at Union Hall last evening, the occasion being a reception to Mr.
Frank Beverage and his bride. May Calderwood, eldest daughter of B. C. Calderwood,
who were united in marriage recently.

Mr. Nelson Mullen has recentlv resigned
Ills position at the Custom House ami Mr.
Qeorge Lewis has been appointed his successor.
Mr. Lewis yesterday entered the
office vacated by J. F. Cooper, who remove*
his business to Camden.
Mr. Ruel Mills, captain of the seiner Emma
Dyer, today returned his vessel to the owners in Carver’s Harbor.
Capt. Lewis McDonald, the caDtain whose
vessel was seized by the Dominion officials
at Souris, P. E. I., has recently set sail for

that place in the schooner Oasis to* a load of
potatoes, which he intends to market either
in Boston or New York.

A Young Republican Club,
To the Editor of the Press :
The Republican party, I think, from the
very nature of its principles, and looking, as
it does, always ahead, contains more young
blood than any other political organization
This is particularly the
in the country.
Would it not be well,
case in Portland.
then, to organize this element, both for the
good of the party and the young blood Itself ?
Nearly all the western cities, and a few of
the eastern, have tbelr young men’s RepubliIn campaigns they are of great
can clubs.
service to the party as a whole, and outside
of campaigns, by meeting together now and
then for the discussion of live topics, they

offer the young man the best possible means
for political education and advancement. 1
suggest such a club for Portland and vicinity
to be composed not only of young voters, but
comiug young voters, who are old enough to
take an active Interest In the political questions of the day.
There will he another national campaign
in less than a year.
Why not form such an
organization at once, that It may be well
the
for
battle
of ’s»?
equipped

Youno Voter.

Fever Closes the Schools.
[CorrespoJdcnce of the Press. ]
Mechanic Fall*. Nov. 4.
The schools were closed today owing to
the prevalence of scarlet fever, ten cases being reported this morning.
Mr. Stephen Bray la building a grist mil)
at the Junction of the Rumford Falls ami
Buck tie Id Railroad and (Irami Trunk RailScarlet

road.
Railroad Notes.
The earuiugs of the Knox & Lincoln rail
road for the mouth of August, 1887, reach th< 1

given

ing, Nov. 9th, by the Boston Symphony
Orchestra.
The soloist will be Madame
Helen Hastreiter, the great contralto. There
are some good seats left at Stockbridge’s.

Kawson and Pottle the two men injured at
the Coy crossing, are about their business.
Work has commenced on the Baptist
church, it will be remodeled into a modern
church.

rrH'K
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do uot read anonymous letters and coniniuThe name and address of the writer

nlcatlous.
are

m all

cases

Indispensable,

not

necessarily

for

publication but

as a guarantee of good faith.
W* cannot undertake to return or preservo
oeuiuiuntcstlons that are uot used.

Bitting Bull Is the worst savage the government lias had to deal with for many years.
The settlers may well hear with alarm that
he has gone on the war path again.
As the day of their execution approaches
the ooudemnd Anarchists are losing their
defiant attitude and behaving more as becomes men about to undergo a terrible or-

deal.
Senator Sherman says Jeff Davis’s reception at Macon, Gin. Jackson's speech and
Gen. Gordon’s appearance on the stump
have helped the Republican campaign in that

immensely.

State

S. G. Hopkins who sent the alleged
Infernal machine to Chief Justice Waite has
got what be was after—a little cheap notoriety. The contempt of decent people is a
pretty high price to pay for it, however.
Mr.

From

an

Investigation by the Boston Ad-

vertiser it appears that there are no less
than 20,Otki children in attendance on parochial schools in Massachusetts. Five new
school buildings are in process of construc-

tion. The great majority of tho pupils
girls.

are

_

The man that Invented the story of Jeff
Davis’s fatal illness wanted to see probably
how tha prospect of the early demise of the

unrepentant rebel would take with the country. He must be satisfied that the nation is
not likely to be convulsed with grief when
iiiiut

utcui uci'urs.

Right after Jackson’s eulogy of Jefferson
Davis conies Judge Bradley, the Democratic
candidate in Rhode Island with the declaration that “President Lincoln had put a man
Into the grave for every vote he received for
that high position.” There seems to be a

sympathetic

revival of

In the North.

the Copperheadism

The great question pending before the
English cabinet now is whether Mr. O’Brien
shall be compelled to wear in prison the dlstlngaishlng garb of the common criminal. It
Is pretty safe to predict that its decision will
be against Mr. O’Brien, far It has not been
Its custom to neglect an opportunity to outrage, the feelings of the people of Ireland.
The New York papers are extending to one
another the compliments of the season. The
Sun refers habitually to Mr. Pulitzer, the
editor of the World, as Judas Pulitzer, and
the World returns the compliment by speaking of Mr. Charles Ananias Dana. Pott
and Slurk seem destined to be distanced before the question «f who is to be tho next
district attorney of New York is settled.
The Argus Is having a fine time shying
bricks at the City Marshal. As the Argus
enjoys It and nobody else cares anything
about it there Is no reason why che performance should not continue. The curious
thing about It Is the Idea which the Argus
seems to
have that It Is “hurting” the
marshal, when It Is patent to everybody else
that It Is only advertising to the public that
the marshal has at some time or other tread
apon Its corns.
The supporters of Henry George have decided to have no parade to-night in New
York city for a novel reason. They say
that it was their parade on the Saturday
night before election a year ago that defeated Henry George for Mayor inasmuch
as it satisfied the conservative men that
they all must turn In and help elect Hewitt
U they wanted to keep out George. This

silk-stockings are to be scared
election instead of before, the George
year the

after
men

think.
_

The Albany Journal alleges that large
amounts of money, estimated as high as
$200,000, have been raised by assessment on
the distillers, saloon keepers
and brewers

and

to help
elect Democratic legislators
the Democratic State ticket In New

York.

Considering

the service
__

Gov. Hill
at...

1_a.

Legislature did them la defeating the Crosby aad Veddar high licease bills their contribution Is not very large, and ought not to
excite surpriee. It by no means represents
the value received.

Lord Lytton, over whose appointment as
English ambassador at Paris there Is such
an outcry im England, is the “Owen Meredith," so well known In America as the author of “Lucille." As long ago as IM9 he
was an attache ef the British legation at
Washington; in 1876 he was viceroy of India ; and in 1886 he was made an earl. He
was a great ^favorite with Beaconsfield, and
for this reason, no doubt, is preferred by
Lord Salisbury. With the English people, on the other hand, he is not at all popu-

lar,

and by them is considered a poor substitute for se able a diplomat as Lord Lyons.

President Cleveland has sent joy to the
hearts of the supporters of Col. Fellows, by
announcing that he Is in favor of the election of the “excellent” Democratic ticket, of
which Col. Fellows Is a part.
According to
the President’s wannest New York newspaper supporters, The Post and Times, Col.
Fellows’s candidacy is warmly endorsed by
all the “boodlers” and their friends. How
they will reconcile the President’s appearance on the same side with bis alleged sympathy with honesty and reform, remaius to
be seen.
In view of his attitude in the
Maryland campaign, however, his position
In the New York contest ought to excite ne
great surprise.
The merchants and manufacturers of New
Brunswick, it seems, are growing envious of
our greater trade in the West Indies, and are
making efforts to divert a portion of it.
Thursday, the St. John Trade and Forward-

ing Company gave notice of the sailing of
their pioneer vessel for the West Indies'
Commenting upon the venture, the St. John
Sun says:
This should he the first step towards the capture by New Brunswick of at least a portion of
our natural market lu the tropical regions. The
Bun is Informed that scores of mills In New England, principally in Maine, are engaged in preparing material tor orange boxes, lemon boxes,
and other wooden packages for West India products. Tlie West Indies are now supplied with
Canadian Ash. rt'-sliipped from American ports,
wall New Brunswick lumber forwarded by United
States middle men, and with dried ana packed
meats which this province could furnish belter
and cheaper than the country from which they
It is high time that this province
are purchased.
should try to secure a share of the West India
market for goods which are New Brunswick specialties.

Iain’s small stock of information respecting the
facts and the law of the case. We are so democratic as to desire that such work as this should
be entrusted to men wlm are known to be not only
able but to be skillful also.
This is encouraging. It is geneially admitted that the last American commission
that discussed the fisheries was badly outwitted by the English and Canadians. If
tho boot is to be on the other leg now, Americans will rejoice, and the Canadians ought
not to complain. It will only be evening the

ing simplicity about Miss Perry’s style, a
gentle pathos aud a piquant cheerfulness
which are very winning. Every innocent,
right-minded girl who reads these stories of
Tacy and Jim, Kate Oxford and A ioiet,
Louise, Sliarly, Marigold, Dorothy, Patty
and Tib Tyler, will be the happier for it,
aud secure many hours of great enjoyment.
(Boston: Ticknor & Co.; Portland: Luring,

tiling up.

Her Only Son. By lfesba Stretton. A
very sad, pathetic story—so sad indeed that
we hesitate to add it to the burden of life’s
woes.
It might however be used as a campaign document in the crusade agaiust intemperance, with the best effect. It is terribly tragic and sympathetic picture of the

CURRENT COMMENT.
WIIEUE THE SIMILARITY FAILS.

[Boston Commonwealth.]
The third party

similarity fails at several vital
points. For instance, did any one ever hear
or read of the great body of abolitionists voting against whig candidates who favored the
abolition of slavery?
THE

We have much respect for a screwmaker or a
doctor who possesses business abilities, and wo
would not object to the choice of a competent
man for the doing of any work because he was a
baronet. What we complain of In this case is
skat the men who bate been especially selected to
represent Great Britain and Canada in the discussion and, it may be, in tbe settlement of matters of great importance are inexperienced, have
In many ways demonstrated tliclr unfitness to
n»n*ge delloate negotiations successfully and are
wholly devetd of that knowledge erf law and of
Jflkl
jrrlnetples wtrtek some one of the BrltlshCanafllan (.'omiamioiiers should possess In order
to cope lueenssfuJly with tbe able men
they are to
meet, air John Macdonald does not possess such
tnftmate knowledge of law and history as would
render liuu fully competent for such a postilon—
witness the ridiculous blunder he made in accetttfrtg m a valuable ermoeesion for free navigation
of the Yukon, which we already possessed; and
many other blunders of that Washington treaty.
But be would have|beeu a much better rejiresentativc than Sir Charles Tupper, who will have to
be crammed once or twice a day, and lie would
have been able to add something to Mr. Chamber.

REWARDS OF LITERARY SUCCESS.

[Lewiston Journal.]
Rev. Elijah Kellogg’s life does not indicate that the rewards of literary success are
great. His books are exceedingly popular,
aud he is exceedingly poor. Biit for bis
friends, the good old man would reully

suffer.

^_

NEW

events as they are occurring. In tho year
1839 Mr. Phillips first came prominently before the

public, and his biographer truly
says, “The history of the life of such a man
is the history of his times.” It is tho history of the anti-slavery movement in New
England. The “Garrison riot,” in Boston
was viewed by Phillips, and decided his future. When he saw William Lloyd GarriCAn
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riated mob, consisting of “a thousand

men

dressed in broadcloth and all the other paraphernalia of respectauility,” because he
dared speak in defense of the oppressed,
then his Puritan blood was stirred, and he
decided to cast’ his lot with the anti-slavery
people. A man who was neither politician,
nor statesman, who never cast-a vote at the

polls, Wendell Phillips

eminently a public man. With his culture, scholarship, rare
eloquence and vigor as an orator, he would
was

have oeon a strong power under any circumstances. Indeed his was the perfection of
oratory, and crowds who had no real sympathy with his views were charmed and delighted in listening to him. He

practiced

the doctrine which he preached, that ‘‘the
man of one idea is the only man who succeeds,” and he gave himself heart, soul and
brain, to the cause of the slave. A curious
episode in the career of Mr. Phillips was his
advocacy of the election of Gen. Butler to be
Governor of Massachusetts; and one smiles
in remembering that in a speech delivered at
Salisbury Beach in 1871, he mentions exGovemors Brooks, Andrew and others, and
declares that “when history comes to record
the great names and great services Massachusetts has rendered to the nation and to
the age, she will write the name of Benjamin
F. Butler as high, if not higher, than any of
those men who have filled the Governor’s
chair for

fifty years.”

Mr. Austin takes his
subject eon amore; his idol has no flaw; and
he accepts rather blindly and in perfect faith
all of Mr. Phillips’s prejudices, and that he
had the prejudices peculiar [to enthusiasts,
reformers, “men of one idea,” must be admitted. Nevertheless he was a great orator,
and a man to be eminently honored. (Boston: Lee & Shepard; Portland: Loring,
Short & Harmon.)

The Scottish Pulpit. From the Reformation to the Present Day. By William M.
Taylor, D. D, LL. D. Dr. Taylor is pastor
of the Broadway Tabernacle, New York
city, and has twice held the position of "Lyman Beecher Lecturer” in Yale Thelogical
Seminary. The prosent collection of sermons we find strong, vigorous and interesting, exhibiting many of the Scottish characteristics. The writer does “not design giving a full account of Scottish Eclesiastical
History, nor does ho intend to furnish comimqjiupuioo

ui

tuu
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The Wonder Clock; or Four and Twenty
Marvellous Tales, Being One for Each Hour
of tha Day. Written and illuustrated by
Howard Pyle. Embellished with ,verses by
Katharaino Pyle. Mr. Pyle’s clever and
original work is too well known to need
fresh praise. He is an artist with pen and
pencil, and most striking and unconventional in hi* originality, while yet he never transgresses the rules of art. He can be grotesque and yet refined; bold and effective
with simple methods. The Wonder Clock is
even more successful than the very ingenious
Robin Hood of two years ago; and if Ids art
is too subtle to appeal directly to the children for whom he makes his pictures and
stories, at least it has plenty of other qualities which will still delight the little ones,
while their elders find equal enjoyment in

Mr. Pyle’s quaint and curious fancies.

A
and
executed, The Wonder Clock Is one of the
most beautiful Holiday volumes of the season.
(New York: Harper & Brothers; Portland : Loring, Short A Harmon.)

charming book, delightfully conceived

Perseverance Island, or The Robinson
Crusoe of the Nineteenth Century.
By
Douglass Frazar. Illustrated. There is a
charm in the name of Robinson Crusoe,—
whether he be of the Nineteenth Century or
of an earlier date,—which goes straight to
every boy’s heart. The Crusoe of Perseverance Island possesses the same unfailing interest as his prototype of De Foe’s history,
and has been so attractive that a new edition
of his story is now printed. Our hero seems
to have been of a scientific turn, makes gunpowder, Bessemer steel, an astrolabe, a submarine boat, and everything else that could
be desired, eveu to a flying-machine. Of the
manner in which he accomplished these feats
we will leave our young readers to find out
from the pages of this entertaining book.
(Boston: Leo A Shepard; Portland: Bailey

Noyes.)

Fairy Legends of the French Provinces.
Translated by Mrs. M. Carey. The folklore of a country has naturally many of the
characteristics of its people, and is not only
amusing and entertaining to the children
who listen to these legends wliicli have r'linu'
down by word of mouth from one generation
to another, but is valuable in itself to the

student of history. These tales which Mrs.
Carey has translated have been admirably
selected from volumes of the French folk
lore journal, and from Paul Lebillot’s “Contes des Provinces de la France,” published
in Paris in 1884. The translator adds to
each story a note statiug its sources. These
narratives, thirty-four in number, aim at a
scrupulous fidelity to the original, and will
be found very interesting to young and old.
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Co.;
Publishers, No. 13 Astor Place.)
•
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have
a new novel by Edward Garrett, about whose
stories there is a quiet charm, aud a modest

From the

publishing house

same

we.

Christianity which never descends to cant or
In this case his heotine
common-place.
Crissy Miller was quite “Equal To Tub
Occasion,” aud deserved all the happiness
she won ‘after many days’ of toil and discouragement, (New York: Dodd, Mead &
Co.; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
To all book lovers we desire to recommend
for the coming year, "The Book-Buyer,” an

extremely valuable magazine and literary
journal published monthly by Charles Scrib
New York. It contains an in
summary of American and foreign
literature and lias a brilliant list of special
contributors. It is cleverly illustrated, aud
each number is embellished with a portrait
of some popular modern author, engraved
ner’s Sons,

terestlng

for
“The Book-Buyer.”
The
Christmas number of over one hundred pages,
will be of unusual interest, with several colored illustrations, and the price of the publicatian, one dollar a year, is merely nominal.
The frontispiece of The Book-Buyer for
November is an excellent portrait of Mr.
Augustine Burrell, the author of ‘Obiter
Dicta.’

expressly

Tony,
<1 r/1

So

very pretty and taking book for the
young people is Juau and Juanita.
By
Frances Courtenay Baylor, with illustrations
—more or less excellent—by Henry Landham. This story was originally published in
St. Nicholas, and is founded on fact. Two
Mexican children were captured by the
Indians and carried off to the Llanos Estacados. After spending four years in captivity they made their escape and travelled
three hundred miles through the wilds to the
frontier of Texas, when they were restored
to their mother in Mexico. How the children who read this story will delight in

the

O

SO CENTS.
COMMENT

—

Black and Colored Dress Goods,

Maid, by

C'lv Art L'fnmt

CONTINUED

THIS

WEEK.

Silk Corduretts 2-1 inches wide 37 1 >2 cents, (in short lengths) regular price $1.25.
Cents’ tine Imported ('aslimere Hose 37 1-2 cents, worth 50 (rents.
Extra Bargains in Underwear.
Seul Plush just received in a Higher tirade than previously shown
in this market, claimed to be the highest manufactured. All dcsiriug
Cloaks made from this quality should give orders as early as possi.
it cauot be duplicated this season.
Sole Agents for the Famous Centomeri Kids, 3 to 30 button length.
Agents for the Dcuiorest Sewing Machine at $19.50. Large number being sold.

blc,

T1

AO, r,

$6.00

to

INTEREST PAID ON dFpOSITS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED
CONNOR, Presidem.

$30.00.

BANKERS,
—OFFER FOR SALE—

6’s
7’s
0’s
($’s
4’s
4’s

■

•

GRAND

other first class Investment securities,
sept 10eodtf
anil

of Writing Paper and
I want to reduce it to make

FRANK

Portland City Bonds, matur-

B. CLARK,

Congress

BY THE WAY
hot cakes.

—

Street.

Those 39c Books

are

going

dtf

nov4

ing November, 1887,
Portland Water Co.

Bonds,
maturing April 1,1888.
a

exchange,

of

Mayor

Aldermen, i
October 24th, 1887.)

T

180 Middle Street,

Portland, Me.
octl_<ttt
WE OFFER FOR SALE-

or

Men’s Fine Clothing!

Which may be registered if desired. Also many
other desirable investment securities, yielding
from 4 to G per cent, interest.
City of Portland Bonds, maturing within six
months, and Portland Water Co. Bonds, maturing
April 1st, 1888, received In exchange at rates
that will make it to the
ADVANTAGE OF HOLDERS TO EXCHANGE
THEM NOW.

CO.,

WE OFFER FOR SALE
Canal National Bank Stock,
Portland Rolling Mills Stock,
Dexter & Newport R. R. Co's Stock.
—ALSO—

Portland Water Co. Sinking Fund Gold 4s, due 1927.
We will receive Porltand Water Co. 6s, due April 1.

MOULTON,

BANKERS,;

Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts.
octs
dtT

oct20

204 MIDDLE STREET.

C.C7

Lorenzo Taylor.
Manuel Peterson heirs...
Thomas Koden heirs.
Samuel Rand.
City of I’ortland.
Isaac Abrams.
Adelaide Tucker.
Benj. Cushing.

4,185
1,582
1,330
1,328
5,100

WHY ?
Because our rent and expense enable us
to sell good goods less than others
keeping u similar stock.

Fine Goods

a

Specialty!

A complete assortment of all kinds ol
Rubber Goods for Ladies, Gents',
Misses and Children.

BROWN,
SIGN of MAMMOTH GOLD BOOT,

James P, Baxter.
Mary A. P. Tucker.
James P. Baxter.
Sophia K. Preble.

nov3

...

Henry Deering, et als..
Aug.G. Schlotterbeck...
Cyrus Cressey.

Miirkel

CANDIES.
cold weather approaches and Ihc evening* begin
lengthen, a dish of choice Fresh Candies, Nuts,
Apples, etc., add not u little in helping to entertain
your friends and make the evening pass pleasantly. In order that our Caudies may be as fresh ns
possible, we have mndc arrangements with Cloudy
A Kent of this city to manufacture them for us fresh
every day. We also have their guarantee that none but
the choicest materials shall be used in their uiuuufnelurc, and that they are absolutely pure. As Ooudy A
Kent’s goods bear the highest reputation as to quality we
feel justitieil in recommending them as belugas good as
any Candies sold in this city, and at prices about half
that charged by most dealers, namely :
to

121-2,18 AND 25 GENTS PER POUND.
stock of Sweetmeats is well replete, comprising;

OUIt

of both Indians and Mexicans.
CUBES i’ains. External and Internal. RE
I IEVES Swellings,Contractions of the Mus
cles, Stitl ness of the Joints. HE A 1.8 Bruises
Scalds, Burns, Cuts. Cracks, aud scratches. (Bes
Stable Remedy in the world.) CUKES llheumu
tisrn. Neuralgia, Hoarseness, Sore Throat, Croup
ami all kindred afflictions.
A l.urqe Houle. A Powerful Remedy.
nu it eoulu but ‘£i eenli
per bottle.
NEEStO* A’
RONTON

eroncmienl,

All Druggists.
lebiO

CO.,
T,Th&81st2uoi'4thpurm

GEO. C. SHAW & CO.,
Nos. 585 & 587
oct29

Congress & 235 Middle Sts.

•od2w

sri vo iutis.

«,uis

ll.lil

2,803
3,172
4,403
5,025
2,184
1,760

16.34
20.75

29.19

SYMPHONY
I

ORCHESTRA!
WILHELM DERICK K, Conductor.
MME. HELEN HA STRE1TEM, Soloist.
Reserved Seat* $1.00 and $1.36; Admission 76
cents; now ou sale at Stockhrldge's.
Season ticket* to the three Symphony Concerts
$3.00 and $2.60.
Symphony, Stoddard and Haydn tickets exchanged for Sol Smith, Flnafore, Fisk Jubilee or
Contnout.
Half fare on M. C. R. R.
Not*—The doors will be kept closed during tire
performance of each uimtber.
nov-tdst

tlemen
nov2

40,244

$263.26

KAMES.
AREA.
RATE.
AM’T.
Elizabeth M. McDonald 7,517 $1.34 576-1000 $25.99
Geo. W. Woodman. 10,000
34.58

*00.57

WARREN STREET SEWER.
Between Congress and Monument streets.
Beginning in the centre of Warren street, 132.5
northerly from the north line of Monument street;
thence southerly through centre of Warren street,
132.5 feet to the north line of Monument street;
thence with a curve to right 26.5 feet to sewer In
Monument street, which It enters 10 feet west of
ceutre line of Warren street.
Sewer is of 10 in. cement pipe, laid 8.9 feet
deep at
point of beginning, 8.1 feet, 13 feet from Monument
street sewer, and 8.6 feet at terminus.
feet

Sewer.#120.87
$40.29

Sum to be assessed.
assessed, 15.062 so. ft.
Kate per 100 sq. It., $0.53 498-1000.
AURA.

KAMJtg.

RAT*.

AM'T.

4,L!8 $0.53 498-1000 #22.14
4.183
22.38
3,292
17.81
3,449
18.45
15,062

WM. A.

28c.

AM’T.

12)97
50'46

1,107
1,300

6 82
10 83
12.71

at!

PORTLAND THEATRE
TWO

Thursday

and

22,574

8220.76

aud will then and there proto determine and adjudge whether the public
convenience requires said street or way to be laid

out.

tilven umler our hands on this first day ol November, A 1)., 1887.
CHAS. J. CHAPMAN, Mayor, l
V, C, WILSON,
Commute oil
WM. H. SMITH.
JOHN K. It AM),
lay*''* out
New Streets.
EDWARD w. KKNT.
ROBERT A. McCLUTCHY,
Porttoud, Nov 1st. 1887,
uov2dlw

Kindergarden
As

presented over 80 consecutive ulghts tn
New York City to crowded houses.

100 NEW AND NOVEL SURPRISES.
Doh’i Fail

la

flee Ihe

2 BABY COMEDIANS.
IO Ylinate* wilh ihe .TliaatreU.
The Fanny Kraaut Drill.
The Kindergarden Mnae Hull Nine.
Widow Ungre nl ihe Hat. Fanl.

THE

KINDEKGAUDEN

BAND.

28 Musical Uams distributed between laughs.
The best binging Comedy Company
ever organized.
Prices: 78. 50 and 35 cts. Sale of seats to commence Tuesday.
novSdlw
_

LOOK HERE!
CLOTHING CO.
will sell

ALLWOOLSCARLET
Shirts
-AND-

Drawers

The Latest Novelty

AM’T.

? 34.75

—

2* 32
25 71
25 71
28A3
25.71
25.71

26.71
25.71
28.32
25.33
2.9*

IN

-AT-

—

58 CENTS,

CLOVES

25.71

1,750
5,225
4,676
560

llial
—

IH

odiers

sell

(or

7*1

nnt«.

—

DEXT, ALCItOFT & CO’S

-«

Sum to be assessed.
Area assessed, 20.095 sq. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft., $0.76 21-100.

GANT de LUXE,

_,.A

—

$30.48
59.14

2,176
2,160
2,100

16.59
14.02
16.46
16.46

20,096

$153.13

1,839

470
0C39

TlioTo

Beginning at a point In the centre of Spring
street distant 72 feet easterly from a manhole In
Vaughan street at the entranae to Spring street:
thence westerly through centre of Soring street ?2
feet to said manhole; thence Southerly
through

|

BurleighClothingGo.
184 MIDDLE STREET.
no»3__iltl

—

CONGRESS

ST.
**odtl

Fall

southerly

SPRING AND VATGHAN STREETS* SEWER.

BY

Laiirnster Bnildinic,

STREET BEWEB.

Beginning at a manhole in Marion street, 12 7 feet
north of the
side line thereof, and 18 feet
east of the easterly side line of Larch street
produced; thence westerly through Marion street,and
parallel with said side line 248 feet to east line of
Washington street; thence with a curve to right 31
feet to sewer in Washington street, which it enters
on the northerly able line of Marion street
produced.
Total length, 279 feet.
Sewer is of 12 In. cement pipe, laid 7 8 feet deep at
point of beginning, 8 feet at east line of Washington
atreet, and 9.1 at terminus.
( ost of Sewer.$270.15
C ity’s proportion.
$ 90.05
Sam to la* assessed.
180.10
Area assessed, 23.477 sq. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft., $0.70 713-1000.
rate.
am’t.
NAMES.
area.
Elias Thomas. 2,030 $0.76 713-1000 $15.57
Elias Thomas. 3,780
29.00
James K. Marstou. 20.91
16.04
Daniel Cronan heirs.
20.37
2.656
John Keating. 2,263
17.36
Thomas Crosby. 2.580
19.78
Joanna Landers.
14.75
1,922
John Dougherty heirs... 2 135
10.38
John Cummings. 2,280
17.49
Edward Burns heirs. 1,740
13.35

FOB SALE

HASKELL & JONES,

am’t.

21-100

7t7W

A Glove with Ventilated Fingers
for Full Dress aud Party Wear.

$ 76.38
153.15

rate.

4,000 $0.76

23,477

Mov. 10 and II.

City CivillEnglneer.

Wharf, Ding Island,

328 71

Cost of Sewer.$229.73

MARION

Friday,

Robert Grlftlu Morris’ Musical Comedy,

27.1rw3w

ceed

#161.36

4,750

area.

NIGIITN,

$80.58

Notice is hereby given to all parties Interested,
Hint tlie Joint Standing Committee of the City
Council on laying out new streets, will meet to
hear the parties and view the pro|>osed way ou
THURSDAY, the 10th day of November. 1887, at

to left 22 feet to sewer iu Boyd street, which it enters 20.5 feet south of north line of Lincoln street.
Total length, 208 feet.
Sewer is of 10 in. vitrified pipe, laid 5.6 feet
deep
at point of beginning, and 6.3 feet at terminus.

namih.

W- as-

GOODWIN,

Street or Public Way in said city,-beginning at a point about midway from Ponce’s wharf
to Cushing’s wharf, on Long Island, thence across
said island to a point on the shore on Andrews
■arm, and whereas said petition was referred by
the city Council. September 5th, 1S87, to the undersigned, for them to consider aud act upo>,

LINCOLN STREET BEWEB.
Franklin and Bovd streets.
Beginning In the centre of Lincoln atreet, 64.5 feet
easterly from the easterly line of Franklin street;
thence easterly through centre of Lincoln street 186
feet to west line of Boyd street; thence with a curve

John Higgins.
Clias. H. Boyd, U I
Moses Gould, ^4).
Win. H. H. Hatch.
Elias Thomas.
Jane Phillips.
Chas. T. Blake.

Gentlemen

a new

40 93
15.27
13.01

4,750
5,320
4,759
4,750
4,750

60e.

-„.-l ...$

Francis D. Andrews and 30 others
WHEREAS,
have petitioned the City Council to lay out

#57.76

#0.5119-100

orllc

CITY OF I’OKTLAND.

RATE.

RATR.

Gentlemen

I

Class In Waltzing Monday Evenings.

80.58

Area

Catherine Looney.
Harry M. Fessenden.
Patrick J. Connellan.
Henry Deering et als.

Thursday Evening, Nov. 3.
Admission for

14.16
11.51
52.65

17,517

COMMENCING

32.87

8.048

City’s proportion,.

897

EVENING, NOV. 9.

GRAND FESTIVAL CONCERT by the Boston

«rlth I uiltns -TR/.

sewer.

Cost of

80.97 79-100

City’s proportion.

Square
eodtf

§131.03

VAUGHAN STREET SEWER UTE.NSIOY
South of West street.
Beginning in the centre of Vaughan street 241
feetsontherly from south line of West street; thence
northerly through Centro ot Vaughan street 56 feet
to old sewer in Vaughan street
Sewer is of 10 inch cement
pipe laid 7.5 feet deep
at point of beginning and 7.75 deep it terminus.
Cost of sewer.$89.13
Rate per 100 >q. ft. $0 34 37640 0. Same as old

Between

AN

w«>

Mary

Clerk.

Or-

Nuts, Raisins, Ap<llcs, Grapes, and all the dainties
and g;ood tliing;s that the most exacting; appetite
could crave. With man)' a popper of well purclied
corn, is a desideratum in the eveniug; treat. To such
we would say that we have lately received a larg;e
lot of old and well dried Kicc Corn, which we offer at ft
cents per pound.

most

et als....
et als

Alice P. Anderson.

461 CONGRESS STREET,
Clnpp-M Hlock,

5,907

HAMKS.
AREA.
Sophia E. Preble. 6.412
Henry Deering, et als.... 5,225
Sophia E. Preble. 4,750

one

BOOTS AND SHOES

Miwa

Hiram C. Hodsdon.
John C. Tewksbury.
A. H. Lewis'.
Louisa 1’. Smith heirs....
Martha E. Tobie.
Wm. (4. Davis.
Cbas. 11. Hall heirs.

$557.51

assessed.
Area assessed, 60,657 sq. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft. #0.5119-100.

Gentlemen’sGoodslLadies’Goods!

that are solid, durable, stylish, veil selected and reliable, cheaper than
in any other store in Portland.

*271.43

Sewer...*349.89

Oclober

Market

store, under one roof.
ONE RENT! SMALL EXPENSE! SMALL PROFIT

47,288

ST0CKBR1DGE,

at CITY NALL. WEDNESDAY

....

V

Sum to be assessed.
667.51
Area assessed, 97.946 sq. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft., $0 56 92-100.
XAMKS.
AREA.
RATE.
AM’T.
Mary A. Bowdren. 3,200 $0.56 92-100 $18.21
J .eonora E. Brown.
3,200
18.21
Enoch C. Richards.
6,159
35.05
Harrj' M. Fessenden. 12,557
71.47
Henry Deering et als. 20,108
114.46
Wm. Findley.
3,752
21.36
Win. T. Pan coast.
3,200
18.21
Henry Deering et als.
27,802
168.25
Harry M. Fessenden. 3,654
20.80
Francis Fessenden.
3,654
20.80
James D. Fessenden. 3,654
20.80
Burgess, Fobea & Co. 5,145
29.29
John (iulliver.
1,862
10.60

AREA.

from

Browning’s Poems,

Sewer..#493

BROWN,
Congress $t.,
Square,
in

S-258

§241.23
<<A
M
-°

Sum to be assessed.
203.-6
Area assessed, 40,244 sq. ft.
Kate per 100 sq. ft. *0.63 415-1000.
NAMES.
AREA.
RATE.
AX*T.
Oayid T. Chase estate
7,516 *0.66 415-1000 *40.16
Levi G. Crossman heirs.. 2,675
17.50

The first 264.5 is of 10 In. cement
pipe, and the
remaining 403 feet of 12 in. cement pipe, laid 7.8 feet
deep at point of beginning, 7.9 deep at centre of
Wilson street, and 7.0 deep at terminus.
Cost of Sever.$!36.2U
City’s proportion.
$278.75

KAMXS.
James F. Sisk.

give eight Holding*

df.t

6th

AM'T.

BAT*.

12,000 $0.57 435-1000

City’s proportion.

..1,1

Henry Deering,
Henry Deering,

401

Cost of

BECKETT STREET SEWER.
Beginning in the centre of Beckett street, 100 feet
from
the south line of Congress street;
southerly
thence southerly through centre of Beckett street

Sum to be

eodtf

—

nov2

271.43

ARKA.

SEWER ASSESSMENTS.

City’s proportion.

MAKERS OF FINE CLOTHING,

—

MRS. JOHN A. BELLOWS

deep

Kint

feet to the easterly side line of Stute street: thence
with a curve to right 49.6 feet to sewer In Stute
street which it enters 10 feet south of the
northerly
side of Orsnt street. Total length 446 5 feet.
Sewer is of 10 inch cemeut pipe for the flrst 89.5
feet and the remainder of 12 Inch cement
pipe, laid
U feet deep at point of beginning, 11.2 feet 257 feet
from point of beginning and 8,1 feet at terminus.
Cost of
07

ALLEN & CO.,

1888, In exchango for the 4s, on favorable terms.
We also offer carefully selected Municipal, Watei
Works Company and Railroad Bonds.

is of 12 inch cement pipe laid 7 feet
and 8 feet at terminus.

beginning

length,

GRANT STREET NEWER
Between High and State streets.
Beginning in the centre of Grant street, 60 feet
westerly from the westerly side of High street;
thence westerly through centre of Grant street 407

PRICES CONSISTENT WITH FIRST-CLASS WORK.

THK

TU kets for the course $3.00.
ticket*
60 cents; for sale at Lortng. Short Single
& Harmon's.

northerly through Stone street 302.5 feet to the
south line of Oxford, and centre of Stone street;
thence northerly in centre of Stone street and across
Oxford street 43 feet to old sewer in Stone street.
Total
.346 feet.
hewer Is of 10 in. cement pipe, laid 7.4 feet deep at
of beginning, 7.8 deep, 88.5 feet from point of
ginning, 7.4 deep at south line of Oxford street,
and 0.8 deep at terminus.

Cost of Sewer.#331.18
City's proportion.
#110.39
8am to be assessed.
yep jj
Area assessed, 22,574 sq. ft.
Rate i«r 100 sip ft., #0.97 79-100.

Recent additions to our stock enables us to displaythe Finest Styles
in Made UpCIothingto be seen
in Eastern New England.

BY

IHinun >« O, Hr*wa
HI*rh,H Tiridari
nt I ..TO p.a*.,
beginaivg Nov. V. Ivil.

STONE STBEET 8EWKB.
Between Cumberland and Oxford streets.
Beginning In Stone street, 32 feet northerly from
the north line of Cumberland street, and 12 feet
easterly fr»>ra the west line of Stone street; thence

sewer.

For Fall and Winter Wear!

dtf

of

"•

Notice Is hereby given in accordance with the
above Deport and Order, which are made a part of
this notice.
By order of the Mayor and Aldermen.
George C. Burgess, City

sewer

point

Cat

JUST OPENED

Assembly

Ticket* admitting gent and Ladle* 60 eta.
nt'MC Bt ( HAVDLKK. dlw

AOVKHTIRKJIKNTM.

HARSH.
City Of Portland.
Almira F. Perley I
Mary O. Tetley f

Beginning in Chatham street 71.5 feet southerly
from the south line of Middle street, and 7 feet east
of the west line o* Chatham street; thence
southerly
through Chatham street, and 7 feet east of said west
line a distance of 207 feet; thence with a
slight
angle
to left 43.5 feet to a point near the centre of Chatham street, and 6.5 feet north of north line of For©
street; thence with a curve to left 32.5 feet to sewer
in Fore street. Total length, 283 feet.
Sewer is of 10 in. cement pipe for the first 250.5
feet, then 32.5 feet 12 in. cement pipe, laid 6-3 feet
deep at point of beginning, 7.1 deep. 136 feet from
of beginning, 8.1 deep, 207 feet from
point of
inning, and 7.8 deep where it enters Fore street

purchasing a Suit, Overcoat
Pantaloons, examine the large
and elegant assortment of

:>5

nova

Robert

Sum to be assessed.
Area assessed, 47,258 sq. ft.
Kate per 100 sq. ft. *0.67 436-1000.

CHATHAM STREET NEWER.

Before

PORTLAND WATER CO.,
40 YEAR GOLD 4s,
SINKING FEND.RONDS,

WOODBURY &

and

97,946

these adventures of Juan and Juanita, and
their wonderful dog; and they will get, too,
a very good idea of the scenery and customs

Their Friends. By
Nora Perry. These stories are sweet and
wholesome, and just such as will not only
dalight the girls, for whom they are especially written, but will do them good, body
and soul. If we only had more just such
literature for our young people the world
would bo the better for it. There is a charm-

Board

linejyf^securities.

SWAN & BARRETT,
BANKERS,

35

TUESDAY EVENING, Nov. 8, ’87.

276 feet to the manhole on the old
at the entrance to Orchard street. Total
347 feet including the two manholes built

The

..

—

A

A Flock of Girls and

like

.75
.35

DIRIGO BOAT CLUB

Cost of sewer.§407.14
City’s proportion
§135.71

CITY OF PORTLAND.
City Clerk’s Office. [
October 26th, 1887.
J

Envelopes

is too
for
Christ*
large.
mas Goods. My prices are lower than ever before
known. Among my many bargains is a good Liner
Paper for 14 cents per pound, two pounds for 25
cents. This special sale is for ten days only.

51S

WANTED.

13

Grand

length
therewith.

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen, i
October 24th, 1887. i
Onltjred: That the City Clerk give notice that a
hearing will be given upon the subject matter of the
Assessments on Sewers constructed daring the year
l887,oii Monday, the 5th DAT of December, A.D.
18*7, at 7.30 p.m., at the room of the Mayor and Aldermen, City Building, by this Board, in accordance
with Section 3 of the Ordinance on Drains and Sew-

room

.60
.75

and

Course tickets to the "Populars," Ineluding Or.
Parker, *1.25. *1.46 and $1.B5.
Symphony Orchestra and Stoddard Lecture tickets exchanged for Sol Smith. Pinafore,
Couhoul,
or -Fisk Jubilee,” if desired.
On sale at Stockbrldge's.
octSldlw

Vaughau street
•ewer

Chairman of Committee.

BENEFIT !

My stock

218 MiddleStrest, Portland, Me.,

CITY

Read aud accepted.

THE PUBLIC A

SONS,

32 Exchange Street.

..

Haydn & tie: manla-KecItals,each 1.00 and
Sol Smith
Russell.BO and
Louthonl Matinee..
-Bo and
Usk Jubilee—Pinafore, eaeh.BO and

_«»l»

Read and passed.

sepl24_eodtf

octo

Tickets now on sale to the following:
stodilard Lectures together.
*2.00 and $1.60
Symphony Concerts together..
3.00 and 2.50
each.
.76
1.00 and
Parker,
8Mpon*-Dr.

8
3

208 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

ers.

CHAN. L. NABSTON, Secretary.

II. M. PAYSOY &

TICKET SALE.

Hotel,

FalmoutH

Report of the Committee on Drains and Sewers.
The Standing Committee on Drains and Sewers to
whom was referred the construction of Sewers daring the correct year, haying estimated and assessed
upon such lots or parcels of land as are benefited by
the Sewers eoMtructed during the year 1887, and
enumerated In the report of the City Civil Engineer
accompanying this, such sums, not exceeding such
benefits as we consider just and equitable, hereby respectfully submit the same for the action of the
Mayor and Aldermen.
RICHARD K. GATLEY,

FOR THE NEXT TEN DAYS I SHALL GIVE

SHADOWGRAPHS!

—

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

lx

nov2

—

City HAll,

at

LANCASTER BUILDING, NO. 470 CONGRESS ST.
WTSteodtl

AND

AT

SEWER ASSESSMENTS.

MAKERS OP FINE CLOTHING,

OCTOBER 31st.

See posters ami small bills.
Admission 15 cents.
Reserved Seats 10 and 20
oct31
cents extra.
dtf

No Trouble to Sliow Goods !

CITY OF PORTLAND.

HASKELL & JONES,

Attention of investors is called to our
5 per ceut. Debenture Douds, 7 and
8 per ceut. Guaranteed Mortgages, Bar Harbor Illuminating
Company’s a per ceut. Bonds, and other
good securities which we
offer for sale.

in

SRAHAM'S

PRICES!

BOTTOM

CITV AIMKKTIItlinKNTH.

We manufacture these garments and can guarantee them better trimmed and made than any to be
bad from the Boston and New York markets, and
are confident the prices are ns low us any one cun
sell the same quality of goods.
An inspection of
our stock will prove flint we advertise only what
we can back up.

No. 53 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

We offer
choice

Portland, at

Prices ranging from

NORTHERN BANKING COMPANY,

AND

—

CALL ANI> EXAMINE.

oct22

in.ivnyi..

—

ROCK

We arc now' showing one of (be largest and flnest
lines of Winter Overcoats ever shown in Porllaud.

Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.)

■

NECKWEAR,

to be found in

WINTER OVERCOATS!

wrought the common-place old
maiden lady into an interesting subject for a
The character sketches of English
story.
Tourists will awaken a responsive throb in
the breasts of many Americans, who have
been there, and those who have read the
story in flarper’s Monthly will welcome it in
book form. (New York: Harper & Brothers;

COMMENCIN'

Specialty Company!

will

could have

Portland & Ogdens burg
Maine Central consols
Portland & Kennebec
•
City of Portland
City of Portland
City or Batli

NEW

Under

dread and horror that it inspired in
Uncle John. Antoniuia, the maid, is inimitable, and only a creature of her genius

J. B. BROWN &

WEEK,

...1

ous

SELUGN

OPEN EVERY AFTERNOON and EVENING.

Troubadours.50

BROS.

Willis How-

Bianche

Kill in \floo

C. H. KXOWLTON, -.llA.VAGMt.

Nye.
g»l
Powers and

as

TURNER

SUITINGS,

GENTLEMEN’S FURNISHINGS

—

Opp. Lincoln Park.

THIS

OVERCOATS,

WINTER

GARDEN,

PARK

Doors ojm*ii at 2.00 p. in.; Perlormaiices at 2.30
ami 8 00 p. ni.

THE LARGEST LINE OF

WINTER

UNNECESSARY.

OF

ARRIVED !

JUST

SPECIAL MARK-DOWN SALE

brightest style. It is a character study of
Centennial tourists, and evidently true to
nature. Even one who has been providentially spared from gazing upon the Lion of
Lucerne cannot fall to appreciate the humor-

nuu nave uccu

prominent in the Scottish pulpit since the
Reformation. But simply to put the preachers in the environment of their times, to
bring out the characteristics by which they
are distinguished, and to give point to such
lessons from their works as may be useful in
our own life.”
(New York: Harper &
Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short A Har-

A

Short & Ilarmon.)

Am vra .it edits.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Colored SillT Velvets,

PU BLICATIONS-

The Life aud Times of Wendell Phillips.
By George Lowell Austin. A new edition
has been published of Mr. Austin’s Life of
Wendell Phillips, and it will be read to-day
witii more interest than when it was written.
The farther we get from a period the clearer
is our view of it, for we are no longer biassed
by the excitement and enthusiasm of the

no blame seems to attacli to Bir
Charles himself. Both Liberals and Conservatives among bis constituents have agreed
that, as bis services on tbe Fisheries Com-

sion says:

fond of

But the

Beotia,

The press of the Dominion is worried now
lest the British commissioners shall be outwitted by Messrs. Putnam and Angell. In its
issue of Tuesday the Toronto Globe, referring to the Britishlmembers of the commis-

are

comparing themselves to the abolitionists.

Though Sir Charles Tupper was ousted
from his scat in the Dominion Parliament
on account of bribery resorted to by his
agents In the Cumberland district of Nova

mission are so manifestly necessary for tbe
good of the common cause of • Canada, lie
shall not be embarrassed by competition in
standing for re-election. But at this point
up pops a Third-Party Probibitiouist named
Bulmer, and announces himself a candidate
to oppose all the acts of any government that
does not propose a prohibitory law.. Mr.
Bulmer may embarrass Sir Charles and perhaps thereby embarrass the Fisheries Commission ; it is not at ail probable that lie
oao prevent his election.

prohibitionists

MISCELLANEOUS.

ASK FOR

Gants de Luxe.
Homethini; new in a Perfectly
Ventilated Full Dress (Dove for
Gentlemen.
Shades in stock suitable for Eve-

ning

Silk

Hats

$2.50!
for Hie above price you ran call
COE, TUB HATTER, nnd

wear.

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

ALLEN&COMPANY,
245 Diddle St., Cor. Plum,

oot28

dtf

on

have a fashionable lint made to
order.

Rev. C. A.
«•'

197 Middle Street.

Derebev7

*TBKSI», tiBBIlK,

will devote a lew hours each day this winter to
the instruction ot pupils In the Greek
langauage.
**r. Perebey is a graduate
n
and ot Amherst College,
1
AP'ns
and will be pleased to
employ seme time. It deof this rtty «» lo prtvate pupils. ,mT“}S
Mr. Derehry will be fonntl at

*X*£S»

NO. 77H I’ONUKENS STEET.

“oitl

dlwteodtw

OATS.

Nov.
Opening.
26%
Highest.
25%
Lowest.
263/s
Closing.
25%
Friday's quotations.

SATURDAY MORNING, NOV. 5.
WIT AND WISDOM.

Dee.
26%
25%
25%
25%

May.
29%

29%
29%
29%

WHEAT.

Wife—Why is young Tompkins called a good
fellow by his friends?
Husband—Because be Is always good-natured
and pleasant, can tell a story well, spends his
uiouey freely and shamefully neglects his family.

Nov
72V»
72%
71%

Opening....

Highest....

ULowest.

Closing.

71%

Dec
73%
73%
72%
72%

Jan.
73%
73*4
73%
73%

May

79

79%
78%
78%

COHN.

Oct.

Opening....
Highest....

Lowest.

When Baby was sick, we gave her Caatoria,
When ahe was a Child, she cried for Caatoria,

Closing;.

Nov
41%
41%
41%
418/8

Dec.
41%
41%
41*4
40%

May.

46%
46%
45

45%

OATS.

When ahe became Miss, she clang to Caatoria,
When ahe had Children, ahe gave them Caatoria,

Nov.
25%
36%
263*
25%

■pening—

Highest...

lowest.
Closing.

Dee.
26%
25%
268,
25%

May.
29%
29%
29%
29%

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Baukett, Baukers and
Brokers, 188 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Asked
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
Canal National Bank.100 162
163
Casco Nat. Bank.loo 160
162
First Natioual Bank.100 120
122
3um lerland National Bank.. 40
62
61
Merchants’ National Bank.. 75 124
126
142
National Traders’ Bank.loo 140
76
80
Ocean Insurance Co.loo
95
100
Portland Company.
66
Portland Has Company. 50
70

Artist—Do vou know, Maggie, you are a pretty
girl, and ought to let me draw you?
Maggie | And do you kuow. sir, you’re a pretty
gentlemen, and I wilt let you draw me—a bucket
or two of water.
It was washing day, and she kept him busy.

My boy (three years old) was recently taken
with cold in the head; hig nose was stopped up
for days and nights so that it was difficult for him
to breathe and sleep. 1 called a physician, who
prescribed, but did him no good. Finally I got a
bottle of [Ely's Cream Balm. It seemed to work
like magic. The boy’s noso was clear in two
days, and he has been all right ever siuce.-E. J.
Hazz&rd, New York.
My daughter and myself, great sufferers
from catarrh, were cured by Ely’s Cream Balm.
My sense of smell is restored.—C. M. Stanley,
Shoe Dealer, Ithaca, N. Y.

BOND S.

State ol Maine 6s. due 18K9 _1( 3
Portland City 6s,Muntclu'l various lOo
Portland Cityils, K. K. aid 1907...123
Batli City 6s, Mull, various.toy
Balk City 6s li. K. aid various_lo’
Bangor City 6s, long K. li. a'o.... 113
Bangor City 6s, ougMnn... ...123
Belfast City 6s, li. li. aid.. 104
And. & Ken. K. It. 6s, various.... 104
Portland & Kell. It. K. 6s, 1896. 110
Leeds & Farmlng'tn li. K. 6s.110
Maine Central R. K. 1st mtg 7s. .121
Maine Central It. It. Consol 7s_133
Maine Central K. It. Skg Fund 6s. 106
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s_100
’•
2d mtg 6s.106
3d mtg (Is... .111

Miss Waldo, of Boston—Have you visited any
of the galleries since you have been in town, Mr.
Wabash?
Mr. Wabash, of Chicago—Duly one, Miss Waldo,
and 1 didn’t stay very loug. 1 think 10 cents for
tlireo shots Is too high.

1(4
1 i 6

126
too
M3
11.

>25
iOd

105

things wo know are neither rich nor
rare,” hut marked by an uncommon Ingredient of
common sense. One of them is —that one 2G cent
bottle of Salvation Oil will relieve pain. Try It.
As true as steel, Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup. 25

[By Telegraph.]
following quotations ot stocks

The

do Dret

135
108
101

107
112

Father—My son, when 1 was a boy 1 used to
chop all the wood and build the fire for my mother.

Son-Ami you worked so hard that you got all
1 see. That’s the reason you never
or build any fires for my mother.

worn out.

chop auy wood

sterlln Exchange is (lull and steady. Government bondsldull and steady. Railroad bonds dull
and generally firm to strongitr. The stock carket
~

active and firm highest prices.
me transactions at tne Stock Exchange aggregated 324,831 shares
mo following are
-day’s quotations f Government securities
United States bonds, 3s..
New 4s, reg.. 126%
New 4s. coup.
1211%
New4%s, reg
107%
New i%s, coup.108*4
Central Pacific lsts.116%
Denver & R. Gr. lsts.117%
Erie 2ds .10 0%
Kansas Pacific Consols. 91>

Oregon Nav. lsts.110%
Union Pacific 1st
114%
do Land Grants
do sinking Funds.
The following quotations of stocks are received
daily by H. N. Piukham, No. 9 Exchange street,
Portland, Me.:
Nov. 3.
Nov. 4

“Can you tell me wliy the lions didn't hurt Daniel?” Inuuired the Sunday school teacher of the
tough little hoy.
“’Cause Daniel was a prophet and lie understood his business,” was tnc startling reply.
To get relief from indigestion, bllious•onstlpatlon or toipid liver without disturbing the
stomach or purging the bowels, take a few doses
of Carter's Little Liver Pills, they will please

Open-

ing

N. Y. Centra!.107
Lake Shore. 94%
Erie common. 27%
t anauaooutneru.
64%
Northwestern.108%
St. Paul. 72%
Omaha common.... 38%
Union Pacific. 48%
Western Union. 77%
Oregon Transeon
18%
Delaware. L. & W. 127%

you.
asked

a

lady

“Wait while I count up," she replied. “1 married at 1H, my husband was then 30. Now be is
twice that—then I must be 3rt,”
“Is it possible?” ejaculated the other aghast at
this method of feminine computation “Well, 1
should never have dreamed it.”

DemwareaH.101%
jersey

Pacific Mail. 35
Missouri Pacific.... 86%
Kansas Texas. 18
Lousisviue & N
68%
N. Y. & N. K..
40V*
—

Richmond Terminal 23%

Little Tommy—Ma. wouldn't it bo nice if you
had the toothache, ’stead of Bridget?
Mrs. Blueblood—Why, my son?
Little Tommy—’Cause you could take
your
teeth out; she can't.

KEEPS

TEETH WHITETHE BREATH SWEET
•
ANOTHC GUMS HEALTHY

THE

fNOR

ANYTHING
;

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Nov. 4, 1887.—The following air today’s quotations o| Provisions, ®e.:
Pork—Long cot 17 00®] 7 60;short cuts 17 00®
17 60; backs 17 f>0@18 00; light backs 16 60;
pork tnugues 16 00.
Card—Choice 7'4®7%c i> lb In tes; 7M ®8c hi
lo-lb pails; 8Vie in 6-lb pails.
Hogs-Choico city dressed nogs 6% c t> it, .coun-

II
II

j

INJURIOUsjgjjj^

try

do 6c.
Butter—Wes!cm extra fresh made creamery at
26527c: do extra firsts 22®24liCCueese—Northern oliolet 12 512Vic ;Ohio choice
llVi®l2e. .lobbing price Vic hi her.
Eggs—Eastern fresh 4c: ionic fancy higher; do
firsts 20®2 ic.;
Beans—choice email N Y hand picked rea at
2 60®2 56 ]p busli; choice New York largo hand
cd do 2 86®2 40; siuall Vermont hand picked do
at 2 6I. a2 60.
Hay—Choice prime hay at 17 00®13 00: fan io
good at $16 oi>.®$16 ih»; Eastern mu- -I2a.fi.".;
door to
$12a$ 14: Last s»a'<- Kin,?] i.
Kye straw, choice., 17 uOasia oo, some fancy old
oat
straw
$8®8 60.
higher;
Potatoes—Houlton ltose at 73®7oc t’ hush; do

BOTTLE

PUT UP • V.

E.W.HOYT

&.

CO.

PROPRIETORS OF

hoyt's

german cologne,
_LOWELL, MAKS.

r

rw&wT T&S&pwtopofctSihly

niyb

27%
6414
107% 108%
72Vs
72%
40
38%
39%
50%
48%
48%
77%
77%a 78%
18%
ls%
18%
127%
27% 128%
103
D3%
102%
73%
73%
74%
63%
63%
64%
23
22%
22%
45
45%
45%
34%
34%
34%
86%
86% 88%
18%
18%
18%
68%
68%
69%
40 Vs
401/*
4U%
24%
23%
23%
54%

Fresh codfish $2 Vi p cwt; do pollock $1.

DIRECTIONS

A

107%
94%
18%
65%
109%
74%

$6.

DIP THE BRUSH IN WATER, SPRINKLE ON A FEW
DROPS O^RuBirDAMAND APPLY IN THE USUAL MANNER.

PR ICE2 5*

94

27%

ing
bid

wlse 13c; No Is at 12c; smokedlm&ckerel lie l>
th. Canned do fresh $1 Vi perdoz; canned trout
$1 Mi ; fresh halibut $1%; fresh salmon at 1.75;
clams 1 76; lobsters 1 76.
Trout $ 14Vi 4> bhl ; pickled cod 5 00 j'liaddock
?4 ; halibut beaus 3V< ‘.tongues $6: sounds ¥11%;
tongues and sounds 8 00; alewlves 3 25; California salmon 16; Halifax do 17 00; No 1 shad $00.
Clam bait $5 to $5% ; slivers $7.
Kefined medicine oil at 60c p gal; crude do at
40c; blackflsh oil 56c; cod do 27c; porgio at 20c.
Livers at 26c p bucket.
Fish scrap $6
toil; liver do $4.
Kish skins $25; fish waste $5; halibut guano at

NO GRIT,NO ACID .A/

liCONTAINS

ing

107%

codfish, as to style and quality. Smoked halibut
0®8c$’tb; smoked salmon 15c; do haddock Re. j
Medium herring at 16c
box ;tucks 16e;|lengtli-

|

TOOTH POWDER

ing

bid.
107
94

Open- Clos-

Gloucester Fish Market.
ENDING, Oct. 27.
Mackerel—Last cargo sales of Shores $15 and
bhl sea-packed, $14, 17 and $24 for in$16%
spected 2s, Is and extra 1 s.
Georges Codfish selling from vessel at $3
cwt. |
Wo quote best Georges codfish at $4% and
$3% p oil for large and small; Bank [at $3% for
large and $3% for small; Flemish Cap [at $4;
Shores $4% and $8% for large and small. Dry
Bank *4%, 4$ 4%.
Cusk quoted at 3 p qtl;(pollock[$2; slack salted do $3; haddock $2% u2 y*, aim hake $2.
Boneless and prepared fish at 3%@f c p lh for

ll'fl 9°°®

---

Clos-

FOR THE WEEK

feq (Nn.®

FOR

Central. 74

PhilaNk Reading... 63%
Hockey Valley. 23
North. Pacific, pref 45

Tha tired, languid feeling and dull
headache is very disagreeable. Take two of Carter's Llttlj Liver Pills before retiring, and you
will find relief. They never failto do good.

f953

fairly

closed

«

once

stock and Money Marker.

TBy Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Nov. 4 1887.—Money on call
has been easy, ranging from 8% to 4 per cent;
loan 3%, closing at 3%.
Prime paper at i>(&8.

sia, bill its concomitants,constipation and biliousness, are conquered by the medicine, which remedies their fruitful cause, weakness of the organs
of digestion. The epigastric norve, cellular tissue, in short, every organ that hears a part ill the
digestive processes acquires vigor aud regularity
from the benign invigorant.

man

113

new York

always more or less disordered during a prolonged attack of indigestion, resume their functions ami become regular. Thus not only dyspep-

young

f1¥ancial andjjommercial,

ordinary

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

Hebrons 80c.

PORTLAND, Nov. 4.1887.
Chicago Cattle Market
following are today’s closing quotations of
By Telegrapb.j
Grain, l’rovisious. &c.:
Nov. 4, 1887—tattle maiRc!—re
CHICAGO.
Siirnin.
i'mui,
f
2100 jsteady lo strong;
8,000;
receipts
shipments
Core.
68@i68
A-rluie and
HJMxrt
shipping steers 3 U0®6 00; stocRer* and feeders
mw grades.2 7e.*S 7b Corn, hag iots....60®61
1
Culls
and
at
00;
cows,
75®3
mixed;i 00a2 65;
Meal,
bag lots...67@58
X Horlug and
vk Spring..4 15®4 86 Oats, car lots
38&S9 Texans 1 40®2 60; Western rangers steady 2 46
60.|
lots
®3
40@42
latent Spring
jOats, bag
Hogs,receipts 22,000; shipments '.‘,090; market
W beats.5 00®5 251 Cotton Seed.
strong and higher; mixed 4 25®4 10, heavy 4 30
I car lots..25 26®26 60
Mi.'li.straight
do hag. ..26 00®27 00
®4 60; light at 4 2054 46;sktps at 2 76®4 26
r.dier .4 50*4 75
sbeei>—recelptslB.ooo; shipmems luOo; market
clear do....4 25*4 SOiSack'dBr’u
slow; natives at 2 40®4 00; Western at 2 80®
siciie grounds 26®4 351 ear lots. .20 00*21 00
OO
do hag...21 0(1.a.22
®3 60. Lambs at 4 U0®5 30.
lit l.oms st’gt
roller.4 7 Va5 00| Middlings. 22 00®26 00
Domestic Markets.
clear do— 4 76®4% Ido bag lots,21 00®25 00
Previa,tout,.
I
Winter tY beat
By Telegraph.]
Patents.6 00*5 261 Pork—
Nov. 4. 1887.—Flour market—
new
YORK.
.18 00S18 50
t,»h.
I Macks
reeeiots
packages;
26,221
exports 4176 bbls and
OO
Clear_17
God. V iti—
50@18
60.483 sacks; generally weak but uotquotably
Mess.16 00®16 6G
Large Shore 4Vs®4 26l
less doing; sales 10,8i 0 Ibis.
with
lower
Large Htniktl 75®4 00 i Heel—
Hour quotations—Fine at 2 0U®2 76; superfiue
Small.3 00*3 601 fix Mess. 7 75® 8 25
Western and State 2 5(J@3 10; common to good
8 76S0 26
Plate_
Pi) lines.225.a326i
extra Western and State at 3 8053 40; good to
9 25*11 76
Kx Plate
Haddock.1 50 *2 00
choice do at 3 60®4 90 ; common to choice White
Hake.I 75®2 00 Lardwheat Western extra at 4 40,0,4 60; fancy do at
Tubs p fp..7 Vs®7%c
Herring
ai 4 66 0,4 80; common to good extra Ohio at 3 00
Tierces.... 7Vm*75*c
Sealed V tix..l6*22c
®4.»o; common to choice extra 81 Louis at 3 00®
Pails.7%®8%c
No i.
4 80; paten' Minnesota extra good to prime at
Hams # fb....ll@HVi
Mackerel t> bbi—
4 60®4 75;: choice to fancy do at 4 80®6 00. luan covered. .12*13
Shore Is.16 OOiS’.SOO
cluolue 250J bbls city inilll extra 4 25®4 40; 1,
Oil.
Shore 2s. 14 00* 10 00
300 bbls fine do 2 00®8 76; ;1400 bbls superfine
Med. 3s.11 00® 13 00 Her crone
2 60®3 10; 700 bbls extra No 2 at 3 00.53 40;
Ret. Pet.
%
Large ..12 00® 14 00 Po
6700 bbls winter wheat extra at 3 0054 00; 6,Water White. TVs
.•valuer,
8uo bbls Minnesota extra at 3 00u5 00. Southern
i Pratt ASt’LPbbl. lov,
CrahOe r.es—
flour quiet. Eve flour steady. \Ybeai -recolms
“ 501 Dev.«!’s Brilliant. 10Vi
t-u.ed.... 6 50®
86,30o bush;exports 1 lu.771 bush; sales 302,000
8 0i *8 50| Ligonl*. 8
Cape Of I
i.iisli spot; steady and without change of momeut;
White.
65,Casco
7Mi
Pei Means...2 60*2
No 2 Jill B2Vie; No 2 lted 82%®83V4c store and
...2 45*2 hii!Centennial. 8
de-l.-i
clev,
83%®84V4C f o b, 84%®85Vic delivered;
HiiMin,.
in
12
rin
401
(>i
25.tv2
No 1 Bed nominal 88VYC; No 1 While nominal at
2 50.®3 6t
Yelinw v'ves. I 75® 1 86' Muscatel
88Vic.
Bye is nominal. liarlry firm Corn—re10
3
c
®80c
l.iindnn
rtitamea.hush 7t
i.ayr
U0®3
ceipts 44,850 bush; exports 73,486 bush; sales
do lloultnn,
86c'Oinlura Lay.. 111 * 1 v(
inish spot; firm and moderately active;
211,000
50
St Petac.es
Valencia
4*0*4
btgltlVs
No 2 at 62%®o2%c store., 53%®64c delivered,
Otllous V bbl 3 c'ltth 75,
Uugusrtais—receipts
151,600 bush, exports 2u2 bush;
tb.7V4
Turkeys.20a24igriin' lated p
I ■■ilaa 109 Hull Kiiwli- urlthmif uli
rtf lllltuirt
Chickens .16®17lExtraC.
6Ai
ance—No 3 at 88c; No 3 White at 33 Vi'a 33% c;
Srnift,
Kowls
..12*14
No
2
White
at
No
2
at
34%®35e:
3844®334«C;
llsHH*
(MlnOli Wpd Tnn....tt5!
[RiftUU
No 1 nominal; No 1 White 37c; Mixed Western
«l>pira.
Ttiuotny Seed 2 76@2%
Csffee—
at 32 Vi U 34c; do White at 36@40e.
•"'.over. 8%gl2%,
fair llio dull at 18Vic. sugar quiet and firmly
4!hee*e.
Choice eating 3 <K)g3 60
n a,S Vie;
C
at
Extra
(J 644
re«ned|strong;
held;
Common
17*«,20u Vermont.... Jo if. 13V
®6Yic; Wi ite Extra C at 6Vi®5 6e-100c; Yellow
N. V. factory 10 ft 13 V
Fancy Baldwins
at 4Ysaa>c; oil A 5-4* a:,'/»(■, standard A at (IVi u
Avapotaied ttlbl2gJ8c!
6 31 -looc; Coulee A at 6 ufl-lOOc: Mt uld A 6%C;
H u ttfr.
cut loal and crushed at 7 a 7 Vsc: uowdered t'- U a
I Creamery t> lh...26«2
fainasK.
>
G'/fec; granulated 6 69-looc: Cubes at 6%&G%c.
Ver...
OO'Gtlt
.2eft2
Palermo.4 60g6
Edge
Petroleum linn; united 734*c. Fork Is steady;
Messina.
ICholce.20a2
Beet is dull
mess quoted 13 6i4g|i8 76 for old.
I
o.
2
Ui-ood.18
Blal&gers....
Ian d higher aud more active; Western steam spt
Oinsxrt.
| Store.1 r>«.1
at 6 76®6 82 Vs ; city Bteam at 6 70; refined t> 9 7
4
60a5
Florida
00;
Eggs.
tor Coiilmeut; 8 A 7 36. Hauler Is ill moderate
Eastern extras
ft.2 ■
Valencia
jiCan
demand. Chime firm hut quiet; State 10a 11s,4
& Western. .22a2
Messina and PaWestern at 9V4®llc.
Falermo vbx.5 OOatt 00 Limed.
The

..

...

...

iiiirii

...

..

Freight* to

PA HUS BOKO.
coal to G T il Co.

imports.
Schr Grecian Bend—735 tot s

ftalircad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Nov. 4. 1887.
Received hy Maine Centra! Railroad—For P01 1
*•
and 61 cars miscellaneous inercnaimisejtlor co
inercha 1
Denting roads 128 cars miscellaneous
•Use.

_

Crain Quotations.
N Fin
Received daily, by private wire, by H.
bam, broker. 9 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Thursday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Nov.
71%
.72V*

Lowest.71%

Closing. 72

Dec.
72%
73%
72%
73

Ma V

Jan.
73%
73%
73%
73%

78<
791
781

v

78’

*

Jan.;

Ma 1,

,*

*

COUN.

OpRi'iDK.

Nov.

Highest.
Lowest.

Closing.

Dec.
41%
41%
41%
41%

;41%
41%
41%
41%

46

461

dling 9c.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]

LONDON, Nov. 4. 1887.—Console 103 1-10 for
and 108 3-18 for the Dec account.
LIV< KP./OL, Nov. 4. 1887.—Cotton market—
easier; uplands at 5 C 16d; Orleans 5 7 16d;sales
10,oixi bales; speculation and export 1000 bales.
money

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

a

45

451 4

Liverpool steady.

i’HICAOO. Nov. 4, 1887.—Flour—fair inquiry
Wheat dull; No 2 Spring at 71%®72c No 2 ltei
at 73c. Com is dull; No 2 at 41VsC.
Cats dull
No2 26Vi. Barley—No 8 at 78e. Provisions mort
active—Mess Fork 12 6o®12 76. Lard at 6 40
Dry salted shoulders 6 l)0®6 20 ;snort clear sldei
at 7 70@7 76, WlUskey at 1 10.
Receipts— Hour, 18,000 bbls; wheat. 7,60f
bash 5-01 n 163 OoO bush; oats 175,000 bu; [ryi 1
COO i.ush; bailey, tilsmi hush.
rhlpmeuu—Klour. )7.(Mgj|nbls; wheat, 149,00( 1
nusb; ;com, 134,000*1,ush; oats,144,000 bush ;ry<
3.000 uush, barley 40.0UU busu.
ST. LOUIS.Nov. 4.1887.-The Flour market i;
dull; XX at 2 10®2 25 ;|XXX 2 302 40; family a
2 6o®6 65; fancy 3 30®3 46; patents at 3 nVo
4 00.
Wheat fluctuating ; No 2 Red at 71>/2'a72
Corn is dull at 88Vi@38%c. Oats quiet at 25e
Barley Is firm and active, ranging from 70 to 8E
Whiskey Is steady at 1 06. Frovisious firm am
qiuet. Fork—summer cured at 12 Vi. Lard 6 2B
Receipts—Flour.J2,000 bbls, wheat 43.000 bu
corn 18,000 bush, oats;44,000 nish, baney O.CCX I
bush, rye 1000 hush.
Shipments—Flour | 8,000 bbls, wheat [9,001
bush,corn 49,ooo bush, oats 71,000 bush, baric l
0,000 bush, rye 14,000|bush;
DETROIT, Nov. 4. 1887.—Wheat—No 1 Whit
Corn—No 2Ja( 44% c. Oats 28%e.
79c.
Receipts—Wheat 36,600 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, Nov. 4, 1887.-Cotton 1
dull and easy; middling 9 Vic.
SAVANNAH,Xav. 4,1887. Cotton steady; mk
dling 9c.

FOR

City of Richmond New York..Liverpool...Nov 5
Suevla..New York..Hamburg ...Nov
Anchorla.New York..Glasgow ..Nov
Werra.New York..Bremen ....Nov
Celtic......New York..Liverpool...Nov
City of Atlanta...New York. .Havana.Nov
Toronto.yuebec ....Liverpool ...Nov

r>
6
6
ft
10
10
I
Nov 10
Niagara.New York..Havaua
Nov 12
Caracas.New York..Laguayra ...Nov 12
Ohio.New York .Liverpool...Nov 12
Devouia.New York..Glasgow.. ..Noa 12
Eider.New Yyrk. Bremen
Nov 12
La Normandie....New York..Havre.Nov 12
Edam..
.New York..Amsterdam Nov 12
Arizona.New York..Liverpool... Nov 16
Germanic.New York..Liverpool. ..Nov 18
Trave.New York. .Bremen
Nov 16
Allianca.New York..Rio Janeiro Nov 16
Manhattan.New York..Havana.Nov 17
Rhatea.New York..Hamburg...Nov 17
Saratoga.New York..H«vana
Nov 1ft
Auraula.New York..Liverpool...Nov It)
Furnessla..New York..Glasgow
Nov 1ft
Valencia.New York.. Laguayra. Nov 24
Cienfuegos.New York..Havana. .Nov 26

aristau.Quebec.Liverpool..

MINIATURE ALMANAC,.. NOVEMBER 6.
rises.6 28'
1 46
1.
Sun sets.4 26 ®**h water (
j 6|J
I... 8 ft 6 in
Length of day ....10 osic, ,
Moon rises. 8 07lUB1*“l—i... 9 ft 2 in
Sun

M AlllISTJS

1ST K \VS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

FRIDAY, Nov.

4.

Arrived.

Steamship Winthrop, Bragg, Now Y'ork— passengers and mdse to J B Coyle.
Steamer State of Maine, Hilliard, Boston for
St John. NB.
Steamer Woodbury, (U S) Deane, eastward
Scb Canton, Whittier, Norfolk—coal to Sargent,
Dennison & Co.
Sell Anita. Clark, Philadelphia—coal to Randall
& McAllister.
Scb Princeton, Gray, New York—coal to Sargent, Dennison & Co.
Sch Benj Courtney, Baker, New York—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sell Eurotus, Barlow, New York—oil to Kerosene Oil Co.
Sch Stella Lee, Treat, Boston—Iron to Portland
Rolling Mills.
Sch Victor, Bunker, Boston.
Sch Wave, Hiukley, Boston.
Sch C M Walton, Lane, Boston for Belfast.
Sch Olive Auery, Cliatlo, Boston for Sedgwick.
olu oca x

At Peacein revolt is an obdurate rebel. Corrected with Hostetter's Stomach Hitters, its dissensions with the food introduced into it iu unwary moments of appetite eease. Then it is at
peace. Then dyspepsia abandons its grip. Then
such fractious manifestations as heartburn, a
sinking manifestation iu the pit of the abdomen
between meals and unnatural fullness afterwards,
flatulence, acid pulpings, biiiousuess, &e.. cease
to inflict martyrdom. After a course of the national tonic and alterative the liver aud bowels,
A stomach

An Indiscreet
her age.

40%

C. 8. & q.130
Aten., i cpeka and Santa Pel Railroad.
94%
Bell telephone
l.■. 214%
Wisconsin central..:.16%
Mexican Central K 7s.
Bostou & Maine Railroad.118%
Mexicali Central 4s. 69%
Mexican Central..
1414
Eastern Railroad pref.127|
Boston & Cowell Kailload.160

eents.

mid-

112
123

are receivei

danv:
New York and New England Kallroad.

mid-

MOBILE, Nov. 4.1887.—Cotton is Quiet;

112

Boston Stock Market.
“The

MEMPHIS, Nov. 4, 1SS7.—Cotton firm:

dling 9V4C.

itcuu, liatuu,

ousitm ior

oitfuueii.

AUco Dean, Bartlett, Boston for Pembroke.
Pearl, Cosbntan, Gloucester.
Sell Mtunie May, McLeod, P E Island—potatoes
for a market.
Soli Grecian Bend, Layton, Parrsboro, NS—coal
to G X Ky Co.
Sell Grecian Bend, (Br) Layton, Parrsboro, NS,
coni to G X Ky Co.
Sell Morellglit, from Clark’s Cove—guano to A A
Mitchell.
Sell Lady Ellen, Clark, Calais for New York.
Sch Delia Hinds, Calais for Boston.
Sell Moonstone, Calais fos Boston.
Sch Marcia Bailey, Wass, Addison for Boston.
Sell W c Norcross, Simpson, Camden for Boston.
Sell H If Uavey, Bickford, Sullivan for Boston.
Sen Black Warrior, Babbldge, Deer Isle for
Boston.
Xug Ida M Dolly, Batli for Boston.
Cleared.
Barque Andrea Vlnceuo, (III) Mariarano, Baugor. to load for Palermo—Chase, Leavitt & Co,
Sell A K Weeks, Henley, Baltimore—E S Hamleu & Co.
Sell Etna, Foss, New York—Berlin Mills.
Sell Mallle B Bussell, Larrabee, Kennebec, to
load for Philadelphia—J S Winslow & Oo.
sell safe, (Br) Smith, Port la Tour—master.
Sell
Sell

Ar at Buenos Ayres Sept 25. ship Eupbeinia,
Gann, Portland; <)ct 3. barque Esther. Larson, do.
Sid Sept 20, barque Saruileuto, Could, Boston.*
Sid fm Buenos Avres Oct 1st, barque Addie 11
Caun, Ilaines, Barbadoes.
Ar at Montevideo Sept 27, ship Rufus E Wood,
Boyd, Cardiff; 20th, McDougall, Davis. Portland.
Sid fin Asplnwall Oct 20. barque Isaac Dodge,
Gaul, Ship Island; 23d, sen W H Stuart, Sparks,
Ship Island.
Ar at Rio Janeiro Oct 12, b;uque Adelaide, Bailey. Baltimore.
81d fm Barbadoes Oct 12, barque Carrie Heckle
Collins, Charleston.
Ar at Demarara Oct 31st, sell Viola Reppard,
Smith, New York.
Ar at Havana 24th, barque S E Spring, Roso,
Boston.
2dth, barque Proteus, for Delaware Break-

IF

THE CUTICURA REMEDIES
WILL CURE YOU1 was induced, after all other remedies had
failed, to use the Cuticura Remedies on my boy
four years of age, who had running sores from his
thighs to the ends of his toes. The nails fell off.
His arms and face were also covered, and he was
a horrible sight.
The Cuticura and the Ccticur.a Soap were all that 1 used. Two days after
their use we could see a change for the better, and
in six weeks the child was perfectly well.
I was then induced to try them further, as
my
w ife had what we termed
dry scale tetter or. psoriasis. for nearly lift ecu years, and 1 tried everything that 1 could get hold of. and asked the advice of the most eminent of the
profession, but all
in vain. It was all over her body, and all over her
head and face. She used but one bottle of the
Resolvent, two boxes ot the Cuticura, and
two cakes of Cuticura Soap, and in one week
from the lime she began their use 1 could see a
change for the better. It is now nearly one year
since she stopped using the Cuticura Remedies. and there is uo return. I pronounce her entirely cured. No one, only those who have the
disease and those who are constantly about diseased patients, can realize the torture in which
kiss

to.all

in need of

the

Cdticuiia

Passed Aujier Oct 21. ship Elwell. Bars tow, fm
Iloilo for New York; I, Scliepp. Gates, Manila for
do; 230, Xlios Dana. Gerrisli, Iloilo lor do; 24t!i,
barque Sobtag, Haskell, lloug lloug for do.
Aral Barbadoes Get 19, sell Dura Matthews,
Brown, E'ernaudina.

commended them had suffered for over twelve
years, and in that time spent uearly live huudred
dollariHo.be cured; hut liothiug helped, and now
after the use of five bottles of tne Cuticura
Resolvent, and several boxes of Cuticura, and
two cakes of Cuticura Soap, rejoices in having
found a cure. I have others at present under
treatment, and with good prospects. I n| no case
to my knowledge, have the Cuticura Remedies
failed.
iaue pleasure in sending tins to you, trusting
that it may prove a blessing to you and to the
Dlt. 1,. MILLIRON,
suffering.
Kimball, Brule Co., Dakota.
CuTicuitA, the great Skin Cure, and Ccticura
Soap, an exquisite Skin Beautifler externally, and
Cdricuba Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier
internally, are a postive cure for every form of
Skin and Blood Disease, from Pimples to Scrofula.
Sold everywhere. Prices: Ctmci’RA. 60 ets.:
Resolvent, *1.00; Soap, 25 cents. Prepared
by Potter Drug and Chemical Co., Boston

Mass.
K Jr'Send lor “ilow to Cure Skin Diseases,”
pages. 50 illustrations, and 100 testimonials.

—

NEWS— Ar 2d, sch Elizabeth M

FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 1st. sch W
from Baltimore for Providence.
BALTIMORE—Cld 2d. sell Nettie Langdou,
Bagley, Jacksonville.
Ar 3d, sch R D Bibber, Pinkbam, Newport.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar.3d, sch Annie T Bailey,
Marstou, Kennebec.
Cld 3d, sell Edw Stewart, Harlow, New Haven,
Slu 2d, brig Maria W Norwood, Bar adoes.
Sld fm Delaware Breakwater 2d, sch Augustus
Hunt, ltall. for Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 3d, brig Mary E Pennell, from
Sands River, NS: sells Alma, and Addie Fuller,
St John, Nil; JuiiaS Bailey. Gardiner; Emma K
Smalley, Two Rive s, NS.
Also ar 3d, sells Lizzie Chadwick. Chadwick,
Fernaudina; Almeda Wiley, Copeland, Philadelphia; Winner, Frye, Joggius. Ns.
Cld 3d, barque Addis Morrill, Andrews, Buenos
Ayres; sch F Arthemius, Paters n, Shulee, NS.
Passed the Gate 3d, barques H S Jackson. Ba-

Armington,

Philadelphia

for

New

Haven;

Olive

Thurlow. New 1 ork for Rio Janeiro; sebs orrle V’
Drlsko. Hoboken for Boston ; Everett, do for do;
Hope Haynes, do lor Newburyport; Wreath, from
Amboy for Bar Harbar.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 3d, sell Orozimbo, Warnock. Calais.
DUTCH ISLNAD llAKBOR-Ar 3d, sells MC
Hart, Murphy, Bangor tor New York; u M Marred, Wiley, Kockport for do; Helen I Holway,
Woodwa10, Manillas for do; Mary E Oliver, Richardson. Rockland fordo; Irving Leslie. St John,
N H. for do. (and sailed )
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 2d. sells Win Pickering, Roudout for Boston, Diadem, New Volk
for Tbomaston: S E Nightingale, do for Eastport.
Sld 2d, sens Thos Borden, and Lygouia, from
Roudout for Boston; Wesley Abbott, and Frank
Maria, do lor do; llortensia, and Helen Montague
Hoboken for du; Ada S Allen. Amboy tor do; E
G Sawyer, Elizabethport for Portsmouth; Geo
Ncvenger, Amboy for Gardiner; A S Snare, Hoboken lor Bangor; Damou. Elizabethport fordo;
Mattie Holmes, Port Johnson for Bangor; Kennebec, Elizabethport for Hallowed; Pusliaw,) Hoboken for York.
Also sld 2d, sell J M Morales, New York lor do;
A Richardson, Hoboken for Bar Harbor; F Nickerson, Port Jobnsou for Gardiner; B D Prince,
New York for Annlsquam; L B Sargent, Hoboken for Eastport; W G R Mo wry. Werhawkeu for
do; Maggie Todd, and Alice T Boardman, do for
Calais; George Savage, Hoboken for Bootlibay;
Sami Hart. Elizabethport for Boston
Also sld 2d, sebs C H Eaton, Elizabethport tor
do; Omaha, New Yolk for Baugor; J D Ingraham, Bath for New York; A Hamm-lid, Kennebec for do; Cumberland, Bangor for do; C W
May, Richmond for Philadelphia; Clara Jaue, tin
Ambov for Salem.
Ar 3d, schs Janies H Deputy, Perth Amboy for
Richmond, Me: Fannie Hodgkins, from Bath for
New York, land sailed.)
EDGARTOWN—Sld to 3d, sebs H B Cousins,
Cole, New York for Boston; Penobscot,Carter,
Hoboken for do; Caroline Knight, Ward, do for
Lynn; George P Trigg, Hilliard, do ter Klitport;
Fannie Hodgkins, Kimball, Bath for New York ;
Laconia. Rockland for do.
Also sld 3d, sebs May Day. Pratt, N York for
Boston; Wapella,Racket, New York for Portland;
Prmeetnn, Gray. Amboy tor do.
HV ANN IS—Sld 3d. sch Oliver Dyer, Emerson,
(from Elizabethport) for Saco.
BOSTON—Ar 3d, schs Caroline C, Pomeroy,
Calais; United States, Archibald. Eastport; AL
Perkins. Wallace, Millbridge; Grace. Betts, Ellsworth: Accumulator, Turner, Deer Isle; James
Ponder, Bullock, Belfast: Mallei,Nutter. Bangor;
Charity, Magee, do; Geo W Glover, Moulton, fm
Rockland; George W Collins, S'ralton, Franklin;
Pemaquid, Wheeler, Damariscotta; Mentor, PerCld 3d. sells Navarlno, Cole, for Sierra Leono;
Itachel Seaman, Sullivan, to load for New York;
Belle Halladay, Nickerson, Kennebec, to load for
New York; H If Benedict. Manson, and Kim City,
Etheridge, do to load for Philadelphia.
Sid 3d, schs W H Card, Leonessa, and others.
Ar 4th, brig Harry Stewart, Blake. Kondout;
schs William T Donnell, Davis, Baltimore; Helen
Montague, Cookson, Hoboken; Peuobscot, Carter
do; Hortensia, Sanborn, do; Silver Spray. Bind
say. and Elvira, Lamsen, do; L.vgoula, Fullerton,
and .1 M Kennedy, Warr, Kondout; Tbos Borden,
do, Frank Marla, and WesleyAbbott.de; Adah
Allen, Amboy; Forest City, and Wm Kiee, New
York; Kipley, Kockport; Lillian. Belfast; A MeNichols. Maculae; Mary J Lee, New York; Caro
line c. Calais; Pemaquld. Damarlscotia.
Cld 4th, brig Motley, Harper, Anuapalis, NS, tt
load for sagua.
Sid 4th. schs Maud H Dudley, G D Perry.
SALEM—Ar 3d, sch F T Drisko, St John. NB
for New Bedforu.
In port 3d, schs Electra Bailey, from Baugoi
for Wilmington; B L Eaton,Calais for New York
Webster Bernard, Bangor for do; Adam Bowlbv
Hancock for Kondout; Vulcan, ltockland for New
York; Mollle Ithodes, Viualliaven for do; Luuel
Calais for New Bedford; Chas E Sears, Lubec fo:
New York; Ada Barker, Boston for Jouesport
Addle Francis, Millbrldge for Boston; Maultou
Boston for Bangor: Yankee Blade, ltockland foi
New York; W sattlsbury, Bangorfor do; Julia A
Berkley. Kockland for do; Emma S Briggs. WIs
casset for Newport; Mary .latte, do for Fall Itivei
Grace, Ellsworth for Boston; Vaudalia. do fo
Kondout; Marcellus. do for Providenee; Maggii
Ellen, Kennebec for New York.
POltTSMOUTU- Ar 3d, sch A Hooper, Caldei
Calais.
Sid 3d, sch Loella. Amee, Portland.
BANGOK—Cld 3d, sch Elva E Pettengill, Dodg !
New York.
HATH—Ar 2d, sch Chas K Batch, Manson, fo

Philadelphia.

Ar 2d, sch Emma, Littlejohn, Portland, (and pre
ceeded up.)
Sid 3d, schs May O’Neil, Barbour. Baltimore
Kenset, Clark, Philadelphia; Seth M Todd, fo
New York.

Foreign Ports.
Colombo Oct 1, ship Leading Wind, Braj
Bombay.
Ar at Cadiz Oct 26, barque Annie W Westoi
Mevers, New Orleans.
Passed Tarifa Oct 26. barque Geo Moon, Wolfi
New York lor Cette.
Ar at

DON’T

■ adit s like white hands and complexion
Skin success soap purities, heals and heautilles.
No eosiueiirs are needed where Skin-Success
soap is used. It Is absolutely pure.

BUY

Until you have

Tells yon (hat by

seen

THE

Medical Profession.

HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS

25c. PalmerChemicalCo.,N.Y.
Rice, of Sing Sing, N. Y., has two
relatives cured of Salt Rheum by Palmer's Skill-

Prof.

Ever

ALWAYS

Shown in i¥ewr

Buy New Goods

success.

Myriad* of Cures, eczema and all skin
diseases by Skin-Suceess and Skin-Success Soap.
oct3
eodly-cMnrm

England.

This Plaster
acts directly upon the
muscles and nerves of the
hack, the seat of all pain.
Lung Troubles, whether
local or deeply seated,
this plaster will be found
to give Instant relief by
between
the
applying
shoulder blades.

and Prices

They cost you NO HOKE, and
old stock eosts yon NO LEMS, not*
withstanding what is told you.

New

Entirely

run A It I.

that will AS-

Gome and Pay Less

TONISH Everybody.

MM ■% K !*•

fcP~'For Kidney Trouble,
Kneumatisin, Neuralgia,

Pain in the Side and Back

!

Gome Where You Will Find

speedy cure.
'W
PAIIV.
»*c<
Sold by druggists for 25
I Dl iCTrof
a LAsIfKl cents, or five for $1.
"
f| Matted on receipt of price
Trade mark, Patentod by *J,°- c* «••«'» in
& ( O., rJcncf*! 1 Agents. Boston,

doing

CAN BE SAVED.

Stock of all Kinds of

FOR rough or scaly
skin.
Indispensable
for tho Toilet. Peerless asa Preservative.
Perfect as a healer.

so

10 TO 20 PER CENT.

The Largest, the Best Selected

HIGHLY ENDORSED

A»o

SEATTLE—Sld 2Ctli, ship Geo F Mauson, for
San Francisco.
SAN FRANCISCO
Ar 20tli, ship Highland
Light. Sawyer, Seattle.
SAVANNAH—Cld 3d, sch Ella M Watts, Stevens, Darien.
Sld 3d. sch Juno Bright, Barter, Boston.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 31st, sell Grace Bradley,McIntyre, Providence.
CHARLESTON-Ar 2d, sch Welaka, Cottrell,
Belfast,
Slu 3d, sch Ring Dove, Marstou, Wilmington.
RICHMOND—Sld 3d, sch Red Jacket, Avery,

REASON

PORTLAND, ME.

Inflammation relieved in one min_me by the Cluiiruru Ami-Pain
Plaster. Nothing like It.
nov2WS&w2w

Fishermen.

Ports.

Uoods (hat yon want when yonr

Cor. Poarl and idle Streets,

I CAN’T BREATHE.
Pains, Soreness, Weekness,
Hacking Cough, Asthma, Plurisv and

bid tru Cacao 2d. sell Frauk A Smith, for Grand
Banks.
Ar at Bootlibay 2d, sch Louise t'olleys, of Gloucester. Has been ashore and knocked off shoe.

con, from

64

Always Buy

Chest

Memoranda.
J P Auger, of Xliomaston, before reported
scuttled at Vlnevard-Haven, was examined by a
diver 4th. It lias been decided not to attempt to
raise Her at present.
Wellfleet, Nov 5—Sell Wm E Barnes, before reported ashore, lias been stripped slid tlie materials will be .sold at auction. Xlie vessel went to
pelces -sill and cargo Is scattered along shore.
(y See general news columns.

New York.
N EWPORT

Furnishing Co.,

TINTED with the lovliest delicacy is the skin
1 ^'preserved with CTtht ha Medicated Soap

Hell

Domestic

Heme-

At druggists, ‘Skin-Success’
25c. & 75c. *SkiiHSuoeessSoap’

Nov 3, ship Auahuae, Robin-

Biddeford.

wnom I|have met that were in any way
a skin cure.
One mau to whom 1 re

Dyer, Emerson, NYork;

FROM MERCHANTS’ XHCHANGE.

Auburn and

HOUSE

SO,

are placed.
they
f nave recommended

Bangor,
Rockland,

ATKINSON

Have You a Humor of Skin or
Blood?

Gloucester.
SACO, Nov 3—Cld. sch Jouatliau Sawyer, Key"
Holds, Philadelphia; Booth Brothers, do.

Ar at Hong Kong
son, Melbourne.

OF THEi

Portland; Eben Fisher, Reynolds. Boston; Yreka,
Falklugham, Jouesport.
Cld 3d. sells Nellie Clark, Clark, Boston; Sunbeam, Spragg, Rockland.

WISCASSEI, Nov 4—Ar, sells Niger, Adams,
Washburn, Brown, Bostou; William E
Leggett. Lewis, do; May Kernald, Cromwell, from

sells Oliver

BRANCHES.

HEAUyuARTERS

Ar at Cardenas Oct 27, sell Luis G Babel, MurNew York.
Ar at St John, NB, 3d lust, schs Theresa, Glass.

and Millie

4—Ar,

WM'.I.I. A M Ot *.

ATKINSON HOUSE FURNISHING COMPANY.

^Cld

BY

Nov

_

phy,

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

Senator Grimes, do.

,»U
__

FOR

TV

The most

»dy Brussels
unrolled in Portland.
to
1.25
Velvets from $
$2.00. Tapestries 50 to JO cts.

Elegant Carnets that.were
05 ets.

to

$ 1.25.

ever

at from

eodcm-nnn

novl

ELYS

EVENINGS, ELEVATOR

OPEN

Catarrh

CREAM BALM
Nasal

*’ass«iKcs.B^^^V?/y^HEAn]

«»'lKnSWure<ffi£
t
animation.^™'
Heals I5ie Soro.fct
IS c s I o r c s

cu

‘

I u ft

NO

LI

ELECTRIC

LACK

Corner of Pearl and Middle Streets, Portland, Me.

Cl causes tl>

Allays Pain

AND

J

mt

m

PB;

ill

Senses of 'I'tisli

W

ami Smell.

BARGAINS

TRY \k CIRE.HAY-FEVER
Into each nostril and is
Price 60 cents at Druggists; bv mail
60 cts. ELY BKOTHEKS. 235 Green-

particle

A

is

applied

agreeable.
registered.
wich St.. New York.

sep3eod&\vlynrm

THE NA TIONA L

IN

CLOTHING

REilED P FOR THE SKIN. I

jOlINTD

ALL FORMS OF ■
Chapped* Rough.™
Red Pimply Skin K

mode Soft and Clear. H
Removes all Blemishes H
Cures rash, pimples, H
bites, burn*, cuts, salt™
aeum.piler and sores of H
ill kinds. Once tried you H
will always uao it.
kh’aki u nv x chemist. ■
86 and t»0cts. at Druggists, ■
or mailed on rec’t of price. H
■
HOP PILL MFC. CO.,
New London, Conn.

|

GENTS’

The remarkable increase in our ICO $15.50 Worsted Overbusiness (luring <he past year is [
coats, in Black, Blue anil
$10.50
.
Brown, at
conclusive proof lhat the public i
do
not
and
i 00
appreciate low prices
3.24
$6.00 Overcoats at
believe in paying one store more
100 $7.00 Oil Tan Jackets
than another for the same quality 1
3.02
at only
of goods. It is a positive fact that j
our sales have more than doubled j
THE BEST BARGAIN IN PORTLA
during the past year, and are con- 50 $5.00
Boys’ Reefers at 3.00

eodlynrmeS

jylO

4 DECADES
HAVE COME AND GONE SINCE
THE 8KREKB

^COUGHS,
kA N D

Buying our
stantly increasing.
goods for spot cash, enables ns to
secure great bargains, the bcneiit
of which we give to our patrons.

(TR0U-

WE BE
CUBED

use or

r

l

I

BALSAM
CHEERY,

rTlBI> SOT
SEE THAT "I. BUTTS”
CUBING.
IS ON THE WRAPPER.

or

eod&wnrm

600DS.

FURNISHING

ERA F.
^
>

|

j

3.75

Ex. size, to 50 waist, for

4.00

Fine
Hats

482

50 $25.00 and $28.00 Overcoats at

Congress Street.

$22.00

200 dozen
lars a

20.00

0.50

CALL and EXAMINE.

$1.00 per dozen
Wool
29c

$1.00 All Wool Scarlet Shirts and Drawers

case

only

*

74c

We have just put instock a tine
line of Neckwear,Underwear, Men's
Ulsters, &c., at rock bottom prices.
4-lMy Linen Cuffs, 6 pairs
75e
for

IRA F. CLARK, IRA F.
Opp. Preble House.

Linen Col-

...

at
12.00

4-ply

100 dozen 45c All
Hose at
1

Suits, of the
celebrated Sawyer all
in
wool
Cassinieres,
sacks, all sizes, at only

50 $15.50

70 $10.00 Suits at

200 pairs $4.50 Putman
all Wool Pants at

CLARK,1 IRA F. CLARK,

THE CLOTHIER.

lot) $30.0)) Satin Lined
Overcoats at

CLARK,

PORTLAND, ME.

Cloak Sale! VERMONT BUTTER !
We shall offer for the coming week

a

few

We have

just received 150 tubs

of

Special Bargaius.

LIEBIG COMPANY’S EXTRACT
OF MEAT. Finest and Cheapest Meat Flavoring
for
Made

Stock
Dishes aud Sauces. AnSoups.
1
nual sale 8,000,000 jars.

LIEBIG COMPANY’S EXTRACT
OK MEAT. An invaluable tonic. “Is a success
and a boon for which nations should feel grateful.”—See “Medical Dress.” “Lancet,” &c.
Genuine only with the fac-simile of Baron Liebig’s Signature in Blue Ink accross the Label.
The title "Baton Liebig” and photograph having been laigely used by dealers with no connection with Baron Liebig, the public are informed that the Liebig Company alone can offer the article with Baron Liebig's guarantee
of

genuineness.

LIEBIG COMPANY’S EXTRACT
OF MEAT. To be had of all storekeepers, GrocSole Agents for the United
ers and Chemists.
States (wholesale only) C. Davis & Co., 9 Fenchurch Avenue, London, England.

Jun25

_dlawlyS

To Vessel Owners.
rilHE Port

J

Clyde

Marine itailway has been thor-

oughly rebuilt, and

take out all

is now in readiness tc
vessels in need of repairs. All work

dispatched quickly aud satisfaction guarantee
W. C. STIMPBON.Jb.,
Address.
declfidtf
Tort Clyde, Me.

has Just received life New Fall
Shapes front Gayer, Lainsen, Wilcox and Merritt, who make nothing but the lines! goods and most
desirable styles.

197 MIDDLE STREET.
Messenger’s Notice.

100 Ladies’ Outside Jackets in Jersey
aud Uoiigii goods at $2.25 each; regular price $4.00.
100 Chlldreu’s Cloaks at $2.00 each;
they are broken lots aud must be dosed.
50 Heavy Fur Trimn ed Dolmans at $5.
$10 and) $15; former price $s, $15
aud $25.

FINE FALL VERMONT DAIRY BUTTER
in small

SHINE'S NEW YORK STORE, FINEST

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County,
408 Congress Street.
State of Maine, Cumberland ss. October 28.
dtf
nova
A. 1). 1887.
toto
Rive
that
notice,
on
the twenty-eighth
nulls
lOMVOBTlIVi;
UBtTRVCLJ. day Ot"0«toher, A. 1). 1887. a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of InsolvCocoa.
ency, for said County of Cumberland, against the
estate of said
HltKAKFANT.
A.
JAMES
MAKWICK, of Portland,
•*Bv a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petitlou i
which govern the operations of digestion and nuof said debtor, which petitlou was filed on the
of
A.
D.
which
trition, and by a careful application of the fine
1887, to
twenty-eighth day October,
date interest oil claims is to be computed.
proper! ies of well-select ed Cocoa, Mr. Kpps !.as
ot
our breakfast tables with a delicately
the
debts
Debor
said
That
lo
payment any
by
tor, and the transfer and delivery of anv property I avored beverage which in »v save us many heavy
ft is by the judicious use of such
forbidden
bills,
law.
are
doctors*
by
by him
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor, ! articles of diet that a constitution mav be gradually
and
debts
strong
until
their
asenough to resist every tenchoose
to prove
one or mure
built up
of subtle maladies
signees of his estate, will be held at a Court of dency to disease. Hundreds
us
l>e hulden at Probate Court Koom,
around
to
ready to attack wherever
are
floating
Insolvency
in said Portland, on the twenty-first
day of there Is a weak point. We may escape many a
November, A. D. 1887. at 10 o’clock in the fore- jatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified wltli
mam.
pure blood and a properly nourished frame.”
Given under my hand the date first above writCivil Service Gazette.
H. K. 8AKGKNT,
Made simply with boiling water or milk, hold
ten.
as Messenger of the Court of InSheriff,
njy in half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus:
Deputy
j AraKS KWH A € •-, HOMOEOPATHIC
solvency for said County of Cumberland.
oc2D&uov5
T*S&wly CHEMISTS, l.umlou, Knglund.

EJpps’s

Krovlded

packages.

VERMONT
ever seen

Also the

DAIRY CHEESE

in this market.

Place your Order with Us for your Fall
and Winter Butter and Cheese.

W. L. WILSON &
THE

CO.,

GROCERS,

COR. EXCHANGE AND FEDERAL STREETS.
ut'1^7
eixui
,.,.w

Tl-i

I^Pl^KSS.

BRIEF

CftTLAKD AND VICINITY.
AMUSEMENTS.
Fortland Theatre—Kindergarten.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
C. J. Farriugton-180 Middle Street,
Waiited -Wooden Hoisting Wheel.
Our Little Ones and the Nursery
C. A. Ferry-Hatter and Furrier.
Cloak Department—Kiues Bros.
Somers Bros.—459 Congress St.
Ladies’ Attention-C. E. Beau.
For Sale—Horse, Harness. Sc.
To Let—Furnished House.
Wanted—Young Lady.
Situation Wanted— 2.
X. John Little & Co.
homers, the Hatter,
wen. Moore & Co.
Teueme t to Let.
Rooms to Let.
Mothers.

The

the Argus offico this afternoon at 5.15 o'clockThe schoonerWaterfall was sold at auction
Tiiursday for five dollars, above her debts, to
Capt. J. K. Buckwater. of South Portland.
The ladies of the First Parish church will
have a bazar and dance at City Hall, December Oth and 7th. Elaborate preparations are
being made.

The blacksmith shop of Charles Stanwood
Commercial street was broken into Thursday night and a 85 gold piece and about 83
in change stolen.
The signal observer at this station was ordered last night to hoist the cautionary signal for a storm moving eastward with strong

westerly
Owing

winds.
to sickness near the church the
Second Parish bell has not been rung during
this week, and will not be tomorrow unless
there is improvement with the sick.
The liquor deputy’s horse took fright yes-

FM&W&wly

Engadine

terday morning while standing

They make one feel as though life was
worth living. Take one of Carter's Little Liver
Fills after eating; it will relieve dyspepsia, aid
digestion, give tone and vigor to the system.
novl
d&wlw
What Am I to Do?
The symptom Pi Biliousness are unhappily but
too well known. They differ In different individuals to some extent. A Bilious man is seldom a
breakfast eater. Too frequently, alas, he has an
excellent appetite for liquids but none for solids of
a morning. His tongue will
hardly bear Inspection
at any time; if It is not white and furred, It Is
at
all
events.
rough,
The digestive system is wholly out of order and
Diarrhoea or Constipation may be a synipton or
the two may alternate. There are often Hemorrhoids or even loss of blood. There may be giddiness and often headache and acidity or flatulence
and tenderness in the pit of the stomach. To correct all tills if not effect a cure try Green’s August
Flower, it costs but a trifle and thousands attest
its efficacy.
novldlycT

Preaching

at

sented.

—

Charlie, the five-year old son of Mr. Charles
C. Harmon, was going up stairs, Thursday,
when he lost his balance and fell to the
floor, a distance of fourteen feet, striking on
his chin on the register and knocking out
three teeth, besides cutting his tongue so
badly that six stitches were necessary.
The Turnverein Athletic Association, of
this city, has recently sent out circulars of
invitation to Colby, Bowdoin, Bates, and the
Maine State College and to the Young Men’s
Christian Associations of Auburn, Rockland,

Congress St. M. E. Church—Revival service
at 3.16 a. m. Communion and the
reception of
Members into the church at 10.30 a. m. Sunday
School at 1.80 p. m. Preaching at 3 p. m; theme,
“Absalom the Ingrate.” Childrens Praise Meeting at 0.46 p. in. General Praise Service at 7
p. m.
First Baptist Church, Opp. Lincoln Park.—
Preaching by the pastor. Rev. A. K. P. Small, D.
D., at 10.30 a. in. Sunday Sclmol at 12 m. Comrounion Service at 3 p. m.
Missionary Concert at
First Free Baptist Church
(Plymouth)
Uougress St. Preaching service by Rev. J. M.
Lowdeu, pastor, at 10.30 a. in. Sunday School at
12 m. Children’s meeting at 8
p. m. Young
men's meeting at 6.16 p. m. Prayer and Com—

Bangor

and the Wesleyan Seminary, with a
view of consolidating the athletic contests
and having an annual field day.
A mast 85 feet long, 24 inches in diameter
at the base, and 20J inches at the top, is to be
seen at the mast and spar yard of John

service at 7.00.
First Parish CHURCH-(Unitarian) Congress
?t.”«5ev' Thomas Hill, D. D., pastor. Services at
10.30 a. m. Annual Public Meeting of Fraternity
at 7.30.
First Presbyterian
Church.—Williams’
Hall, Congress Street. Sunday School at 2 p. m.
Preaching by Rev. Joseph S. Cogswell at 3 and
7.80 p. m. Baptism,
receiving new members, and
Communion, will follow afternoon sermon.
munion

vnuiw.lt—1U*V. A.

Bradford & Son.
The mast was a white
tree cut in New Hampshire, and will be
used as the foremast of the three-masted
schooner Grace Davis. It is valued at $250,
and is one of the largest made in this city for
a long time.

pine

X.UUUI1,

Services will be held iu the vestry at
10.80 a. m. Sunday School at 12 M. Communion
at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Friends’ Meeting.—Oak St. Services at 10.30
a. m. Prayer meeting 7.30 p. m. All are invited.
Gospel Mission.—Rev. S. F. Pearson pastoi>
Prayermeetlng at 9 a.m. Sunday school and Pastor s Bible Class at 1.30 p. m.
Preaching by the
pastorat 3 p. m. Praise and testimony service 7
p. m. Preaching by the pastor at 8 p. m.
Seats
free. All are welcome.
High Street Church—Rev. Wm. H. Fenn,
D.D., pastor.
Preaching service at 10.30 a. m.
Sunday school at 12.00 m. In the evening at 7
o’clock there will be a Sunday School Concert,
addressed by the pastor. Music by Choir.
New Jerusalem Church, New High St.—
Rev. Howard C. Dunham, pastor. Rev. Wm. B.
Hayden will preach at 10.30 a. m., on the late of
the heathen In the future life.
Sunday School at
12 m. Vesper Service at 7 p. m.
Pine Street m. e. Church.-Rov. E. S. Stackpole, Pastor Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sunday
School at 2.30 P- hi- Young People’s
meeting
0.80. Prayer meeting 7 p. m. Special revival
services will be continued
during the week. Revs
T. Record assisting.
Portland Liberal Fraternity meets in
Good Templars’ Hall on Congress street, at 10.30
a.m. Subject for discussion:
“What will he the
domestic, stwlal, religious and political power of
the coming Woman.” Opened by Madam J. W.
Johnson.
Preble CHAPEi.-Sumlay School at 2 p.m.
Preaching at 3 p. in. by the pastor. Service of
song and address at 7. Free to all.
Reform CLUB-The Temperance Reform Club
will hold a meeting in their hall, corner of Congress and Temple streets, tomorrow evening, commencing at 7.30 o’clock. The public are cordially
Invited.
Second Advent Church, Mechanics’ Hall,
corner Congress and Casco
streets.—Preaching by
Rev. Wm. H. Mitchell, of Kennebunk, at 10.30
a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m. Social
service at 7.00 p. m.
St- Lawrence St. Cong’l Church.-Rev.
u
“/ "[right, pastor, will preach at 10.30 a. m.
Sunday School at 1.30 p. m. Communion service
at 3 p. m. Social Service at 7 p. m.
St. Paul’s CHURCH-Rev. A. W. Little, Rector. Service with Sermon at 10.30 a. in. and 730 p. m. by the Rector
Sunday School at 3.00 [»■

Lashed to the Side.

flfHlf'd

the north.

over

paid

Runaway.
exciting runaway on Middle
street yesterday, about noon.
A horse attached to a team belonging to Motley & Co.,
There

team ran into the express wagon of E. Drew
in front of the Salvation Army
barracks,
knocking the seat from the wagon and dam-

aging both wheels of Mr. Drew’s team.
Motley & Co.’s wagon contained a box of
thirty dozen eggs, which were thrown from
the wagon and scattered along the street.
The runaway continued, and in attempting
to turn into Hancock street at a high rate of
speed, the animal fell, and was caught before he could regain his feet and continue
on his destructive way.
No damage was
done to the wagon or horse of the runaway
team.
Referee Hearing.
hearing has been in progress the past
three days befoie Weston Thompson of
Brunswick, Origen A. McFadden of Portland, and Albert J. Robinson of Cape Elizabeth, in the attorney’s room, City Building,
in a suit brought by Joseph L. Whitmore of
this city, against R. W. Woodman and T. F.
Foss of SSccarappa, to recover the sum of
51408.24 for lumber sold by Whitmore to
A

iVoodman & Foss in 1880.
N. & H. B. Cleaves appeared for Whituore, and W. F. Lunt for Woodman & Foss.
The

was

closed,

Browning.
Tlie readings from Browning’s Poems
which will be given by Mrs. John A. Belows, at No. 6 Brown’s Block,
beginning
lext Tuesday, will prove
delightful enter-

correction.

.ainments to ail of tlie poet’s admirers. We
mow of no one better calculated
to present

Free Street Church.

Vlr.

on

Jerusalem Cnurch.
Rev. William B. Hayden of this
city will
preach Sunday morning at the !New Jerusalem church on New High street on the subject now agitating the chureh; the condition
of the Heathen in the Eternal World, Future
Probation, &c. There will be a general interest to hear a discourse on this subject, as
seen in the light of the New Jerusalem.

testimony

and arguments
naue yesterday afternoon, and the referees
vlll return their report into the
Superior
-ourt when a decision is reached.

I

1

Browning

Tin

in a more

understanding

way

attractive guise than Mrs. BelTickets can be secured at LoriDg,
Short & Hannon’s.
more

1 ows.

Coing West.
A

‘
1

f.1

despatch from Gloucester

says: “The
’acific coast fishing fever has not yet reachd its height. Captains Joyce and Herrick
f Portland were in town the past week
prouring information in regard to the matter,

lapt, Joyce will start next week for Seattle,
apt. Chisholm and a number of prominent
* lloucester skippers will
probably start for

J

^ Washington

Territory

very soon.”

Exports and Imports.
During tlie month of October the value of
* n-eign goods imported at Portland was
$90,35. The value of goods
exported was $84,80, including $42,803 brought in from Cana^ a and exported from warehouses.
Tlie
!l mount of duties collected was
$48,088. The
1 umber of feet of lumber
brought here and
1 ut into warehouses was 3,200,000, and the
umber of feet of lumber exported was

J

3

,232,000._
Vote of Thanks.
At a

special meeting of

the local commit-

f ie on tlie late American Missionary Assoc iation meetings in this city, held November
3 i, it was voted that special thanks be ex1 mded to the Portland Daily Pukss for its
rccessful efforts at the time of the Americ in Missionary Association
meetings, and I
h erewitli transmit the same.

Very truly,

Sidney K. Perkins,

Secretary
Portland, Me., Nov. 3,1887.

onffo.
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Pains in the
Sarepariila

Head

for

SOMERS BROS.,

Clapp’s

uf the Com.

Block.

459 CONGRESS ST.

Hurrah for Hood’s

Hood’s

RELIABLE CLOTHING!

Sarsaparilla

100 Doses

One

SICK
!

“

LFVv

d&wlvnrm

[Positively Cured byl
these little Fills. ■
They also relieve Di la
tress from DyspopidaB

PURE, AND

IS

We have the largest and best
selected stock of Street and
Driving Cloves in Portland
to choose from.

UnderwearSale
FOB

Perrin’s French Kid Gloves!

—

Sons of Veterans.

LADIES’, GENTS' and CHILDREN.
25 dozen Ladles’ Merino Pants and Vests
at 80c each: worth 50c.
25 dozen Ladies’ Scarlet Pants and Vests
extra tine, at 97c each; worth $1.50.
25 dozen Gents’ Scotch Wool Shirts and
Drawers at 64c each; worth 75c.
25 dozen Genuine Camel’s Hair Shirts
and Drawers at $1.17;
regular price
$ 1.50.
30 dozen Boys’ Scotch Wool Shirts and
Drawers at 25c each.
Children’s Underwear from 12c upward.
We make these special prices as we are
overstocked in this department.

were entertained with a capital clam boil.
After the supper C. W. Davis of Custer
Camp presided and remarks were made by

Commander Foster. Comrades Lothrop and
Ash of Burnside Post G. A. R., Mr.
Davit,
Capt. Perry, Past Captains Libby and Philbrook and many others. Corporal Bradice
of Shepley, declaimed. Comrade Gribben of
Shepley sang a solo and then there was a
duet of piano and harmonica which closed
the evening’s pleasure.

nova

498Congress Street.

Boys’ Caps

the statement made by the
projectors
themselves, carry the enormous interest required to meet the liabilities of such a line
with 75 per cent, of its capital mortgaged at
the outset. With three
steamship lines now
fully covering the entire field and managed
with tlie greatest economy by men
thorough-

All other goods in propoii

oo

THE

for

MIDDLE

Our Little Ones

and Tin
36

novo

Head

of

Furrier,

ST.,
Cross

|

Street*

GLOVE

We

are

SALE.

To-day, Saturday, Nov. 5th, we shall open the
following special lots in Glove licpartment.
Another lot of the Four Button Kids, with
Heavy Kiubroidered Back; nice shades of Tans
and Slates, to be sold at 50 cents pair.
A lot of Four Button Opera Shades and
White,
m small sizes only, at 25 cents
pair.
About two hundred
tine
Suede
pairs
Gloves, in
four, six and eight button length, to be sold at
55 cents pair.
New arrival of the English Walking
Glove,
with Heavy Embroidered back; a
regular 82 00
Glove which will be sold To-day at 31.00
pair.

to sell our customers and
all who will give us a call,

prepared

FOIt

CAPE ELIZABETH.

The new buildings at South Portland are
making progress.
The trustees of Bayard Lodge, Knights of
Pythias, nine in number, are about being in-

AHI KS’attention Is Invited to ouf Satlne Cov
-*
ered Bustles, variety of colors. 6 vertical
coils, 25 incites long, most desirable according to
tile latest fashion plates of 1887; prlve 50 cents.
Short Bustles 25 cents. Selling fast by C. E.
BEAN, 54h Congress

:orporated for the custody of the property
ind funds of the lodge, under the State law
pertaining to benevolent and charitable iuititutions.
The first cargo ever consigned to South

LET Furnished bouse, owner to occupy
few rooms, and board wim the family. To
a
party with a small family a favorable arrangements will be made. Well a id pleasantly located
on a nice street.
N. B. GARDINER, No. 40 Ex-

NEWMARKETS, WITH CAPES,

I

TO

street._'

_6-1

AI.E-l horse years old weighs
FOtt
150,chestnut; perfectly sound and kind
8

1,.
for
lady drive; has a record of .40. Also harness
and a Zeuas Thompson sleigh and phaeton.
Fur
particulars address •%” Press Office.
b-1
S

ft was

hat of
with two hundred and seventeen tons of the
, hoicest
quality of coal to Mr. William
! ipear.
The Abbie fleering is expected at South
’ortland from the westward. She has been
bartered for the winter fishing business by
Messrs. A. M. Smith <& Co., Portland, and
vill be commanded |by Capt. Chas. Coffin,
fhe vessel will be fitted out with ten dories,
ind will carry twelve men.
The following officers wereelected by Sea
! iide Lodge I. O. of G. T. at its regular meeti ug held last Wednesday:

|

AT

St._5-1

a

change

Wednesday,
schooner Belle Brown of Kockland,

a

{

to

1

geacral workman
piace
WANTED-A
about liouse
stable; capable, trustas

or

worthy,
lihV.
postal

neat, adaptable, orderly. Enquire of
F. SOUTH WOKTH, 108 Newbury St., by
or

otherwise._5-1

young gentleman
VyAlNTBB—A
»
in
small

possessing

a

Portland, desires
fortune, residing
acquaintance of a rf fined young lady. Object,
natrimony. Address, M. L. B.. Tills office. 5-1
LET-A good rent of 6 rooms, 2nd story
flat: with bath room. No. 130 Emery street
[Ultable for a small family. N. S. GAItDINEK,
lie

f

J

n«is is the

Lending Ciarmcut

for Ihis season.

Ilo

Young.

>veltl.
K. s.-Elva B. Tilton.
F. 8.—Albert Spear.
Treas.—W. E. Struut.
Chap.—Albert A. Cole,
Marsh.- Emilia Upton.
I. <1.—Georgia Willard.
O. U.—Margaret l'illsbury.

and

HKOMFKLD

BBINT—At No. 639 Commas street, a
suite of rooms, on Hist floor abo'e the parlors! lias the sun all day. hot and cold water, heated
place; the best Blit of rooms
by.'steam.open firebeen
m tile
house, having
occupied byC. D. Brown
Esq., for the past 6 years. The appontmeuts oj
the bouse makes it one of the best fagilly homes
in tile city. Excellent bath roomaccoirmodattons)
drainage perfect. Call at house.
«_5-1

SUBURBAN NEWS.

last

29 dozen 4-button Embroidered
Undressed Kid
Cloves at 75 cents; Darrah’s price
all sizes.
$1.25;
17 dozen 4-button Dressed Embroidered
Back
Cloves at 89c; Darrah’s price $1.25; all sizes.
Special prices will be put on Odd Sizes, to close.

Nursery

ST.,
Boston, Mass.
Send a two cent stamp
fora sample ;opy of the
most beautifd magazine
for children ever published
_and Premium-.1st.
d3t&wlt

Fraternity.

BARGAINS

C0NNHJiCIJi6 THIS NORM! AT 8 O'CLOCK SHARP.

CLOAK DEPRATMENT

STR.ET.

NEW ADVEBTlSEfflKPTS.

The annual public meeting of the Portland
Fraternity will be held next Sunday evening
in the First Parish church. The principal
address will be delivered |by Hon. William
H. Clifford of this city. iThe friends of the
association are cordially invited to attend.

Hatter

Directly Opposite

COE,
197

GRAND

HATTER,

253 MIDDLE

a

U1C

Largest Yet.
The fish arrivals during the latter part of
Thursday afternoon and yesterday were the
largest for the same length of time during
the season. The cargoes landed consisted of
cod, haddock and hake, and all told they
amounted to about 175 tons. Between thirty
and thirty-five vessels landed cargoes.

Portland, arrived

Laading

few dajs.

business, it seems clear that the proposed
line, if established on the basis already described, would result in a disastrous financial failure.”

Bxolian g,'e Street
dtx

SOMERS,

dtt

25 cents
40 “
85 “
50 “
4

Men’s Scotch Caps
Boys’ Soft Hats
Driving Gloves

to

TWO

Best Out Door Working
and Teaming Cloves.

Waterproof.

WINTER
GOODS.

Canadian linejbetween Boston, Halifax
and Prince Edward Island, says:
“If the owners of the
International, the
Yarmouth and the old Boston. Halifax and
1 rince Edward Island lines have no
other
competitor than the line now in formation
they need not be dismayed in the least, as
such an enterprise would never,
according

The Portland

HOG SKIN GLOVES!
The

FARRINGTON,

Darrah Kid Glove Stock!

NEVTyORK STORE,

SHINE'S

Not Afraid of a Rival Line.
A Boston steamboat man,
speaking of the
special despatch from Halifax the other day.
in which was news of the organization of a

ui

»

_____

to 14 years,'

180—MIDDLE STREET—182
ar

SPECIAL
—

prices.

C. J.

4Uiptf

1 called upon Mr. McLellan,
and Mr. Thurston in fitting terms presented
him with three very handsomely framed

Shepley camp, Sons of Veterans, went to
Lewiston, Wednesday evening, to visit A. C.
Pray camp of Auburn and Custer camp of
Lewiston. With the Portland boys were
Captain Waldo H. Perry, Lieutenant Colonel of the State; First Lieutenaut^R. L.
Whitcomb; Second Lieutenant L. W. Whitcomb ; Past Captain Philbrook, and Past
Captain Miller. Captain Miller was formerly a member of A. C. Pray Camp. They

Boys’ Blue Chinchilla Reefers, size 6

at lowest

GLOVES!

SOAP

SMOOTH.

much affected by these tokens of regard and
good will, and so expressed himself.

$25.00,

our

~

and

Cuffs.

IS

WHICH LEAVES THE
HANDS
SOFT
AND

photographs,—one of the steamer, one of the
company, and one taken at Long Island and
including the company and all their invited
guests when they celebrated their anni-

of

ordinary figure can be fitted as well as in the best
custom make, and at much less
price.
4to ,4'in Pr'ces from
notdr|iRSrSvercoats’8lzes

THE

octlO

history

Nobby Styles of Kersey, Milton and Rough
Overcoats, made Extremely Fashionable, with Velvet Collars,Welted
Seams,Silk Sleeve Linings, with
Cloth, Serge and Silk Body Linings.
These garments are
handsomely made and any

_

ONLY FAMILY

the

our

■

THE INDEX SOAP

in

passed.
Particular attention of the Young Men is called
to

Indigestion and TouB
Ile&rty Luting. A j>er-B
feet remedyfor l)i/ £§
g \s *_ E}
■ w IbHI
ness, Nausea, Dro wrI-B
nets,Bad Taste io t! jrj
23 8 | |
n.fcjaWi
Mouth, Coated ToiirM'1 jM
Pain in Uic Side, &cB
They regulate the 3ow-B
|p]H
T
prevent Conati-B
and
The
Piles.
smallest
and easiest to take.B
rationone
Only
pill a dose. 40 in u vial, purely Veg B
Stable. Price 25 cents* 6 vials by infill for$l.00.B
CARTFR MFniCiNF CO.. 'Vnn'rt. N-u, V.,*L
B

iSTTLE
11

equal

Anticipating

Dollar

HEADACHE!

SOT ® Q

fa

Overcoats and Fine

has never had
business.
a demand for
High Grade Clothing
at moderate prices we have
bought largely of the
prominent fabrics in popular styles and take pleasure in showing a choice
stock, Swhich for excellence in workmanship and
perfection in fit is unsurits

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Prepared
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,
Mass.
J,lIU

of Fine
lf!i?le2ieJ!2!®
$15.00, $20.00 and

e
Suits
for

of Hon.

Ji.juuvimuw

CaW and

a_

"I have been troubled with that annoying disnasal catarrh, and havg taken all kinds of
Wood purifiers, but never found relief till 1 used
Hood s Sarsparllla, which I am confident will do
all that is claimed. Hurrah for Hood’s
Sarsaparilla.” J. I,. Routt, Marksburg, Kv.
‘•I have used Hood's SarspariUa" for catarrh
with very satisfactory results. v received more
permanent benefit from it Ilian from any other
1 ever tried.
M. E. Read, of A. Head &
remedy
Son, Wauseou, Ohio.
“I have taken Hood’s
Sarsaparilla for catarrh
and it lias doiie me a great deal ol
good. 1 recommend it to all witlilu my reach.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla lias been worth everything toTne.” Lutheb
D. Robbins, East Thompson, ft.

from Senter’s.
In the afternoon Messrs. Ruby, Porter and
Thlirst.nn nf Mnphicrnmifl Ktoom ITncrinn

-—I-......

f^e c/ty

ease,

Jacob McLellan, for so many years chief
magistrate of this city, and also president of
the National Merchants Bank. As a token
of appreciation of his services, and in order
to mark the event, the directors of the bank
presented him with an elegant gold-headed
ebony cane, appropriately inscribed. Mr.
McLellan was very much pleased. The cane

.J

madc,ur

Gar-

°Ur

§

catarrh, and received great relief and benefit from It. The
catarrh was very disagreeable, especially lit the
winter, causing constant discharge from my nose,
ringing noises In my ears, and pains in the back
of my head. The effort to clear my head in the
morning by hawking and spitting was painful.
Hood’s Sarsaprllla gave me relief immediately,
while In time I was entirely cured.
I am never
without the medicine In my house as I think It is
worth its weight In gold.” Mbs. G. B. Gibb,
1029 Eighth Street, N. \V., Washington, D. C.

new

Fbiday—Catharine Adams and Julia L. MurFhyi common brawlers. Each IB days in county
Patrick Lauing; vagrant. Thirty
days in house

New

was an

started from the store of Geo. C. Shaw & Co.
In front of which he was
standing, and ran
at a furious rate down Middle street. The

BEFOUE JUDGE GOOLD.

iThe Portland Fraternity.
The Portland Fraternity will hold its annual public meeting to-morrow evening at
the First Parish church at 7.30 o’clock. The
services will consist of devotional exercises
by Kev. Drs. Hill and Dalton, appropriate
music by the choir, a brief report by the seeretary and addresses by Hon. Wm. H. Clifford and Kev. Henry Blanchard. The
many
.friends of this noble institution and the publie generally are
cordially invited to attend.

no

Ipswich.

Christian

Free street church are
nearly completed, and a handsome auditorium Is the result. The galleries which formeriy extended along each side of the ehurch
have been removed, and nearly all the pews
which were formerly in the side galleries
have been placed in the back gallery, so that
in reality the seating capacity has not been
decreased to any great extent. A row of
pews at the rear of the church, on the floor,
lias been removed, giving greater space at
the back of the house. The pews have been
repainted in light color, and the house lias
been handsomely frescoed by Haverstraw of
Boston. The stained glass windows lately
spoken of add greatly to the general effect.

The men
lashed to the windward side to keep

attention to their situation. Capt.
Lakeinan, of Ipswich Light, saw the vessel
and went to the rescue, landing the men at

MUNICIPAL COURT.

The repairs

birthday

Ji*'**'

and

*° °r<fer.

f ,n

Beaver and Nutria Collars

again, where she remained.

from going overboard, while the sea made a
clean sweep over the disabled vessel.
An English schooner passed them, but

meeting at 7.30 p. m.
Woodford's Clark Memorial M. E. Church
scue Sanderson,
pastor.-Bunday school
n 1.30
oV,
»t
p. in. Preaching at 2.30 p. m. Young
PeopIe’sMeeting at G.30. Song and Social Service
Meeting Tuesday Evening.
fU-Px.',,
Class
Meetingpgfffr
Friday Evening at 7.30.

of

the 80th

V”

2^2*
Prices.

Noises

Handsome Testimonials.
was

Beaver

,

aVeear»

a/so have

friends.’’

always taken in the company when Mayor,
and the pleasant relations that had always
existed between them. Mr. McLellan was

were

i#

“I used Hood's

will

versary a short time ago. Mr. Thurston referred to the interest Mr. McLellan had

it was found
that she was nearly full of water.
The col01 s were set union down, but the vessel went

m.

\ir

running before

was

inir Mm lil<uv/l

make her equally
successful in her new field, and to this end
she will have the best wishes of a host of

Yesterday

•

n#

Hood's Sarsaparilla, the peculiar medicine.

of

righted, however, when

soon

WillISton Church—Corner Thomas and Car®*v.
H. Hallock. pastor. There
i,?treet8'
will
be a sermon by the
pastor, Rev. L H. Hallock, at 10.30 a. m., followed by communion.
■JEM*: ^b.\,atl1 8cl1001 at 3 P- in., and Prayer

association—
Farrington Block, 439 Congress St. Meeting for
Young Men only at 9.15 a. m., subject, “The
ttue motive for consecration.”
Leader. A. B
Merrill. Service at County Jail at 3 p. in. Gospel
ineetiimat 3d. in., for :ifl Hn
I'llllil noliiil 1
Singing by members of the
J5J™i
V11,1V1un-_
Union
Choral V;
from Second Paroliyjliurch.

The vessel

illd

selecteH
d sfoc/r

*he ciJ
Ware

,n

*acco0n
Cray

In the cars, sometimes a roaring, buzzing sound,
snapping like the report of a pistol, are caused
by catarrh, that exceedingly disagreeable and
very commou disease. Loss of smell or bearing
also result from catarrh.
Hood's Sarsaparilla
the great blood purifier, Is a peculiarly successful
remedy for this disease, which it cures by purity-

his way to

believe,

.best
t0 be fo*"d

or

bring to her new relation iu life the same
energy and ability which have ^combined to
make her so
successful a teacher,
nnd
we

larSest

of Deerlug.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]

Ringing

Manager Hickson of the Grand Trunk, returned to Montreal yesterday morning via.
Lewiston. Late Thursday evening President Blabon of the Board of
Trade, and Mr.
George S. Hunt, of the committee on the elevator, called on Mr. Hickson, and also W.
L. Putnam.
Mr. Hickson presented the
same views as stated in
yesterday’s Press,
Mr. James William Fitzpatrick has been
appointed general agent of the Mutual Life
Insurance Company for the State | of Maine,
to succeed Mr. Frank P.
Wood, resigned.
The general agency will be located at Portland, and Mr. Fitzpatrick will have as an associate in the conduct of the business Special Agent Johnson.
Both gentlemen have
previously' and effectively represented the
Mutual under Mr. J. L. Stearns in Canada.
The appointment dates from the
first
proximo, up to which time Mr. Wood will
fulfill the duties of the office.
Miss Mary N. Snow, principal of the
Union Square Grammar School in Bangor,
has resigned her position and purchased the
stock of goods lately owned by Jacob Stern
& Co. The Whig pays this deserved
compli
ment to the lady’s pluck: “Miss Snow will

which,

.

in
Brunswick, Oct. 3J, Mrs. Patience Sanford,
aged 78 years.
Prr s Island, (Harpswell) Oct. 30, Marct llus
*
J. Prince, aged 32
years.
in
RridgtoD, Nov. 1. Alvin Davis, aged fifl years
In Dayton, Oct. 31. Aobte, widow of the late
Ihomas Young, aged 86 years 9 months.

in

son

gpp°ssum
Bear’ Blarl

4, Clarissa Furnum. aged 81

Company No.

tomn/1

the wind, and was struck by a heavy sea,
which threw her on her beam ends. She

8tatk Street Church.—ftev. F. T. Bayley.
pastor. Services of Worship at 10.30 a. m. and 7
p. m. Sabbath school at 3 p. m. Communion
service at 4 p. ni. Evening
subject, “Interrup
tlons or Broken Days."
Yhe
Men’s
Liberal Association
*>F»°
meet in Science Hall, corner of
Congress and
Temple Sts., entrance on Temple, at 2 p. m. Subject: “Is science indebted to the church for progression?” Opened by Dr. Wilson.
West Congregational Church.—Rev. 8. K.
Perkins, pastor. Preaching service at 10.30 a.
m. Sunday School at 11.45 a. in. Communion at
3 p.m. Missionary
meeting, -Home Missions”

Men’s

nn<l

day, for Lynn, lumber laden. Shortly after
sailing, the wind began to blow heavy from

in.

Youno

wotnrlnrrrro^

Janesville, Mass., has arrived there. He
states that he sailed from Portland, Tues-

,,

at 7 p.

find

ly

Messrs. W. W. Bolster of Lewiston, and
E. P. Ricker of Poland, will leave together
for the West about the 20th.
Mr, Bolster
will visit Dakota and Mr. Ricker will go to

He is the

Nov.

r Burial at
Bryant’s Pond.l
lu this
city. Nov. 4, Joshua C. Morse, aged 76
years.
Notice of funeral hereafter.
In (iardiner, Nov. 4. Alonzo F. Sanborn, former-

came

The captain of the schooner E. M. Branscomb of Ellsworth, which was found aban-

Nov. 2. Wa’ter K. Wheeler of BosMiss Jennie Fowies of Topsham.

city,

,

Cbildren^che
FUJS

DEATHS.

League.

great volcano of Kilauea.
Hon. S. U. Wadsworth.

Shaw’s Quartette and refreshments.
Things were lively in the barber yesterday so far as the wind Jhad anything to do
with it. The waves were white capped, the
tow boats were busy and a large fleet of vessels put in for a harbor. The sea outside is
reported very rough.
The regular monthly business meeting of
tlie Diet Mission will be held at the Fraternity Rooms. 4 Free street Block this afternoon at 4 o’clock.
The chairman of each
ward committee is particularly requested to
be present or to see that her ward is repre-

1'2.16.

Phstor.

Verril'

Vye

Topsliain,

lu this
years.

Leavitt, J. A. Roberts and Nathan Hatch.
Ralph Wadsworth, a Maine man and a native of Hiram, is now the overseer of a
sugar
plantation out iu Hilo, Hawaiian Islands,
and has an interesting letter in the
Fryeburg
Record descriptive of a recent trip to the

Remember the reception and concert at
the Y. M. C. A. rooms next Monday evening,
at 8 o’clock.
All the male members are invited to attend. There will be singing by

Topic,‘'America's Perils from Mormaul«m.” Evening Services as usual.
Church ok Christ—Rooms 6 and 6 Brown’s
Block. Services 10.30 a. m. Lord’s Supper,
8pmi Prayer Meeting 7.30 p. m. Everybody
welcome; seats free.
Church ok the Messiah—(Unlverallst)—Rev.
M. Crosier, pastor. Services tomorrow at 10.30
a. m.
All Souls’ Day observed. 7 p. m., Sunday
school anniversary exercises.
CONGRESS SQUARE Church.—(First UnlversalHenry Blanchard, pastor. Services
10.30 a.m. Subject—"Are all souls God’s souls?
A sermon for All Souls Sunday.”
Sunday School

In

the Norway Republican Club. A committee
to draft by-laws was appointed as follows:
Ur. G. IV. Hazelton, E. F. Smith, C. W.

The Portland Male Quartette are to furnish the music for the annual meeting and
supper of the Shoe Dealers Association
which takes place at the Treble House Tuesday evening next.

Sunday Services.

Suuday

President

have

will

land.

in honor of his fiftieth birthday.
Davin, centre fielder, and Schoeneck of the
Portland team, have signed the one witli the
Milwaukees, the other with the Chicago
Unions. Both will be in
the
Western

was

hip.” I

the

ou

In this City. Oct. 31.
by Kev. C. H. Daniels, Nils
t'brtatianse.'and Miss Louisa U. Axelsen,
both of Portland.
In this city, Nov.
3, by Kev. C. II. Daniels, Thos
roUer and Mrs. Adelia K. Stone, both of Port-

Wednesday

noon on

you

MARRIACES.

Ellsworth.
He
good health, never better,
and that he had enjoyed his European trip
very much, deriving great benefit from the
rest it afforded him.
Judge C. F. Whitman has been elected
president nnd George R. Rowe secretary of

presided.

have

"I

Index Soap.

ton and

said he

At a meeting of the Citizens’ Relief Association held in Reception Hall last evening,
Mr. Patrick White was admitted as a mem-

artUement.

The parishoners of Rev. Mr. Bickuell,
pastor of the First Universalist church of
Lowell, gave him a handsome receptiou on

terday

boys.

The Sail Loft Meetings are held at No. 6
Central Wharf every Sunday morning, commenat 10.30 a. in. Strangers and others are corcing invited to be
dially
present. All are welcome.
T Street m.
e. church-Kcv. N.
T. Whitaker, 1). D., pastor. Eucharist at 10.30
3.30 p.iii.

Myrtle

more man twenty panes ol
glass have been
broken out of Chestnut street school house,
and a number out of the High school, which
was supposed to have been done by small

ber of the association.

ad

TlTR^T-

FURS!

has just opened another lot, which are better
than the last and at prices very low. See

The wedding of Miss Flora Goss, daughter of Mr. E. F. Goss, at the residence of her
father on Pleasant street. Auburn, to Captain Harry E. Stetson of Bath, was the notable social event in Auburn this week.
Senator Hale passed through the city yes-

“Did Shakspeare write Shakspeare?" Both
sides of this question will be presented in
ltev. Dr. Dalton’s Saturday lecture this afternoon at 4 o’clock at St. Stephen’s church.

_

school at 1.30 p.m.

on

aie

Washington.

California.

street and ran away. A broken shaft and
tug was the extent of the damage.

new advertisement*.

Perry,

the reliable, has received another lot of seal sacques, which ho will rush
oil at
extremely low prices. He has sold all his
sacques that he purchased in September and

from

tling permanently.

on

Bouquet, Atkinson’s new perfume. This superb
distillation sweetly recalls fragrant Swiss flowers.
Bright jewels, In a setting of perpetual snow.
rnchSO
W&S

a. m.

trip

Sacques.

Seal
C. A.

returned

Ex-Governor ltobie was at the Falmouth
Hotel last evening.
Colonel W. A. R. Boothby, of Waterville, was in the city yesterday.
Governor Bodwell passed through the city
last night on his way home from Boston.
Dr. Worcester of Massachusetts, whose
wife was Miss Bessie Ilill of this city, is lying dangerously ill of peritonitis.
Mr. Everett Totman, late of the firm ol
Allen & Totman of Fairfield, is to start foi
California in tw’o weeks with a view to set-

far soutli as Portsmouth, where a bell
buoy was replaced with a new one.
The regular monthly meeting of the Portland Typographical Union will be held at

MRS.

_

in

as

WINSLOW’S
SOOTHING SYKUF should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep
by relieving the child from paiu, and the little
cherub, awakes as "bright as a button.” It is
very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves
wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best known remedy
for diarrhoea, whether arising from
teething or
other causes Twenty-live cents a bottle.
to

steamer Isis has been on a

1L Brown has

New York.
Ex-Governor Connor and Mrs. Connor

noon.

Light house

Philip

Mr.

Warm day
The mercury
yesterday.
touched 56° with a brisk southwest wind.
The revenue steamer
Woodbury, Lieut.
Smythe, arrived at this port yesterday fore-

A*»VISKTlHGUHiffTN Tfl-UAY.

Advice

PERSONAL.

The rain began falling in gentle showers
last evening.
McLellan, Mosher & Co. have the Robert
B. Thomas Almanac for 1888.

SATURDAY MORNING, NOT. 5.

N*w

JOTTINGS.

10

Exchange street._5-1

IXT AlN’ri D—By
I
I

a young man, 2o years of age,
situation as bookkeeper, or to tend in a
work on a farm. Call or address H.

*

a

tore,

or

JAMPBELL, 05 India St._6 1
lATAINTBB—Woodenlioisting wheel, 8 to 12
feet in diameter. Apply to LYMAN IL
5-1
VALUER, Can Shop, Long Wharf.

RINES

BROS.,

Bargains in Seal Sacques!
Just received the second lot of Real Alaska Seal
Sacques and will offer them at lower prices than
ever.
Every garment sold at my establishment I
will warrant a perfect fit.
OTTER SACQUES, extra lengths and good sizes.
Call and get prices at
the Reliable Fur Establishment of

C. A. PERRY, 245 MIDDLE STREET.
novu

Furs

Repaired

in the Best Manner.

cm
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DISSOLUTION.

L. Sawyer. 537

Congress

SI..

Copartnership.

Portland, Nov. 1,1887.
undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name of Harris, Gage &
Tolman. and having purchased the stoek and good

ENGLISH AW CLASS
ICAL STUDIES

Given to private pupils by the
subscriber,

W.

COLCOItl).

lauiif

OF

Derebey

ATHENS, GREECE,

NO.

In the

&

CO.,
W&S3m

Shingles.

Send for Circulars and Price-Lists Free.

E. VAN NOORDEN

&

CO.,

383 Harrison Ave.. Boston, Mass.

IyA

demcM

_dlW

Mortgage
Sinking Fund

FIN! CLOTHING!

AT

—

SAFE

bonds

Tli*

THE

—

DEPOSIT AND

TRUST

CO.

issued under the authority of
special acts of the Legislature of Maine. The
Company’s works are fully completed and in operation with a large list of consumers and a
Hydrant
Rental from the City of Bath. The bonds are confidently recommended as a conservative investment.
For further information apply to

MACEE FURNACE CO’S

“BOSTON 5f EATER"

are

BASSET, WHITNEY & CO.,

This Furnace Is of recent construction,
haring been used with unparalleled success the past two seasons. The
reputation
of the Magee goods being second to none,
so there is no discount hut
they have put
on the market the best
heating Furnace.
This Furnace has the wrought iron Are
pot and the brick linings are brought
near the radiator so there is a great improvement made and increasing the power—llie surface being at all times kept
hot with a moderate consumption of fuel.
We can give (he most satisfactory leferences of a number that have used the
Eoston Heater. He sure and see the Uoston heater before you purchase.

7* Devonshire Street, Hoston,
Or to the

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
BATH, MAINE.
octS

eodlm

If you are in want of a nice Suit or Overcoat for
yourself or your boy, don’t buy until you have examined our stock. We sell nothing but durable goods,
such as we can recommend.
We can show you the finest line of OVERCOATS
ever

shown in Portland.

They vary in price from $5

$50, and are equal to the best custom work. Our
$35, $40 and $50 Coats are made from- the celebrated Montaignac goods and lined with silk.

to

We have a very large line of Ulsters from which
can fit any one as regard to sizes and price.
We

we

guarantee prices.

New Piano Collections
OF EMINENT MERIT.
Tile New Classical Pianist ($1.00) just
out, contains a truly admirable selection from t-lie
best works of tile best modern piano composers,
such as Jensen, Bargiel. Kubeiisteln, Selss, Hollaender, Godard, Liszt, die.; In all 42 pieces by 35
differentmasters, giving a very unusual variety,
and keeping up the interest of the player from
beginning to end. Medium Difficulty.

TENNEY & DUNHAM,

C. J. FARRINGTON.
oct22

ISO mid 183 MIDDLE STREET.
dtf

($1.00). Has had an exceptional success, which it well deserves.

Piano Classics.

Agenls for Magee Furnace Co's Goods.

Young People’s

__eodtt

For Plano.

Classics.

Easy pieces in excellent taste.
Fairy Fingers. ($1.00) by Hcelit, is not new,
but afavorile book with teachers, (for the llrst
($1.01).)

JUST ARRIVED.

easy pieces.

Schumann’s Album. ($1.25). Good,brief

A large invoice of Laird, Sehoher &
Mitchell’s line
Philadelphia Hoots,
Shoes and Slippers. These goods are
in
superior
lit, style and durability to
all others. Sold iu Portland only by

fairly easy pieces.
simple and easy “beginners” book

A

iak’s

Analytical

is Belfor Piano.

Method

Many good l’iano Pieces in

WYER GREENE & CO.
We have also received a new line of
dents’ line Hand Sewed Congress and
Halmoral Hoots, especially adapted to
Young Men’s trade. The latest IV. Y.
styles. A word <o Ihe farmer and laboring man. We are bound to sell you good
reliable goods cheaper than you can buy

year

are

Boston.
eod&wtc

n viNitiug the iVIerhnnicM Fair, nf Honton. dou’t fail 10 me our exhibit.

in Pnrlliiiiti oiuowii«*>**»_

Imparts a Brilliant Transparency to the Skin. Removes
For Sale by
all Pimples, Freckles and Discolorations.
all First-Class Druggists and
Fancy Goods Dealers.

Wyer Greene & Go.,

Thetie goo<l« nre perfect fitting, unexcelled for benuty of fiai**li nnd elegance of
•ttyle, nud nre dcnigned for indifH, meu nnd

539 CONORESS STREET.

PORTLAND.

oct<!7

IF

YOU
—

Life

ARE
OF

THINKINC

HAVING

A

—

Crayon

Size

boy«.
Unrivalled for cheapness, as the reversible prin
ciple makes one collar equal to two.
Both standing and turn-down collars in all desirable sizes and styles.
Sample collar and pair of cuffs sent on receipt
of six cents. (Name size.)
Illustrated catalogue
free.
Ten collars, or five pair of Cuffs sold at. stores
for Mends. ltEVEltSl BLE COLLAR CO., *7
octllTTb&Slm
Kilby Street, Boston, Mass.

eodtf

or

Colored Picture

HASKELL & JONES.

of yourself, your friends, or your children, call at
the

FOR

TAILORING

DEPARTMENT

STUDIO,
aud examine those

Opp.

the

on

exhibition.

Falmouth

Hotel.

f»ep28

dly

ItJP

We have received and

now

for inspection, our new
Fnll and Winter Woolens, to which we invite the uttcutlon of till in want of Stylish t.arnients of h«'sl material and workmanship. rtcasc call and look us
over.

BAKERY !
stocked

and fully
well known Brackett Street Bakery, we
HAVING
to do all kinds of
aud
renovated

arc

opening
styles of

TOWN

the

SALE

IN

PORTLAND

BY

Geo. C. Shaw & Co., A. L. Willett & Co., M. A. Gillingham, Small & Ricker, Geo.
H. McKenney & Co., S. F. Hunt, G. A. Guptill, M. J. O’Connell, J. F. Norton, John
W. Smith, John S. Fitz, Johnson & Lambert, Hummer Bros., F. W. Shaw, Frank
W. Buxton, C. W. Lombard & Co., James OeWolfe & Co., H. Woodslde, E. C. Farrington, F. A. Billings, A. R. Winslow, M. A. Jewell & Co.
eod3m

oct27

STANDARD IpiNGlO.
BULLETIN!

are

ocl 2 7

HASKELL* JONES,
LANCASTER

tl. PLUM ME It,

470

181 Brackett St.

W Ft I G H T

TiEMOVAL
Having

lleiaiovcd

lo

S

$3.75 PER

DOZEN,

Have taken the lead and the
to secure
these rates will continue until Hoc. 1st. We employ the most ski'fm workmen that can be seem < d. care and attention being given to
every detail of the work. Our skylight is one of the best
in the city, and our instruments and accessories

opportunity

Congress Street.,

where 1 have opened a complete stock of

are

entirely

new.

We finished 0,100 Cabinets during August and
Sep ten her. Tills we consider a very creditable
showing for a new firm.
Every visiter is assured of polite and courteous
attention at

Art Novelties and Manufacture of Picture Frames.
I will be pleased to see my old friends aud
welcome new ones.

5181-2 Congress St,
WRIGHT’S,
jpl
eodt’m

I

A. ROESBL.

illw

imv2

REVERE

G. MLEGROW,

HOUSE,

StoKicry,

BOSTON.
Near Boston ami Maine.
and Lowell depots, centres of
of amusement.

«

Eastern,

Fitchburg
business and places

Open Nov. 2nd.

KUKOPEAN PLAN.
Booms all large and comfortable; elegant suites,
with baths attached; ample public parlors; gentlemen's cafe and billiard-room added, and first-class
in every respect.
ftCMKTl* JFK071

OTM'IS

Fancy Goods.
CONGRESS STREET, COR. EXCHANGE.

Remodelled, Refurnished, Newly Decorated, and now Kept on the

oct27

’

Best $0.00 Cabinet Photographs at

FARRINGTON BLOCK,
443

Congress Street.
dtf

sepS

eod2w-

BUILDING,

Friends

91.00 A DAI UP.

novl

Olliers
expected.
vited to call mid Inspect
our New Quarters.

J. F. MERROW & CO., Proprietors.
nodSm

W. i).

little

dl f

Co.,

Continents Fire Insurance Co.,
OK NEW

We have one of the finest lines of FauWork we have eTer had, aud would
Invite (he Ladies or Cortland and vic inity to examine before groins out of town
One lot of
to make their purchases.
Crenel and Mlloseile selling at 3 cents
per skein.
ci

HATE tlliV I

YOttlf.
JANU IKY 1, IS8J:

Cash Capital all paid in,
$1,000X00 00
Reserve for re insurance
2,383,800.53
Reserve for all other claims,
481,323.82
Net Surplus,.
1,374,856.93

M. E. FAIRWEATHER,

$5,239X81.28
W.

No. 9 Elm Street.
octl 1
__dll

D.

"ov)

I.ITT 1.12 A: CO.,

1

Bought and sold
and upwards.
Orders by mall

on

or

a

eod3w

margin of 2 per cent,

telegraph

THE NATIONAL STOCK

liberal.
TiOfi BZKBY BILL FUBLBHIKO CO., ITobwich, Cz,

soy

a

Specialty.

EXCHANGE,

JOSEPH t'LEAHY. Manager,
24 Congress St.f Boston, Mass.
22

Largest iflanafaeturers, Jobbers and Retail
Dealers ol' Clothing in lew England.

STANDARD“CLOTHING CO.,

(Formerly BOSTON & FORTUM CLOTHIM CO.,)
255 Middle St., Portland, Me.
W. C.

Agents.

Mims

MARVELS OF 'Tk'E NEW WEST.

^anauj

A:

31 liXCHAIRlK IT.

consequence ol our UREATLl INCREASED TRADE THIS SEASON, we have been obliged to manufacture many new lots of SUITS
and OVERCOATS to DUPLICATE those entirely sold out.
We have
several of these lots now in, and are enabled to offer them at LOWER
PRICES than we could two months ago. For instance, we offer to-day:
500 Men’s Heavy Double Breasted Blue Suits, full Indigo, all regular sizes, at the LOW PRICE of $9.50 PER SUIT; these goods are all
right, and a good opportunity is offered to bny these goods low—only
$9.50 per suit.
350 Men’s and Young Men’s tine BLACK WHIPCORD SUITS in
Sack aud Four Button Frock, same as we sold earlier in the season at
$20.00, our price to-day ONLY $15.00 PER SUIT.
Men’s and Young Men’s elegant Blue ELYSIAN OVERCOATS, FULL
SATIN LINED, a llrst-class garment in every respect and worth at retail $25.00, we offer to-day at ONLY $18 00 EACH.
Large slock of Gents’ and Young Men’s FINE KERSEY OVERCOATS in Rlue, R ack and Brown, at $10, $12, $15, $18 and $20.
Many of these have Fancy Wool Linings, which make them warm as
well as very stylish.
Large stock of Men's and Boys’ REEFERS, Men’s Reefers and Vests
to match.
Several new lots of BOYS’ OVERCOATS, elegant styles, at only $4,
$5, $0, $7 and $8 each. Boys’ Heavy Ulsters at $5, $7 and $10.
A few select styles in Boys’ KNEE PANT SUITS at very low juices.
1000 pair of Boys’ KNEE PANTS In sizes 4 to 12, at only 25, 50, 75
cents and $1.00.
Men’s EXTRA QUALITY LEATHER JACKETS, 34 to 40 sizes, at
only $5.00 each.
in

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

INSURANCE.

EMBROIDERY

A vivid portrayal of tbs stupendous marvels In
the vast wonder-laud west of tbe Missouri River. Six
Books lp one VoL, comprising Marvels of Katurc,
Marvels of Rao*. Marvels of Kuterprlse Marvels
of Mining, Marvels of Stock Raising, Marvels of
Agriculture. Over 3110 original fine Engrav.
A
perfect rioture Gallery. It baa more
logs.
anaUtlM
other book.
AeiilOJf
AbENIs W ANthI). A rare cliance for live
fKcntsU) make money. Apply at onco. Terms very
*

in-

dam

DBA
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nion

costume

nov2

WARE, manager.

eodtl

EVEEYB#DI lSES

SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE.
Tneker’s
lumber and timber.

est^market priees'from'our'stMk* one?h«i^\vharl?or
our Southern Pine Mills, and in
the
quickest possible time.
dkebino, winsi.ow & no.,

Tidy

and Napkin Fastener,

The 0n,y Fa,tener can 1,6 uwd on Cane F"rnlturp'

direct from

WZ'.l 4'omineixinl
uctio

Street.

Portland, ITIc.
eodOm

For $a]0

ju a||

j)ry

and

Goods stores.
nov2

Fancy
dlw*

brows, the soft, clear
English complexion, with its tender touch of
pink and the frank smile. Thesmall. straight
nosehas just enough tip irtlthe end to give a
dash of piquancy to the sweet,serene face,and
to harmonize with the suggestion of humor
that lingers about the corners of a sensative
mouth. Miss nogarth’s hair is gray.
She
wears a cap, and there are many fine lines of
time, thought and care engraved on hercoun-

v

hPnnnPA

a

with wide velvet stripes, are employed for
the full straight skirts, undraped and unadorned, which are to be in special favor this
winter.
Plain moire skirts in black and dark rich
colors are worn unuer long French polonaises
or with bodice and tunic of India cashmere,
tricot, camels’ hair, and like textiles, ami
also for dress occasions, in combination with
velvet and costly bead garnitures.
Pink, pale gold, terra cotta, mauve and ciel
blue velvets are to be in special favor this
winter for ball and reception gowns. A fainous man milliner in Paris has sent over a
number of recherche toilets made of these
fabrics, among them a dress of .Vile-green
velvet, the court train looped back at each
side to show a petticoat of pink satin covered with an embroidery of pearl, emerald
and opal beads, wrought in exquisitely beaudesigns of Mowers, fern fronds and trailing
vines. The corsage opens in a V shape over
a vest of bead-wrought pink crepe lisse, and
beyond the best are bretelles of moss-green
velvet, lined with pink satin and ernbroidered with the beads.
The “Jean Jacques” driving coat Is a new

made in dark rick colors and is
shown in single and double-breasted styles,
the seams lapping and double-stitched on
thft outstrip.
I.:tri?o Kn&lish nnnlruta nm
on either side, and a tiny one on the
placed
left breast. Stylish buttons of old silver
and enamel are set down the front and also
decorate the back and the pocket-flaps. One
model made of dark blue cloth has a vest of
deep Roman-red velvet, crossed with hair
linesofbiue. The hood ai the back is lined
with the same fabric.
The new round hats which appear to And
greatest favor are those which have mediumhigh crowns, with brims that roll high on
one side or both.
The front of the hat projeets over the eyes, but in most cases the
sides and back are close and shori. Suede,
heliotrope, Roman red, ecru, golden brown,
dark greeu and many shades in gray are most
extensively-shown in French felts. White
felt bonnets, with “thatched” crowns, made
of row upon row of pinked felt, are becoming
and inexpensive head-coverings for the opera
or iheatre.
Golden-brown or violet velvet
is a favorite garniture for these.
There appears to be an inclination with
fashionable modistes to revert te short tunicfronts in place of the very long apron shapes
which have inmost instauees entirely covered the front of the underdress. A new
style is to drape the tunic from the centre
outwards in front, carrying it high upon each
side, and someitmes tile drapery is here
turned, and arranged from thence into
jaboted panels down each side of the dress
skirt.
Tailor gowns and jackets are still the
height of fashion, the demand for them increasing as the season advances, the style of
make being better adapted to heavy material tliau to lighter stuffs. Serge dresaes, always popular at this time of year, are among
the natty importations just received; they
are made in elegant style and
elaborately
braided. They are also shown by the yard
in fine soft qualities, and in figured and plain
patterns, the latter showring handsome dyes
in all popular autumn and winter colors.
The snug and elegant little princess bonnet, spite of its long reign as ahead-covering
is preeminent above all shapes as a
stylish
model. No other bonnet seems to apnroach
it in favor, and it appears in every variety,
from the plain, natty one in felt,'with its
pinked edges and velvet ribbon loops, ar one
simply imuded with lui or Astrakhan, to the
rarest and most elaborate
imported duck of
a bonnet, enriched with gold lace and made
of white or pale-tinted velvet. Upon other
are

Venetian beads, pearls,

cut garnet diadems and coronets, or gold
galloons, with ornaments to match.
Bronze, real gold, hammered silver, and
richly-colored enamels wrought in formal
designs resembling ancient Greek devices,
Swiss ornaments in filigree set with half
precious gems, long pins, slides, and buckles,
are noted on Paris-made bats and bonnets,
fastened among the full loops of velvet anil
ribbon ehous which heighten their fronts.
handful pins set with colored brilliants are
thrust here and there upon the bonnet without pretence of utility and witli no
apparent
aim of effect.
Bands of sealskin, plucked
otter, and other kinds of fur again trim the
edges of felt and velvet bonnets, and white
silk Astrakhan, beaver, seal, and otter form
bonnets entire to wear cn suite with wraps
of the same fur.
Tlie new importations in headed decora-

tions

are

simply magnificent. Among the

most expensive and attractive novelties in
this line are rare-patterned sets from \ ienna,
which include tablier and panel pieces, solidbeaded yokes, waistcoats, epaulets, Charles
IX collars, and narrow V-shaped gllets, in
brilliant shaded effects. One superb set, in
bronze, golden-brown, and gold, produced a
sumptuous effect upon a leception-gown of
golden-brown corded silk woven in Lyons;
this combined with velvet of a deeper shade.
A trim-fitting sealskin jacket is the prettiest and most stylish wear for a voting lady
who possesses a slender figure. Upon some
of these more expensive jackets is a straight
band of sable fur, silk-lined, that Is made to
wear close around the throat.
The muff
matches this band, which is called the officer's collar.
White, In ivory and cream shades, and
white and silver, and white and gold, will be
extensively worn in various fabrics all winter at dinners, evening receptions, and even

for comparatively simple entertainments.
Corsages will be crossed and worn with a
fichu. Gold galloon and gold braiding will
remain in favor, and also daiuty plastrons of
gold-brocaded gauze. The tounure will he

less exaggerated in outline, and waists will
be either round in effect, with handsome
belt adornings, or very long and pointed.
Corsages will bo as varied as ever in style,
even more so, and Intricately and ingeniously trimmed. In the matter ol wraps, they
will be sharply divided the coining season,
as they were a year ago, into protecting
cloaks which will be very long, and dress
wraps which will be very short and very
ornate, much embroidered and extremely
original and varied in effect.
In dress stuffs the demand for strives is
still on the increase. Princely Lyonk fabrics of this description are this week diswindows of a Broadway
played In the ample
importer widely famed for the uncommon
richness and variety of tils rare dress materials. 1 legal fabrics of velvet embossed satin
are woven with the alternate stripes of plain
silk plush or velvet, eight and ten inches In
width. One design shows a ground of pale
canary-colored satin, brocaded with arabesques in a heavy raised design of velvet
of a pale mauve tint, with a stripe of mauve
and violet-shot velvet alternating. A white
satin stripe embossed with gold roses and
foliage alternates with one of deep orangeA heavy black
yellow plush.
faille Is
striped with a satin and velvet brocade on
a
vivid
and
shade
of Xeopolichamois,
pale
tan cardinal. Some queenly satin brocades
One is of orange satin,
are also displayed.
brocaded with Koman-red velvet roses and
dark-shaded green foliage.
A blood-red
corded silk is draped each side of this superb
textile. Other brocades copy the designs of
Ilenrl IJeux guipures to perfection. These
patterns aro one of the features of the season, upon which many variations are cxe-

cuted.

Sis-

great distinction as the father of eight exceedingly pretty daughters, the very prettiest of whom. Miss Sydney, will accompany
her father and mother to America.
Miss
Ethel Dickens and another sister have
opened a tpye-writing office in the city, and
promise to succeed, and Miss Mamie Dickens, a slight, pretty girl of delicate physique,
is on the stage and now playing in the Provinces.
Mr. Dickens lives in a comfortable,
square stone house, close
to the famous
Primrose Hill, near Regent’s Park, and in
the drawing-room hangs a portrait that
shows him to have been an exceedingly
handsome boy.
Miss Mary Dlckeus, eldest daughterfof the
late Charles Dickens, and whom as a child
lie humorously dubbed "Wild Gloster,” in
reference to her disposition, is now a woman
mature age and has never married.
She is
an accomplished housekeeper; rides, drives
and walks well; Is a good linguist, and has
some talent for writing, shown particularly
in her interesting reminiscences of her
father. Miss Dickens, though she has not
joined any order, devotes her entire life to

under finely drawn

fashionwas made
up in combination with Roman red India
goods as soft as velvet and as sheer as veiling, but not transparent like that material.
The red fabric formed a Marie Antoinette
bodice and tunic over the watered silk skirt.
The corsage and sleeves were
magnificently
decorated with cut jet embroideries in arabesque designs, and the intricate and graceful draperies of the skirt were held by special
ornaments in jet, connected by fine cut jet
chains.
The rich corded silks with satin lustre,
the Pompadour brocades, and the failles,

shapes

and

other, for something indescribably winning there is in the expressive blue eyes set

an uncommon-

lately worn at
able dinner. This superb fabric

expensive

prepared
plain
fancy
baking with neatness and dispatch. A full line of
Goudv & Kents goods always In stock. Tea It dls
aud lint Biscuits daily at 5 o'clock. Beaus for
baking received Saturday evening until 7 o'clock.
Family trade respectfully solicited.
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BOOKS MAILED FOR RETAIL PRICE.
Oliver Ditson & Co.,
tiovl
W hi

silk maand dress

a raw

stylish wrap designed by an English house
in Paris. 1 he cout is of very finelAustrian

given in
Ditsou & Co.’s .vio.vrtti.v .ni’sh'jt i.
KkcoitD.
($l.C0) in addition to valuable
lists of new music, good reading and a large
quantity of good songs.
a

and

penses in a munificent niauner.
The young Charles, after completing hil
college course, decided in favor of a mercantile career, and was sent to Germany to gain
commercial knowledge and experience. Cater he returned to England ami entered Barings, and when he was twenty three went to
China to buy tea, intending to start in that
business in London. His father wrote of
him in 18ti2: “My eldest boy is in business as
an Eastern merchant in the city, and will do
well if he can find continuous energy, othewise he will not.” It is to be presumed he
did not, for shortly after the business career
was abandoned ami Charles was taken on
AH the Year Round by his father.
Of this
journal he is now the editor, and is also
known as a printer and publisher.
Mr. Dickens is not, by those who remember his father, considered to resemble him in
person or manner. He has a high forehead,
eyes round rather than long,and wears spectacles and a small mousl*clie.He is inclined to
be bald.Is full in the face and rather portly in
figure. In the eyes of young men he possesses

any

Black moire antique formed

ly stylish

Fates

Brothers

«lut luovou
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the mind of youthfullness; not so much
through her manner, at once gentle and dignified ; not through her dress, which is that
jl a gentlewoman, hut through the exquisite
modesty that is a part of her, the quick and
ready sympathy, the capacity to enjoy and
the readiness to enter into the interest of
others.
After Dickens’ death Foster found among
his papers the sketch of a character drawn
from Miss Hogarth, to be used in a forthcoming book. It was roughly lotted down,
like this:

“She sacrificed to children, and
sufficiently rewarded. From a child horself,
ilways ‘the children’ (of somebody else) to
engross her. And so it comes to pass that
she is never married—never herself has a
■hild. is always devoted to ‘the children’ (of
somebody else) and they love her, and she
las

always youth dependent until her death,

ind dies quite happily.”
It was Miss Hogarth’s relations to his own
■hildren that Dickens had in mind when he
yrote, and what these were was shown even
nore explicitly in his will, in
which, after
eaving a suitable legacy, all his private pa>ers and personal belongings to ‘the best and
ruest friend man ever had,” he adds: I sol1 imnly enjoin my dear children
always to re1 nember how much
they owe to the said
leorgiana Hogarth, and never to be wanting
n a grateful and affectionate attachment to
ler; for they know well that she has been,
1 hrough all the stages in their growth and
1 >rogress, their ever useful, self-denying and
1 levoted friend.”
It must be remembered that from the first
ears of Dickens’ married life Miss Hogarth
j1 iccame
one of the Dickens family, and not
1 inly did she bring up his children
and, until
ds eldest daughter was old enough to assume
* he reponsibility, keep his house, but took a
1 Ively interest in his work, and his plav too.
n that brilliant coterie,
composed of Wilkie
1 'ollins.
Thackeray, Mark Lemon, Douglas

lerrold. Lytton-Bulwer, Landor, Landseer,
’’rith, Mac-ready, Maclise and Stanfield, of
1 i-hich Dickens was the
main-spring, his sls* er-in-law held her way, and by her
tact,good
;

* emper and sprightliness kept everyone
hapI y and at their best.
In the famous private
1 heatricals she always took a leading part,
* nd was considered a capital actress.
At present Miss Hogarth nas closed her
1 iuiur. nuu u in mu ui auuvniin OI iniVt*!
1 ml literary associations, and is
staying witlj
* he
of Mr. Henry Fielding Dickens,
family
rho
resides
in
a pleasant
of Chelsea,
part
} rhe last time I
saw her was in the library,
1 nd she was seated in the old arm-chair—the
1 me with the cane seat and
spreading arms of
< arved oak—the very
picture of winch, lu its
1 lathetic emptiness, brought tears to the eyes
1 f thousands in 1871.
It is the same chair
* hat stood before the desk in the favorite
’ tudy at Gads Hill, and seated in it, shaded
1 iv friendly trees, Dickens drew the children
4 f his brain on
paper, and we have them now
* n "Little Dorritt," “Our Mutual
Friend,"
Great Expectations" and "Edwin Drood.”
The fact that though Miss Hogarth, who
s till travels much, keeps this chair constantly with her, makes of it a companion, almost
8 friend, struck me as something to touch
8 ven the spirit of the dead author.
It is just
8 ucti an instance of
fidelity as would have
* een natural to the most womanly woman,
1 'rom every part of the world—for Dickens
< as been translated in ail moder n
languages
-and especially from America, letters still
c ontinue to pour in, addressed to
Miss Ho^ arth. Many of these are from a new genera1 ion, enjoying for the first time the delicious
t un of “Pickwick Papers,” or the pathos of
The Old Curiosity Shop,” and longed to tell
9 ome one who belonged to tell some one who
1 elonged to the writer their new delight,
8 'thers are from older men
and women to
rhom Dickens has been a household friend,
dio perhaps heard him read on the other
s ide, and as the quiet hours of their life
creep
0 n find time to jot down their
reminiscence.
multitude of women write, some regularly,
9 ending with their letters packets of pressed
erns and garlands of glowing autumn leaves
8 > be laid on the sacred slab in
Westminster
ibbey under which, and in glorious comI any, diaries Dickens rests. The hands of
rieuds and strangers keep the simple stone
lossoming with fresh flowers, and lighten
8 se gray corner
ennobled with the monuients of Chaucer, Shakespeare and Dryden.
!]J 'wice every year a little
lady in Ohio semis
c n a box of immortelles and ferns for this
t urpose, always with a letter full of gratitude
the haopiness Dickens brought into her
f jr
ousehold. One morning weile fi was with
* erMiss Hogarth leceived a charming letter
* rom a lady of Holyoke,
Mass.
The lady
9 poke of herself as an invalid, nom
in EngH land for the first time, and having spent the
e ntire three months of her
sojourn here in
(siting the spots she han learned to know
nd
love
through
and this
reading
Dickens;
?
! but one of hundreds of such letters. It is
8 le fashion in certain quarters to
decry Dickbut it would take a critic of much nerve
f ns,
idced, in the face of this vast mass of corr aspondence and loving tribute from
all
c lasses and all countries, to deny that the
E reat novelist lives, as does no other writer
8 f the century, in the hearts of the
people.
Dickens was, as you may remember, one of
8 family of eight children,
all of whom have
41 ied but one sister, Letltla—Mrs. Henry
iiistin—now a widow, over seventy years of
a ge, living quietly in London.
Every one
f iiniliar with the childhood of the dead aulor knows how much he tried to make of
f
1 is family and how little they made of him
ntil success crowned his bitter struggles,
low deeply the iron of neglect, indifference
11 nd suffering entered his childish soul I nev-
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1 list not until after Ins death, and until his
iography was published, did his children
ream that their father’s childhood had beeu
j1 :ss
happy than their own. Mo Intense and
8 a keen was the anguish the bare recollections entailed that after his first son was
1 orn aad fame and prosperity were his, he
c ould not pass without
shedding tears the
0 id warehouse where, midst dirt, decay, ruts,
bottles
8 nd iow companions, he covered the
0 f blacking paste.
It is a curious and indeed an unfortunate
liing for the world that Charles Dickens,
orn a genius, which could not be accounted
f jr by any law of heredity, failed to transmit
* is great gifts to
nny of his ten children.
Whether they will reappear in the grand0 hildren, of which there are fifteen, is an in1 iresting query to be answered in the future.
As a father, Dickens was hardly less reAll that a man
1 larkable than as a novelist.
iiuld to insure mental, moral and physical
f ealth of his children
No effort of
he did.
8 is
genius w as too good for them, and when
1 ressed and harassed with a thousand cares
fcund time
11 nd excessive brainwork he yet
4 > write plays aud pantomines for their amand
see them carried—to help them
sement,
!
‘ 1 their studies, to write for his first-born the
Jhilds History of England” and for his
® aughters a child’s version of the New Tes1 kinent, so beautiful and so sacred to them
1 lat neither persuasion nor money considern tions have induced them to permit it to be
F tiblished. Later in life, all that college and
1 ravel and society could do for his cbiluren
v as called into requisition, and as far as
* luipment was concerned no family was ever
1 etter prepared to meet the world.
for
Charles Dickens, Jr., you will see
i ourselves, as he goes to America in October
series of
jr a six months’ tour to give a
Due of
■adings from his father’s works.
f1 ie
newspapers here facetiously suggested
1 liat he should read from his own, as the lat■r consists chiefly of dictionaries of
places,
Mr.
'lie point of the suggestion is evident,
1 lickeus was born in 1837, in Furnivals Inn,
rliich still stands on the busiest part of HolJ urn, and was nick-named by his father first
1 lie Brigand aud later “Flaster Flobby,” pre8 umed to be a corruption of Master Toby,
* le was born on a twelfth night, which
ever
8 fter was kept as a double festivity with a
and
a
When
cake
little
play.
ery big
* lharles Dickens was seven years old, and
cith all the family in Italy, the Baroness
1 iurdett-Coutts sent him a magnificent cake
reighing ninety pounds and gorgeously decrated. The Baroness, who was a profound
f dmirer aud a warm friend of
Dickens, not
( nly interested herself in carrying out his
s chemes for the poor, but in his
immediate

*,
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WOMEN WHO DRIVE.

and it was she who took charge of
his eldest son’s education, defraying the ex-

[Mrs. R. P. Porter to the New York World.]
“I couldn’t write a line yesterday, not a
word, though I really tried hard. In a kind
of despair I started off, at half-past 2, with
my pair of petticoats for Richmond, and dined there. Oh, what a lovely day it was in
those parts.’’
So wrote Charles Dickens in February,1842,
and the petticoats alluded to were Mrs. Dickens and her sister. Miss Oeorgina Hogarth.
Macllse, who loved all three, dashed off a
pencil sketch of them at the time, which has
since become famous.
In it you have the profile of the handsome,
eager young author; a second, pensive and
lovely, of his wife, and, beyond, the delicate
and spirited outline of a face that in spite of
the forty-five years intervening, has lost none
of its power to attract.
As the living link between the great dead
author and his world wide lovers any mention of Miss Hogarth must have an especial
interest, and I wish the gift were mine to
bring her face to face with you. Perhaps
the word winning describes her better than

Silk Astrakhan borders many of the new
tailor-made gowns and jackets. The latter
are made longer than the Astrakhan trimmed
jackets of last year. Roman red cloth is in
much request for them, but the choice of this
color renders it necessary to select only such
costumes and bonnets as may properly be
worn in conjunction, unless, of course, the
wardrobe admits of a number of changes,
fiml
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Fortunes of his

The Fashions.
[New York Evening Post.]
Condor brown is in high favor.
Spanishfgirdles of black velvet, embroidered in gold, are In high fashion on detnl-
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Charles Junior and the
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dress gowns.
Surah moire is the name of
terial designed for millinery
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will devote a few hours each
day this winter tc
the instruction of pupils in the Greek
laugauage.
a graduate of Amherst College,
ri
f^e.bey.is
•and will be pleased to
employ some time, if do
sired, in the private schools of this city, or to private pupils.
Mr. Derebey will be found at
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loss is required than of the many mixtures on tire
market. It is a very desirable article to use on
roast meats, in soups, gravies, escaltoped oysters,
etc., aud gives perfect satisfaction.
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and at

present makes her home in
Manchester with a well-known clergyman
and his wife, both of whom are interested
in the same objects.
Miss Dickens was
named after her aunt,
the lovely Mary
Ilogurth, to whom her father was so tenderly attached, and whose epitaph, “Young,
beautiful and good; God, in his mercy, numbered her among the angels at the early age of
seventeen," he wrote.
The second daughter of the house, Kate,
has always been remarkable for her brilliancy and her beauty, and is really a feminine version of her father in his younger
days. Not unnaturally she was her father’s
favorite child, and when as a girl she married Charlie Collins, a younger brother of
tiio well known novelist, it was understood
that their second home should be at Gadshill. Collins was like his father, an artist
and a literateur. In his companionship his
wife devwloped the talent for painting which
has since distinguished her. Sir John Millais had so great an admiration fur Mrs.
Collins’s beauty that he painted her in his famous “Black Brunswicker," and after Mr.
Collins’s death his widow pursued her art
studies under the great artist.
Apropos of
the "Black Brunswicker,” it is a curious
fact that while photographs and engravings
of it are familiar alF over the
land the
whereabouts of the original picture is unknown even to the artist.
When Kate Dickens was married for the
second time it was to the artist Perugini, and
his exquisite portrait of her was on exhibition at the Centennial, where no less than
twenty-three offers were made for it, but the
artist nusband refused to part with his work
Mrs. Perugini has steadily progressed in her
art, and one of the most cFiarming pictures
In the Koyal Academy this year was of two
lovely child heads from her brush. The
Peruglnis, who have an artistic and comfortable home in London, are without children
and at present are travelling on the continent
The third daughter of Dickens, little Dora,
named after David Copperfleld’s child wife*
died while a tiny thing, and just as her
father, who had left her crowing and happy
a few moments
before, was responding to a
toast at a theatriaal dinner. Baby Dora was
buried beside her grandfather and grandmother at Highgate.
Of the other soons, Alfred Tennyson and
Edward Bulwer Lytton Dickens are both
poor,
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Australia,
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country their father had great

faith in as affording a future to young men.
One of them (I have forgotten which), has a
child. The other none.
Frank Dickens, popularly known in childhood as "the chicken.stalker,” was well
educated, and began life as a business man.
After roaming about the world a good deal,
he became one of the Canadian mounted pence, and in the Kiel rebellion he displayed
great gallantry and courage, but received
such injuries that not long afterwards, while
visiting friends at Moline, III., be died suddenly, the heart, worn with excitement,ceasing to act.
Walter Landor Dickens, a handsome and
brave young officer, made a lieutenant at 17
of the Forty-second Highland volunteers,
died even more suddenly when only '23 years
of age, and while stationed at Calcutta.
A pathetic little figure in the history of the
Dickens family was Sydney Smith, the fifth
sou, a tiny mite of » fellow, with such a
wierd face and such big, weird eyes,and such
a passion for the sea that he was nicknamed
the “Oceau Specter,” which was promptly
corrupted by the other children into "liosben
Peck.” His father let him follow his taste
for the sea, and when he sailed as a midshipman he was christened the "Admiral,” and
very funny are the allusions to him in Dickens s letters.
Sydney became the youngest lieutenant in
the service, and was also the smallest, as he
never grew over five feet In height.
Two
years after his father’s daatb, and when on
liU way home on the Malta, he was taken ill,
died and was buried in the sea he loved.
There seems something almost eerie in the

coincidence.
The only one of Dickens’s sons who has
made a mark in the world is Mr. Henry
Fielding Dickens, who won the second
scholarship at Trinity Hall, Cambridge, and

is now a very successful barrister-at-law,
with a prospect of becoming a judge. He
lias filled a number of positions of trust and
importance and is the administrator of the
estate of Mr. Ashton Dilke, which includes
the management of the weekly Despatch.
Mr. Henry Dickens, like Mrs. Perugini,
inherits his looks from his father, and has
transmitted them to five
lovely children.
One of them, i£uid, is a perfect little beauty,
with the lovely eyes ami brows, the refined
face and delicately molded features of her
aunt Kate.
Mrs. Henry Dickens is considered a charming woman, but has the misfortune to be a good deal of an invalid.

Fishing

For a Cow’s Cud.

"Thereis great excitement on the place
when a cow loses her cud,” said au old farmer
to a representative of a great Metropolltian
newspaper. “The boys run as fast as they
can for the cow doctor, and we all turn
to
and get things ready for him.
The cow
stands with her head
down and neck
stretched out, and is altogether the most

woe-begone animal you ever saw.”
“What will happen if she doesn’t find the
cud?”
“She will starve to death. You see a cow
has four stomachs, and what she eats through
the day goes iuto the first one.
And at
night she brings up some of the food from
the first stomach and masticates it.
This is
called chewiug the cud. After she has doue
this it goes to the second stomach and Is diu

niic lusr.s uoi

mu,

9IIC

flu

b

tlie food from the first stomach to the second
and is bound to starve.
When the doctor arrives he slaps the cow’s
sides, twists her tail and looks in her mouth
Then he calls for a piece of salt codfish and
puts it m her mouth. If that fails to bring
the cud he rubs her throat and calls for slip,
pery elm. He puts a wad of it into her laws
and tries to get her to chew.
That failing
lie tries a bunch of grass and a wad of willow leaves. If all fall;*a live frog is brought
and started down the cow’s throat.
This
never fails.
The cow gives a heave when
the frog tickles her windpipe, and up come

frog and cud.”

A Bad Place to Leave Horses.
TBiddeford Journal.]
There Is a womau living iu a court off High
street in Saco who has a strong aversion to
having horses hitched iu front of her house
or anywhere in the Immediate vicinity, if
tiie stories told by some of the neighbors can

be relied upon. Last Monday Nelson Proux
of tills city had occasion to call at a house in
the court and hitched his spirited five-year
old colt In the street iu front while he went
in. He had not been in the house many minutes before this woman issued from her
dwelling and going up to the eolt, unhitched
him and then stuck a piu in his neck to
frighten him into running away.
The colt
whirled about and dashed out of the court,
but before he had gone far on High street he
was captured by a man, and before any damage was done. The neighbors say this is a
common trick of this woman's, and that she
never forgets to prod a horse in tiie neck with
a

pin.

_

Twice to the Rescue.

J

[Belfast Jourual.]
A party

drown

a

of

men

recently attempted

small dog by tying

to
stone about
overboard. A

a

his neck and throwing him
large dog owned by W. B. Washburn jumped
in, dove down, rescued the small dug and
dragged him to the shore. This was done
twice. The dog was finally drowned by
tying him to a rock so large that the other
dog could not drag it ashore.
A tabernacle to scat 5,000 persons is being
erected iu Louisville for Mr. Moody to hold
revival meetings in next January, prior to
his departure lor India.

Sights Dally

Seen In the Streets and
Parks'of the Great City.

(N. Y. Evening World.)
is more than ever In vogue with
that class of New York women who own
horses and take the air in their private car-

Driving

riages. The feminine whips make quite a
feature in the processional of swell turnouts
that strrams through Central Park from i
o'clock until H. They are as striking as the
equestriennes. When the throng of carriages
pours out of the Fifth avenue entrance to the
Park and the world and Its wife rattles over
the smooth street on its way home to dinner,
numbers of youug women—they are usually
young, whether matrons or maids—attract
attention by the adaptness with which they
handle the reins.
The women affect several style* of vehicle.
1 he village cart still holds its own, but the
most correct thing Is a carefully appointed
“spider” phaeton and a pair of spanking
cobs, their tails docked, the hoofs glistening
and their well groomed flanks shining like
mirrors. Behind, on his airy perch, a flunkey sits in statuesque repose, his anus tightly
folded and his English face as expressionless
as a flat-iron.
Yet his mistress can give b|m
a point or two. She sits bolt upright and
her
mind
on the guidance of her
keeps
horses. The same girl in a Victoria, with a
bulky coachman managing the reins, would
droop as languidly iu her aristocratic repose
as a wilting flower, but not when she Is
doing the driving.
Ifer trim figure Is neatly defined by a tailor
made suit, her gloved hands exert a firm
pressure on the reins, and with a quick eye
she guides her cobs knowingly through the
opposiog currents. Attention to the work In
hand gives a shade of greater firmness to the
soft curves of her mouth.
"They like to drive fast stock,” said an
admiring stable man, who was watching a
lady drive off. She was in a two-wheeled
L'll/

A

hpfffV

IIL/liuh-tr kSilr

tur

foam

n*s/.lin« I

ly tilbury with a too. The reins came pretty taughtly through the driving-bar as the
big horse tugged at them, chafing to let himself out. W hen the fair driver gets out into
an open street she gives him his head more.

She was the wife of the proprietor of a large
Seventh avenue stable.
They like it, especially the swell young society girls. Women are always drawn to
what is manish in the way of exercise or diversion if the proprieties smile on it and
fashion set* her seal thereon, it is a good,
wholesome habit, and the afternoon drive in
the Park is raised still more to a hygienic
base. Usually only that class to whom luxury is a daily occurrence demands the perfect outfit which is part of the enjoyment.
Livery stables do not care to keep sucli teams
to let, as a rule. It is too muce trouble aud
expense to keep them in the perfet order
they require, aud not many would like to pay
the price they would demand.
The team
must be unexceptional in the smallest details, even to the knot of gayly colored ribbon which ties down the lash of the whip.
The world that drives is familiar with another lady whip whose pair of mettlesome
bays are seen dally spinning along upper
Fifth avenue and the Park. Miss Cook
handles the ribbons like a mistress in the
art, and her bright cheeks and eyes are a
good comment on the healthy diversion
which her sex has usurped.
A woman can drive as well as a man. Not
all do, of coarse. But everybody who knows
anything about horses is aware that brute
force is not the chief element in their control. Some of the delicate-looking girls convey a mystery to the horse by their judicious
pressure on the reins that the animal often
fails to find in the handling of the masculine
whips. Your real spirited girl, who likes
driving, does net content Tierself with a
horse that ambles along like a sheep.
(live
her a brisky stepping cob and she will get
out of him his best work and her soul will be

glad.
Indefinite Drunkenness.

[Belfast Journal.]
week
Judge Llbbey last
pronounced
fatally defective a large number of complaints drawn by the judge of the Belfast
noliffl

court,

in

thn

matter

nf

enmrnnn

drunks, and that went up to the Supreme
Court on appeal. The complaints alleged
that the persons were found Intoxicated in
the public streets of Belfast. Judge Llbbey

contends that the particular street should be
designated, and that the parties were not
druuk, as it were, all over town at the same
time. As a consequence a large number of
criminals go scot free while |the county ha*
been put to a large expense by their arrest
The result seems to be, heavy costs for the
county and Immunity for the ruui-seller and

rum-drinker.

MAGAZINE NOTICES.
8t. Nicholas for November contains on* of Louisa M. Alcott’s charming stories, entitled Pansies. How Marie obtained Miss Alcott’s Auto-

graph tells how an logeoiou* boy teemed the coveted signature for bis sister without the assistance
of the popular authoress; Time and Tommy It the
description, by Delta W. Lyman, of the remarkable adventures of a boy who suddenly Buds that

the world has beem turned backward and Is reeast to west; Lfttle Matltof Finland Is a delightful talc of a little known land,
with many clever silhouette Illustrations by
Helen M. Hind; What Happened t* the Bridegroom Isa melancholy tragedy In white frosting
and wedding cake, by William Theodore Peters;
Col. R. M. Johnston contributes an account of an
exciting encounter between Buck and Old Billy;
and Almout Barnes's A Spanish Tale Is an oldtime fairy story that will be new to the readers of
8t. Nicholas.
Llpplncott's for November opens with a com
plete story by Virginia W. Johuson, entitled The
TerraCotta Bust. Theories of undergraduate
sketches of life in the principal colleges in the
United States is brought to a close by R. H.
Rounds’s Social Life at Amherst College. Felix
L. Oswald’s article, A Modern Hpartacns, detailing the adventures and exploits of a bandit, who
for several years back has defied the Mexican authorities and encountered many thrilling adventures, is a biographical sketch of the utmost in
terest. Another valuable article Is Prof. John
Johnson Jr.’s The School Boy as a Microcosm, In
which the customs and morals and economic principles of the average schoolboy are shown to reflect those of semi-civilized and savage periods of
the human raced
Harper’s foriNovember Is Introduced by a charming froutlsplece entitled A Fairy Tale, from a
painting by F. 8. Church, accompanied by an
anonymous sonnet Interpreting the idea of the
picture, entitled A Child shall Lead them. The
attractions of Southern California life are cleverly
displayed by Edwards Roberts In A Santa Barbara
Holiday, beautifully Illustrated. Theodore Child
contributes an Interesting and Important article
on Chantilly; The Chateau and the Collections, a
lull account of the marvelloua estate recently
presented to the institute of France. The concluding portion of Mrs. Rebecca Harding Davis’s
sketches Here and There In the South Is devoted
to the Acadian country nf Attakapas, Louisiana.
With W. Hamilton Gibson's beautiful illustrations
the chapter makes a striking climax to the series.
The serial novels, Narka, by Kathleen O’Meara,
and April Hopes, by W. D. Howells, come to a
close in this number. An important paper ou
The Winter C’lmatic Rrsorts of Three Continents
Is written by a special student nf that subject,
Mr. William Smith Brown. The number contains
two short stories. The Story of Arnon. by Amelle
Rives, Is a strong drama—a romance of the Deluge— beginning as an idyl and ending as a tragsdy. A Man and Two Brothers is a graphic character sketch by George Parsons Lathrop.
Scribner’s for November has for lu leading
article an interesting paper by WUItara F. Apthorp
on Wagner and Scenic Art.
Prof. D. H. Sargent;
M. D. of Harvard University treats of The Physical Characteristics of the Athlete. Dr. M. M
Field describes a visit to a most Interesting country In Northern Algeria, known as Grand Kahvlla,—the Switzerland ot Africa. A Diplomatic
Episode is a noteworthy paper by Mies Olive Kleiey Seward, the adopted daughter of ei-Secrrtary
la many important
Seward, and his coaldante for
the nrst lime an
political affairs, explaining
incident In our diplomatic history ralating to tlm
failure of the negotiations for the purchase, from
Denmark, of the Islands of St. Thomas and St.
John. Gen. Francis A. Walker contributes a vigorous article entitled What Shall We Tell the
Working Classes, In which he Duds the solullou of
the labor problem In a healthier, manlier, more
truly American sentiment among working-men,
which can enly be fostered and spread by educa

volving from

tlon.
one of the most valuable papers In the Century
tor November is Mr. Kennan's on "The Last
Appeal of the Kussiau Liberals." Mr. Kennan
addresses himself Hrsi to the discussion ot the
popular misconceptions concerning Uuselan politics, maintaining first ot all that there is no such
body as “the Nihilists" in the proper sense of the
word, and giving a clear presentation of the popular movement for reform. The Lincoln History
in this lumber reaches a most Interesting part ot
the great President’s career, the period letweeu
his electlou and his inauguration, aed one upon
which, by their persoual relations to him, Messr k
Nlcolayaud Hay are able to throw much new
light. This installment contains large quotation*
from uiipuldisUed MS. letters to *nd from Lincoln.
The separate chapters deal with the Montgomery
the proposed Constitutional ameiuiConfederacy,
meut, the President-elect, Alexander Stephens’s
speech and correspondence with Lincoln, and Mr
Lincoln's answers to questions as to his policy
Portraits are given of Howell Cobb. Jefferson
Davis, E. B. Washburn#, Thurlow Weed, Alexander H. Stevens, George D. Prentice, and John A
Gilmer. The fictlou of the present number is especially notable Including the beginning of two
serial stories: The Grayson*, a tale of Ilffnoie life
in the first half of the century, by Edward higgles,
ton. and a novelette of Acadian life by George W.
Cable, entitled A* Large, the scene ot wbicb Is
the neighbor hood of Grande Pointe, the characters being substantially tbe same as in the noVeb
elette of that name. Mr. Eggleston s daughter.
Miss Allegra Eggleston, furnishes an illustration
for The Graysons, and Mr. Kemble one or nla
sympathetic studies, a ’Cajun type, forofMr. Cable a
story. A Little Dinner Is a short story "society
by Mr. William U. liishop.

THE REPORTER.

Sara looked gratefully at the
speaker, am 1
that she was the
youngest and pretties t
of the group a lovely
blonde, whose ehanu
ing attire had already won ner admiration »
though the sweet face above it had not beei 1
noticed before. Evidently, too, she was o r
social importance, for her companion i
seemed to be impressed by her words, am
the greatest offender had the grace to lool
ashamed of herself, w hile the others brok
into chorus: “You’re right, Jessie!” am i
under cover of these exclamations they float
ed off, and Sara was at liberty to go back ti
her corner and wait for the next arrivals
They weren’t long in coming, and again i
happened to be a group of acquaintances
full of chatter and laughter. Their word:

UI NINGNS

CAKDs.

I.OBT AND FOUND.

saw

BY

ELEANOR CORBET.

[Frank Leslie's.]
Ten o’clock on a Tuesday
morning, and
one of the busiest
days in the week in the
oltlco of the Weekly Record, a journal deal-

ing largely

with

society’s doings and sayings,
as well as with all the
literary, musical and
dramatic happenings of the day. The editor

and his assistants wore up to

their ears

in
and

work, but tl\e chief had but just arrived,
passed
elegant and
distinguished man this Ernest Warren, the
proprietor, general director and mainspring
of the nourishing weekly which his
father
had left to hint as a part of his
Inheritance;
and, moreover, had supplemented it by a
very pretty fortune, which at once lifted this
dear, only son from the ranks of struggling
with a pleasant word of
greeting bad
on to his private sanctum.
An

made of him, had lie so
journalists,
chosen, a gentleman of elegant leisure. But
and

third speaker chimed in with
see the loveliest girl in tin
room—a perfect blonde—with the sweetesl
expression, and so amiable, I hear."
There was more gossip, and other names

their prettiness. And, anyway, it was no
concern of hers.
The hour was groging late now, there were
no fresh arrivals, and Miss
Ogden was just
about seeking her wraps, to go home, when
the same pretty girl, with two or three others, entered the room to brighten up their
plumage before taking flight to some othei
reception; and, rather than draw attention
to herself, Sara drew back into her cornel
and watched with some amusement the fluttering and prinking iu front of the long mirror, until a suddenly remembered bit of gos-

"Not yet, sir.”

”Ver>

vm...

well. Ask her to speak with me as
soon as she comes.”

The

|JirbL>

neaus

into a

was some-

words

boys, I suppose.”

several reasons why Sara
kindly toward Ernest Warmore than willing to
study his

were

very

momentarily

uttered

an

--

at ten o’clock that
evening
Sara entered the dressing-room at Mrs. Rossiter’s. As she ascended the stairs she had

do you think, dear?
for me?”

glimpses of the drawing-room and picture
gallery, which to-night was devoted to the
dancers. Both were brilliant with lights and
fragrant with flowers, but as yet were un-

a

no

she was

made, dark-blue camel’s-halr and

a

The custom in some countries of
washing
horses In hot weather deserves some consid-

very
well-

while there

was

a

arrivals, and the latest comers, a
pretty, stylish girls, who seemed

eration. A hors* covered with
perspiration,
dry in patches, it may be, and covered with

velvet

lull in the
grouD

of

exercised afterwards.
The method I adopt is thus described; As
soon as the horse is taken out and
harness
removed, he Is scraped down carofnlly. Then
i bucket of tepid water is placed at hand
and
he horse is sponged all over
quickly; after
.his he is rinsed down with a
watering-pot
>f tepid water, scraped and rubbed.
Then
iome clean straw Is placed over the
back and
oins, and over this a light horse rug, and
;he horse is put into his stall. No
draught is

SMITH,
....

settlement of claims.

je22dCm

win. in.

Remedy
~T,
Stomach, a diseased Liver, or
impure Blood eau be
at 76 Elm St. Mrs.
J. C. I OUTER, Sole supplied
Agent for Portland and vf in-

to
WANTED—Customers
nobbiest line of Ladles'

see

Trices

1i"liV'\oL',il-..L'itiv*
WELCH, 421

J. P
3-1

low

as

Congress

weight,

color
2-1

the neatest and
Rubbers to hr

l,KT,

SPECIALTY.

telephone promptly

to cut

INS MIDDLE NTBRET.

on

ol
am

T®.,I*KT.—The
street,

Maine.

6

rooms,

house

very

some

land.

127

convenient,

Portland and vicinity, to know that Madame Johnson, the
well-known Botanic and Clairvoyant Physician
and Life Header has returned to her Parlor No. 4,
60 FREE STREET
wheie she may he consulted from 9 a. m. until 9 p. ni.
Examinations
50 & 75 cts.
29-1

WANTED—Tli£people

App.y to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.

___2-1
LET—A first class tenement of si* rooms,
TOalso
aytnall house with garden. Enquire of

eodlin-

J. C.

WOODMAN, 106Va Exchange

street.

2-1

TO

WANTED—Ladles of this city to know that I
v T
am
prepared to do first-class dressmaking
at reasonable prices; cutting bv Tailor’s
System;
will go out by the
day or week. Please call or
address MISS WARREN. 22 Casco St.
28-1

st™*’

LET-Several first class houses, ranging
in price from <360 to $000; water extra; 2
new ones, desirable, now
ready: one first class
Oueen Ann cottage including stable, range, heating boiler, <60 per month for six mouths or one
year, all west of State St.
N. S, GAKD1NEK,
No. 40 Exchange St.
31-1

I'O

iui

-juvuu.w

at fair rate uf

From

_Liverpool.

■lit ■'•■411.

iuterest
paid seiiii-anuu
ally; first-class real estate security situated in
Portland. Address H. W. A., Press Office. 28-1

B.

THURSTON

&

GO..

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
67 1-2 Exchango St., Portland. Wle-

HIM STEAMSHIP COMPANY

Saturdays at
sept21-dtf

*et)9_eodtf

LET
TOfranklin

1<)4

FOB

HAVING

were

made, and (he patients

Texas,
Colorado,
Montreal,
Alabama,

Connecticut,

Vermont,
Maine,
Sew Hampshire,
Massachusetts, from 20 towns and
cities,
iven

DEER1NG

3

—

LIFE INSURANCE

or

Woodford’s.

31-1

DO

VST ANTED—By a lady with experience; situTT
a tiou as bookkeeper, single or double entry ; cashier or general office work; best refercnce.
Address. T. M. T., 19 Preble St.
28-1
AfAENTR

that this Company has paid to
you
AREpolicy-holders
their representatives more
than
aware

YT has to-day more Ilian SIX MILLION DO I,
1 LARS IN ASSETS, and over THREE HUNTHOUSAND lioLLARS IN SURPLUS,
calculated by the conservative standards of Maine
aud Massachusetts.

Benefit

DRED

employ

more

WANTED.—Agents,

cers, whose integrity and ability
tioned.

}a''ow.at
*1'® J’rcl),e House, room 66; office hours
1.00
to 2.30 aud from 7.00 to 8.30
p. m.
He has been making annual
visits to Portland for 12 tears,I and
his skill In adapting lenses for the most complicated defects
A
of vision is well established.
He also has the
best of facilities for furnishing frames both iu
For Agents. Grandest Maury .Unking HuiiEye Glasses aud Spectacles (for the child ar.d the
■ew ever offered.
A golden harvest for the next
grown person) of tile most approved styles, and
Two months.
Per Mouth and expenses to
m aU the materials used,
nis advance agent, W
active men to sell our goods. N« capital reE. Burpee, will be pleased to receive votir order
quired. No peddling. Sample case of goods and
when he calls; or an order sent to the Preble 1 valuable Information and full
particulars FKEE
House will receive prompt attention. No expense * No humbug; we mean
Adjust what we say.
except for spectacles found necessary.
dress at once. STANDARD SILVFHtWAKE CO.
Mr. Brown:
Boston, Mass.
oct31eod&w2m
Dear Sir.—It affords me much pleasure to say
that the spectacles you made for me, have been
HALE HELP.
exceedingly satisfactory, a great improvement on
any I have had before. Although I have worn
spectacles made through the advice of some of
energetic man of good adthe best Oculists in Boston. I am convinced both
dress for a responsible position. Liberal
from iny owu experience and that of some of
salary to right party. F. If. THAYER, United
my
friends that you can furnish any one Just the specStates Hotel.
4.1
tacles they may need.
"CtlTdtf
D—Situation by an active young man
MRS. H. P. INGALLS.
21 years of ag«; store work preferred.
Address F. G., This Office.
3-1

$0

THE

Day—-A Gold Mine

work on a farm near
Portland,
wife preferred.
Address P. O. BOX 959, Portland, Maine.
29-1
FOK SALE.

I.K-The finest line of Gents’ Rubber
FORMA
Overshoes lu the city, both light and heavy

Ladles’ perfect fitting Rubbers, High Button
Wool Lined Overshoes, all of the
very best quality. J. P. WELCH, 421 Congress
street.

The sole agency of this world renowned
instrument.

FOR

THURSTON,

B.-Axk for the KlRUliTT OR6A1V
TUNING TO OBDKB.

Station._

dtf

a

Trunk of any kind, look at the

middle

St. Vincent Orphan Asylum,

3.1

WHARF.

--

mai.K—One pair good carriage horses, roans, and one very good
oad horse, bay; all sound and safe. Address
M10PKI NS SMITH.
31-1

and

Leather, for present-

travellers’ use. Nothing
and convenient. Cheap at

so

compact, neat

Middle*Aged

umaeford. Me.

—'

Photog-

raphy.

J

Elocution! Literature
MISS ALICE C. MOSES,

a

lloiiac.

Male

the

mylo___

MOST SUCCESSFUL
AND

on
v,°.w1
Mlclty,

the market.

For

...leHOtllty, Sim-

Economy, and Healthy,

Ur it hat no equal.
md are perfectly

pure,

MANUFACTURED

AND FOR

WOOD, BISHOP
BANOOR,

for sale.

homestead of the late Captalu Thomas
CHEMorse,
in Gray, Maine; house
aud mod-

\

ru; commodious barn and out buildings, all in
rod condition; three mluutes walk from post of:e and Maine
Central R. K. Station; the tarm

mtaius about loo acres, nearly equally divided
jtween wood, pasture and tillage; all excellent
r hay and tarm
would make a splendid
crops;
a ury or stock
farm, or country place for a man
a
dng business in the city.
The many trains each way on the Maine Central
i,
L. give rapid and
frequent communication with
?wiston. Auburn aud Portland, and all points

£

island west.

For particulars and terms Inquire of
AKA CUMimAN, Auburn, Hie.,
oi on the premises.
aug‘22eod&wtf

JOSKl' 11

May 16. 1S87.

II ICKSON.General Manager.
WM. EIXliK. G. F. A..
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.

HALVE CENTRAL RAILROAD
allrr MONDAY, Or I ‘24, IS«7,
i'RMrssrr Train. will leave

On and

as

follows:

For AnI urn and l.r w i.toB, 8.30 a. in.,
12.60 4.60 p in. ; l.e wi.tau via Hrui*
wick, 7.06 a.m.. 12.66 1U. 16p.m. For Hath,
7.06 a. m., 12.55 a lid 4.56 p. m.t and on Saturdtys only at 11.15 p. in. Kachlnad and
Haas and Lint ala It K., 7.05 a. m. and
12.65 p. m., Hi an.wick, Gardiner Hall*
well, natl Augusta, 7.05 Am., 12.65, 4.65
and 111.16 p. m. Farmington via Lewis
tan, 12.60 p. ru.; tin Hraanwich. 7.06
a
m. aud 12.36 p.
m.
Mouaioulh, Win
■heap. Itr .dn.ld, Oakland and North
12.60 p. in.. Walerville and akaw
keaaa, via l.ewinlaa. 12.60. via Augusta,
7.05 a. in., 12.66 and tll.15p.rn.. and Waiarville Saturdays ouly 4.58 p. m.
Belfast
and
Dexter, 12.60 and 111.15 p. m.
Hxxiti via Lewistou. 12.60 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.06 A in., 12.55 amt 111.15 p. m.
Hangar * Pi»cula<|ui» K. H., 7.06 ADA,
and
111.15 p. m. Kllywsttk aad Har
111.16 and 12.56
Marker,
p. m. tit.
ktepkea [Calais), Aroostook
1'nuaty,
Ml. John. Iflalifnx. xsd Ike
Provinces,
12.50. 12.56 aud 111.16 p. m
tV*A11 trains timed as above from Commercial
Street Station, stop at

COIHiKESS ST. STATION.
eight minutes later where through tickets and
baggage checks may be obtained for principal
points East aud West. JThe night express with
sleeping car attached .runs every night Sundays
included, through to Bangor but not to Skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast and
Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.
are due In Portland as follows:
The morn
ing train from Watervllle, Augusta and Bath
8.46 a m. j Lewiston, 8.60 a m.; day trains
from Bangor at 12.40, 12.46 p.m.
The afternoon trains from Bangor, Watervllle,
Bath, Augusta and Kockland at 6.40 p. w.,
Lewiston, 5.50p. m. Night Pullman at 1.40

Trains

A m.
I.lulled Ticket*. Hr.i aad second clau, fas
all paiataia ike Province* an sale at radacrd rale*.

PORTLAMO, MT. DESERT A MACH'AS STEAMDUN I

UU.

UNTIL PI K i ll* K NOTICE.
the Steamer City of Kichinead, Capt. Wm. E.
Dennison, weather permitting, will make two
round trips per week on the route between Fortland, Bar Harbor and Macbiasport, via usual
landings, leaving Portland at 11 p. m. every Tues-

day and Friday, and Macbiasport at 4.00 a. m.
every Monday and Thursday.
PA YSON TUCKER. General Manager.
r. E. BOOTHBY.Oen’l Pass, and

TfcketAgl.

Oct.20.1887.

oct21dti

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Portland & Rochester R. R*
ARRANGEMENT

OF

TRAINS

Ou and after Monday, October 11, IM.S7,
Passenger Trains will Lea re Perilandi
Per Worcester, Ulintaa, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, W ladlwia and Kpaiag at 7.JW
a. a.

and LOO p

as.

Bar Manchester, Uaacard, and pols.ts North

at 1.00 p. in.
Bor Kachrstrr, Mariugvale, Alfred, Waters
barn, and Sac* Hirer at 7.30 a. ar., 1.00
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
Bar fsnrbunr at 7.30 a. at., 1.00, 3.00,
tl.'lo, at d (mixed) at 0.30 p. at.
Bar Maccarappn, Cumberland Mills, Wo*
braah Junction and Wood lord’s at 7.J*
and 10.00 a. m„ 1.00, 3.00, «.'JO art!
(mixed) *0..f O p. m.
Bar Barest A eaae (Deeriag) 10 0(1 a. m.
3:00 and 0.30 p. m.
The 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Janet, with lluasac Tunnel Kaate fur
tile West, and at Union Deuel,
Worcester, frt
New Yarhvla Norwich Line, and all raia,
Via Mpriagflcld, also with N. Y. * N. K. K.K

(“Steamer Maryland Route”) (or Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington, and Ulc Mania, and
Albany H. H. (or the W est.
Close connection made at W estbrook J a irs
llaa with through trains of Maine Central R. K. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Hallway.
Through Tickets to all points West and Sooth
may be bad of S. H. HELLKN,Ticket Agent, Pert
land A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
W. PETERS Soot.
With Hasten A

I

cases

are

as

Si

CO.,

We know that finer leaf and sweeteniug than Is
used in Foree’s Rainbow does not exist. To dealers in tobacco who do not sell Foree’s Rainbow.
we will, on application, for, a limited time, semi
free of charge a 00 -cent plug for examination.
A. R. Mitchell & Co., Boston, Mass.
oetlfi
eodSm

Cm

I %| I
I
II
I#I

P»fV-i,r.-d
KBoi

iMiroutiii.-useof knits
ligature, or detention from
AU diseases of the
mUrcium successfully treated
I
B
I
CL
T. FISH
IW
1 LI
■
■
™■ seplweisl
Si., tabsri,.tlr,
Ci ire guaranteed. At D. 8. Hotel, Pori land. Room
U
.every 8aturday from 0 a. m to 4 p. m. Referex ees given.
Consultation free. Send for pamnhto
d.years experience. Hundreds cured.
eodtf

effect

Mundny, Ort. JI, IS.M7,

WESTERN DIVISION.
Per Beslan 7.80, 8.40 a. Ok, 12.40 3.3C
p. ra.
Boston far Portland 7.30. 8.30, a. m. 1.00.
4.00 p.m. 5.00 p. (11. arriving No. Berwick at
8.00 p. m., connecting with 11.35 p. in. train for
Portland. Mearara Hi neb
Ptar Paial,
Old Orchard, Mnca, Hiddrfard 7.30. 8.40,
10 25 a. in., 3.30,*5.30, 6.15 p. m. Hcaaebaah
7.30,8.40 a.m., 12.40,8.30. *5.30, 8.15p. m. Na.
Herwirk,lireall Bnlls, Dorr: 7.30. 8.4L a.m.,
12.40,3.30, *5.30 p.m.
Kveter, Haverhill,
Lawrence, Lowell, 7.30, 8.40 a. m 12.40,
3.30 p. 111.
Bachcstrr Parmlaalaa, Allan
Hn|, 8.40a. m., 12.40, 3.30 p. III.
llnarhrslrr
and t'sacsrd (via Lawrence) 8.40a.m., (via So.
Newmarket Junction) 3.30 p. m.
•Via Eastern Illv. to Scarboro Crossing.
MUNDAY

foi Swiss 1.00, 4.15 p.
boro Crossing.

THAINh
m.

via East Div, to Scar-

EASTERN DIVISION.
Bar Boston sif2.00a.m„ daily.t&OO a.m.,41.00.
(6.00 p. in. Boston for Portland 7.30, 9.00 a.
111., 12.30 p. in. (“7.00 p.m. dally). Uape Elisa
heth. 9.00 a. m. (5.30 p. in. West. l)iv. Pass.)
Mnca 9.00 a.m., 1.00 p.ni. Hiddeford 2.00, 9.00
a.m., 1.00,6.00 p. IT. Portsmouth, Newbarypoit, Oalrm, l.yna 2.00, 9.00 a. m„ 1.00, 6.00
p. III. Amesbury 9.00a.m., 1.00, 6.( 0p. m.
(Connects with Kail Lines (or New York.
{Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
“West Division-North Berwick to Scarboro

Crossing.
Through Tickets to all points West and Sonth
for rale at Portland Muriiaa Tirkn Willie and
a tan Ticket OHce, 40 Ki change Nlreec
JAS. T. FURBEK, Oen’l Manager.
Bogton.
D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. r. A T. A
M. L. WILLIAM", Gen’l Agent.
oct21 Jtf
Portland.

Kuiiiford rails & Buckfield Railroad
Fall

trrnairnrul

MlrctUrl. 1, 1 ANT

Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. m. >
Lewiston 8.00: Mechanic Kails (mixed trslnl
8.45 ; arriving at W. Minot 9.05; E. Hebron 9.30;
Buckfleld 9.46; K. Sumner 10.86; Hartford.
^
10.66; Canton 11.16.
Leave Portland 130 p. m.; Lewiston 3.00,
Mechanic Falls 3.16: arriving at W. Minot 3.30;
E. Hebron 3.40; BuckBeU 3.60: E. Sumner *.<«;
Hartford 4.13; Canton 4.87; Oilbertvlllo 4.36 ».
m.

RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.30, 9.16 a. m.;
at Portland 8.36 a. in.. 13.06 p. m.
NT.414 K <'ON.AK«'TIONN.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.30 p. m. for Hebron
Academy; Buckfleld 3.60 p. m. for W. Sumner
and Turner: Canton 4.37 p. m.; arriving at Peru
6.80; DixBeld 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p. m.; also for
Bretiun s Mills, Livermore.
Return Ing, leave
^^Aeld 7.00 a. m.iarnvlng at Portland 13.06 p. m.
I.. L. LINCOLN Snot.
R. C. BRADFORD. G. T. A.
.U tO.ltf

■

«otl i-wtim

i
—____

rrAYTKD
LADIEtiliir our Fall ami
‘Y Christmas trade, to take light, pleasant work
it their own home,; (1 to *3 per day can he oiiiet
!
made. Work
any distance. Fart Ioni yar, tree. No sent by mall
canvassing. Address at once, CUESENT AltX CO., 147 Milk street, Boston, Mass.
10x6170.
octCeod&wlm

j

GUlNNi:^

business.

1 o Vessei Owners.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

I J ECRUIT8

Bass’ Englisn Ale

t

'MK Port
te

Clyde Marine Runway bas I it 1‘
rebuilt, and l« n**w fn reatiinrs*
ougbly
all VPSNeU
«•■«

our

R. STANLEY & SON,
IMPORTERS,
410 Fopp Msm «‘t.
,,,,
nov34_•__

QUARANTINE NOTICiT-

in

quick
‘J1 (patched
ldre«»s.
,v

I

rto

All hd: k
need «>f repair*.
Iv and
'iiarant .1.
y l |\|rn»N
\\‘
l\\
v,»t 1 u-

HI S P APKIt;• ii.«•«'i-

4Ti
** vprtlulng UureMid'i 8prurw Slot*!). wnpr0 lulvt-rtka
{L \ •ontxauU
be •i>adu tor U 1A \ L’V VOJ* yu
'■

w

STOUT,

For Sale In the Original Package by

111''

NTEMPERANCE.

UNITED STATES A It VIV.
for the Army wanted. Able bodied
A unmarried me», t>etween the ages of 21 and
•
y1 years,are wanteafor the Cavalry. Artillery and
ifantry; good pay, rations, clothes and medical
tendance; hearty young men are especially
anted for the Cavalry regiments, both white and
lored. Apply at 42Vh EXCHANGE HTllEET,
P jrtland Me.
augl.3S&W13w

IB. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.

irabie by the allopathic and homeopathic phylans, I will take their case to treat and cure
em.
1 find that about lour-IUths of the cases
veu up to die can lie cured.
Examinations at a
stance by letter with their full name and place
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp and $2.00 Exai atnatkin at the office. $1 oo.
Consultation free,
0 nee hours t) a. iu. to 0 p. m.
sepiatf

NVIGORATOR
mv2o

la

arriving

si
tl

19 A SURE CURE FOR
■
*

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

Cl

DR. HAM’S

new

f

Medical Booms 03 Frarklln 8t.. Portland, Me.

--—■—

r

reels; Fred. A.
•ess and Washington

treats all chronic diseases that flesh
] )K.isHEED
heir to; all
that
Ingiven up

3VTE.

>'9

K.
w.
corner Congress and Parris
Turner. Druggist, corner Con-

;

warm

SALE BY

&

street;

streets; T. J. Looney,
ruggist, corner Mid.ile and Franklin streets, D.
Dorr, Druggist. 638 Congress street; William
hunks. Druggist, Juuctlou Congress and Free
& reets; T. B. Pollard, Druggist. 213 Dan.'orth
8' reet; Cook, Everett &
Pennell, John W. Perkins
Co. ; H. H. Hay «i Son, and A. W. Smith, Drug
st. 107 Portland St., Portland. Maine.
W. W
'hippie & Co.. 21 Market Square, and Wuodru s Comer, Deerlug, Me.
Jlyl leodly
K

eottvly

joint* are cun-joints,
gas-tight. It 1* self-cleaning,
ia* anti-clinker
grate, patent dust-flue, upIght shaker, slftiug grate, and double water
*an».
It combine* tne greatest
Improvements
fver embodied in a
heating furnace.
If not for sale In
your vicinity, please send for
etstlmonial* aud i.rlce lint
All the

corner Grove

f
2

CHEW FOREE’S

MOST POPULAR FURNACE

on

s

®si»5S!Sd;Siias;i3iJ3a"

The f.eat sales ol the Etna
prove (he fact that

t is

\

Tarm

f
st, 787
I evens, Congress,
Druggist,

untold musnra, conasmumt thsrson.
UooUms 3uu pscss, .ubstsutial (hutnsasd
tmiitin*. full
«"K. Warranted tbe beet popular medical treatine
published ini the English
Price only |U by
language.
*0*1
concealed
m
a
E0*^**^*
IU
piain
?**»
wrapper.
V
lustratire
sample free if you aeud now.

FT7B1TA.CE

Feurodrn
Street, Oakdale, Ueerang.
VNE of said houses contains fifteen rooms and
■J bath room. Is steam heated; piped tor hot
a ud cold water and
has a commodious and extra
1 utshed stable connected. The other contains
ii lue rooms and In
arrangement and style of finish
peculiarly attractive.
bald bouses are within one mile of Market
quare, Portland, aud convenient to the horse cars
nd are among the most desirable bouses ou
iceilug Land Company’s property.
Also for sale one hundred or more house lots—
» rices low; terms reasonable.
Enquire of
OLLINS& ADAMS, No. 22 Exchange St., or
1 O. DAILEY <h
18
Exchange St., PortCO., No.
■bd.
je21dtf
For

City, llrsvrr, Man
points In ths Nnlkyynt,

Souikwni.

at l

I ►o your own Dyeing, at home, with Peerless Dyes,
1 hey will
dye everything. They arc sold everyhere. Price lOc. a package—4o colors.
They
h ave no c«|UHl for Strength, Brightness, Amount
li packages or for Fastness of Color, or non-fadis Qualities.
They do not crock or smut. For
ue by 1). W. lleseltine & Co., Druggists, corner

Million Copies Hold.
PhrHosl Dsbihtr, Preras.
,„Iri.tlrii.‘f^lK”'eN'r,ou*.1S'1
"'Youth, Kihsustsd Vitslitr.
,“2
Itupsirsd Vi|t<>r an,I Impuritiss of the
Rbrnl

IETNA1

ac-

eodtj

v

More Than One

in

on

LADIES!

KNOW THYSELF

(armoutli. containing 100hundred acres of wood
tud, upland and Intervale.
Running water to
1 uildlngs, near church, school and depot. Inquire
u the premises, J, H. BRACKETT,0-8
rvra

Men.

j

sai.k-i will sell at
bargain (on
FOK
count ol 111 health),
E.N.
my tarm situated

treatise

augB_

I

a harF'OUNocBtf

a

APOPLEXY!

Medical Work for Youna and

FOR

eated pump,
inspirator and all fittings at
! :ain.
Address. HtniiKiemtl) STOVE

Intimate

manlals and

EXHAUSTED VITALITY.

A Great

MAI.K—1 second-hand 12 horse power
tjSOR
engine, and one 14 horse power boiler with

or

of

CO., Boston, Mass.
rctlO_eodGm

*'J-1

at ion

receipt

A. P. BUSH &

L30R mai.K—One large Music Box (0 tunes).
A
taken in trade; as good as new; cost ICO; will
! elUor $25.
0. K. HAWES, 431 Congress street.

Dressing Cases in Flush

«*preon paid, on

One Dollar.

OR TO I.KT-Brick house. No.
FOR10SALE
Deerlng St., contains 14 rooms, bath

purchase

Apopluy, but cure. Paralysis, Rheumatism, Hoar*
Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver
Complaint. Kidney and Bladder trouble, Dyspepsin, Ac., Ac.
For Sale by all druggists. Price 81 a boitl. sU
bottles for 86, Send to Da. F. B. Hctcbinsos A Co,
Knosburgh Falls, V b, U. s. A., for circulars, teeth

Palatable, Nutritloua, and Easily Assimilated
by the Most Debilitated Digestive Organs. If
your Druggist does not keep BOVININB, we will

2-1

•00m. water closet on each floor, hot and cold
vater. cemented cellar, drainage perfect; all I11
irst class condition;
possession given nnmediatey; if sold a portion of the
money can
emaln for a term of years. Apply to No. :>
Jeering Place, or 390 Commercial St. RUFUS
JEERING.
1-1

PREVENTS

jl>eak

can

HORMKM

potent remedies known
to Medical Science for preserving the Fluidity and
PURITY of the Blood and the Integrity of the
Blood Vessels, should you suffer from DUzlnesa or
Pressure In Head, Spots before Eyes, Pain Around or
Palpitation of Heart, Pain in Region of Heart with
feeling of suffocation. Ringing Sound in Ears,
Numbness or Prickly sensation of Limbs, especially
the Arm, Pain between Shoulders and in Side,
Dry
Gough, Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or If suffering
from General Debility with Loss of Appetite,
pro*
cure a bottle of Antl-Apoplectlne, It not
only

Philadelphia. 1887.
We have used a great deal of
your Fluid Food,
llimnine, for our delicate children, and cannot
too highly of It, for its results with us have
been most beneficial. Delicate aud
sickly children
and those recovering from severe
illnesses, gaiu
most rapidly from Its use.
Mary Rkuina,
"Saur tie Xotre Dame."

a

Street.

hour and thirty minutes

well
dispose

mai.K—At Widgery’s Wharf,
cargo of
Fsor
be had by
Early Rose Potatoes. Terms
the

DISCOVERY^

On and after September tilth 1887, steamer
Uordon, Capt. James L. Long, will run daily as
follows:
Leave Orr’s Island for Portland at 6.45 a. m.;
Salley’s Island 7.CH>; Harpswell, 7.IB; East End.
treat C'hebeague, 7 46; Jenk’s, 8.00; Hope I»and 8.06; Ltttle Cbebeague, 8.20; l/mg Island
1.40, arriving In Portland at 9.16 a. m.
Returning will leave Portland for Orr's Island
mil all Intermediate landings at 2.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Manager.
sepl9dtl

eodlf

farm containing twenty
buildings thereon; situated
in the town of Gorham, 1V4 miles from Gorham
ullage and 21/* miles from Saeearappa. For furher information, apply to THOMAS JONES, Gorlam, Me._
2-1

Jailing at

Harpswell Steamboat Co.

Manager for Pity Agency, Portland.

uov&

MAI.K—A small

COE,

beyond.

Through tickets for Providence, I.owrll,
Worcester, New Vork, Ac.
Returning, leave INDLA WHARF. Boston every week day evening at 5 o’clock,

Ia a combination of the moat

130R
•era. with the

Zinc,Leather,Canvab, &c.

points

WHARF, Portland,
day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving in
for connection with earliest trains for

ISLANDS TKAMKBS.

SINKINSON

when you are in want of Rubforget
ber Boots or Shoes. We have the Very Best
made.
Our
Rubbers out-wear two pairs
(Quality
)f ordinary shoes. Tiie uiiference will be explained by illustration. J. P. WELCH, 421 C011-

OOE Is sole agent, for them, and warrants
them
the strongest made. Also

leason

l|

a

rress street.

’very

_TnThSA&wly

us

DON’T

leave
lltemately
week

iiovltfJ. B. CO VLB. Manager.

Dr. JOHN F. TEUE & 00., Proprietors,
AUBURN, MAINE.
«-Tape Worms a Specialty. Tape Worms
removed In from one

WILLIAMS,

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
FRANKLIN

*

Bold Toy all X3rusKl«ta.
THICK 3S<> 50o. aud SI.00.

situated in the western part of
the city in a good neighborhood.
Apply to
BENJAMIN SHAW, 4*1/2 Exchange St.
2-2

PATENT WOOD TRUNK.

197

A CREAT

akrange.hkntn.

FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

the

health) together with his

same, (owing
house and laud,

Wmi Hud

octaadtf_J.

2-1

mai.K.—A physician having
FOR
established business is compelled to
of
to ill

FARE ONLY $1.00.

ft Is acknowledged to be the best, safest and
most potent and effectual remedy known for
this chlld-klllingdiseasc.

to three hours.

JAMES

FOR

AND BAGS.

I!

Superintendent of Agencies, Eastern Ocparment.

MAI,K-Tlie largest assortment of Rubber Boots aud Shoes in Portland. Ten different styles of Men’s Rubber Boots. Fifteen
styles laidies’ Rubbers. The superiority of our
Rubbers will be clearly shown to all buyers
.1
*
1». WELCH, 421 Congress street.
3.1

TRUNKS

Before buying

BEN

OR MAI.K OR TO I.KT—In Caoe Elizabetli, one mile from the city, House with 10
rooms, sunny aud convenient, with stables and
hennery; also three acres of land with young orchard. Will let to right party cheap or will sell
cheap for cash. .Address D. H. MILES, Police

So. 3 Free Street block, Portland.

St., and Oooot Foot of India Stool

F«alf MuliLskr
J**
SrastiM*. and all

Portlam

«

I

HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
ARTHUR L. BATES, Ass't Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. D„ Medical Director
HON. JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

MAI.K—Within the next two weeks we
shall close out all the building lots upon the
N. R. Dyer farm, at South Portland. Those wishing a home within three minutes walk of Ferry
Boat, with five thousand feet of high land at 1110
should call or address F. H. HARFORD, South
Portland. Me._
2-1

STEAMERS.

i
11'

*

JOHN E. DeWITT, President

31

duoiun

WS&Mtf

I

OVHCEKN.

Gaiters and

A A >P A II

s.ia......I

i

its

DIBECTOBS.
Hob. Josiah H. Drummond, Portland, Maine,
John E. DeWitt, Portland, Maine.
Hknby C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Pkkcival Bonnky, Portland. Me.
Hon. Makqcis F. Kino, Portland, Me.
Thomas A. Fostkk, M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. E. Uichauhs, Koekport, Me.
Geobuk L. Df.hu us, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Rorie, Gorham, Me.
Fbank E. Allen, Portland, Me.

A NT ED-A man to
\\T
V»
mall and

For Tickets aud Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange st., or for other Information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, foci
of State street.
J. B. COYLE,
nov20dtf
Gen'l Manager.

TRUE'S PIH WORM ELIXIR I
l
1

experience, strong, financial condition, large surplus, equitable and attractive plans aud conservative management.

WANTE

Tnrougb tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. ^"Freight receivedup to 4.00 P. st,

WINTER

THE

lipeaiist- uf

......

world.
oct26

UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents of
Maine for their especial patronage, because
HOME COM l'A N Y. Hint

tions.

We use In our Hospital 200 large bottles of every lot made. This gives a guarantee of sweetness of every bottle sold, and Is not given by
any
manufacturer of any other preparation In the

NEW MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
JL POLICY of the UNION MUTUAL contains
every desirable feature in a PERFECT LIFE INSURANCE POLICY.
If you will seud your address to the Home Office, or to any of its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full information in regard to the Company
and its plans.

a

of

.....

rriHE

It is

Liquid Food

u
bnby does not
thrive, never
it. food, but ndd lit ur mere drop,
each feeding, nud it. I oil or needed vil.
nlily will be developed in :H> dny>.
Our Free Home tor Uonrlrm Hoy. cou*
lain. AO brdn, and is located at II to 'Jl
t saaeway atreel. When nay of the boya
auffer from Scrofula. Eczema or other
thin diocaara, they recover quickly by the

unques-

—

HruawicU. !»•»« Xretia, Prince Kdward. Island, and Cape Breton,
Sl’KISO A It HANG EM ENT.
The new Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 5.00 p.m., lot
EASTPORT aad ST. JOHN, with above connec-

ut

wise provisions of the Maine Non-Eortetture Law apply only to the policies issued by
this Company, and under its workings extended
Insurance is provided for in case of lapse.

WANTED—An

PIANO !

are

—

Sew

change

are

FOB

AMD ALL PARTS OP

—

with success.

If

in

male and female, to call
and satisfy themselves that 1 have the fastest selling article hi the market ; now beiug advertised iu Portlaud for the n.ext two weeks. Call
oil E. D. WOODWARD, City
Hotel, and secure
your territory; also a general ageut to handle
other agents and sell goods.
2-ld&w

—

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N. B.. HALIFAX, H. S

blood corpuscles.

pays its losses promptly. Its policies are
IT contestable
after three years.
has liberal plans. Its affairs
IT managed by its Board of Directors carefully
and Offi-

aa

STEAMSHIP CO.,

is adapted for all ages, In health or
disease, as it will make, by the use of oue tablespoonful four times daily for ail adult, eight per
cent, new blood weekly.
It is reeommeuded by
the Medical Profession as the ONLY HAW
FOOD KNOWN, tree from insoluble matter,
drugs, minerals, salts or acids, aud carries the

or

active solicitors; honest and Industrious men; cau earn good wages. For particulars
address with references, M. F. KICKER, Manager, Auburn Me.
1-1

OPTICIAN,

»'

TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?

WANTED.

WANTKD-The Maine
AUKNTM
Association of Auburn, desires to

three

giveu

V

International

up by the
of our Liquid Food for :lo to OO
so that the wound healed
without the aid of an operation.
We also have cases where life has
been sustained by its uid alone for
several days. When not retained
by Hie stoiuneh. injections can be

days

you realize that this old and sterling compauy is a HOME INSTITUTION.chartered
In 1848 under the laws of Maine?

Cl TV” and "I I I

% VAItiUH I'lKU
atrerl, Beatea.

»«va_eodSni

use

BOX 73,

O.

st

Ocean Steamship Co. from Sew York,
A UK W- NAIPSOX, If. K. Agrat,
-JO I Wn.hiagtou Street.

t'nses Ituvc been built

on

savwviii

RICHARDSON & BARNARD, Agents, Savau
nah Pier, A. I>e W. SAMPSON, Agent, Centra
R. K„ 201 Washinctou St.. O. G. PEARSON
Agent, 8. F. & W. K'y, 211 Washington St.,
OB VIA

EVERY BED FREE.

OF POUTLIND, .TIE 1

'm

VIAlO.V’rveryTIICKNUtY.al 3

I*.-VI.. Ireu

T he Mnrgiral Mtaff at Murdock’* Free
UoMpital for Women are in daily attendance, except Malurdays, to examine patient* and assign bed*.

COMPANY,

recom1-1

D—20 Gentlemen
Lady canvassers
WANTE
Books, In Portlaud and vicinity. Good

OK

Ceagr.

Onion Mutual

In want of competent
Johns, Scotch or Irish
hotels and private families, to know they
girls,
can be found by calling at my Employment Office,
244 Middld St., over Staple’s Dry Goods Store, up
two flights. MBS. 1*A Ltd EH.3-1

WANTED—Those
American, Saint
for

steady work. Address P.

Freight and Passenger Line,

Mtrnmahipa'‘BATK

OF TIIE

24-2

girl,

Eiohinge

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates to
Caauds, Drtraii, Chicago, nil wanker,
• iariaaaU, Nt. I.aals,
Uuaha, M.gi.aw,

...Vfjgk._

STEAMSHIP CO.

Are you Mini tlu Plans

FEMALE HELP.

liay and

Jyl5

C ancN.n

\eh mim

sunny furnished room,
will give board if desired.
PLACE, near Congress

good second
WANTED—A
mended. 211 STATE ST.

N.

Meptic Howpital

Mnrgical

Fast

large garden. Apply to JOHN C. COBB,
Mi Exchange St., Portland, Me.
28-1

Square.

PROF. BROWN.

SAMUEL

BEDS,
a

and
and

TICKET OFFICE.

35

Portland

a

_

The

our

150 FREE

5.45 p. in.
Fra a. Quebec, 12.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Bleeping cars on night train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland

(TV

SAVANNAH

LET-To let at Cape Elizabeth Depot,
TO very
pleasant house (six rooms) with stable
and
l,ET-Pleasant
TO with
large closet:

ABUIUU.
Frau. Acwi.iau and Auburn, 8.X6 A A.
13.06, 8.15 and 6.35 p. m.
From f tarhaux, 8.25 Am., 12.06and 6.46
p. m.
Chicago aad Qoulreul, 12.06 and

From New York, pier t, ot
River, for Man Pruaciw* via The ■ aibaiaa .1
Pnttnms,
COLON.sails Thursday* Nov. 10, Noon
Great reduction iu rates to San Francisco.
From San Francisco. 1st and Brauuan Sts.
For Japan aad China.
CITY OF NEW YORK sails Saturday, Nov. 19
2 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or genet al Inlormatioi
or
to
address
the
General Eastern Agents.
apply
K. A. A DA,V|M A CO.,
113 A late "Greet, Car. Brand Ml., Beaten
elO
Utf

IjKT—Lower rent 6 rooms, house No. 167
JL
Newbury St.; also lower rent hi brick block
No. 88 Federal St., modern improvements, furnace in aellar, 7 rooms. Apply to ALBERT D.
BOYD, No, 3B3 Fore St,
2U-1

Call at

LLNJfi FOB—

and South America and Mexico.

fllO

31

l'«"bl«,7,10».m„ 1.16

California, Japan. China, Central

Any physicinu having a surgical rase can
have a bed a—igut-ri la him by inform in*

of

DEFVBTl'RBN.
and S.37 p. in.
Far li.rbaa, W.30 a. m., 1.30 and 5.37
p. m.
Far ftarhi.ua, .Vloulrenl and
Ckirs«., tf.30
a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
For Quebec, 1.80 p. m
Far HuckMeld aud Canton, 7.10 A m. and
1.30 p. m.

•

.1I '.4*.p.

—

iur>,

hare ju-t completed
Itl Free Bed-, all for

AKIUNUEMEItlTd.

afMr KlMDAt, May la, twr,
*
•ralu. will ran a. fallows.

LINE.

PACIFICMAIl STEAMSHIP COXPAHT’i

Minnesota.

we

°*

Montreal.

Maryland,

of the ca»e.
In addition to

oct7dtf

NV.nm.U
1

by

Prince Edward Island,
Rhode Island,

“AM1LT°Nl8,iP‘-

iiKAHi TRIM RAILWAY OP CAYADih

From Long Wharf, Boston,! I
m.
From Pine Street Wnarl
at 12 m.
one-half tbe rate o [
.lIV.ilUtHA'&aaw
anssuaivi'
sailing vessel.
Freights for the West
the Penn. B. it., am I
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com
mission.
f
PSMSSr H I 0.041.
K.u.,1 Trim 41.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight i.r passage apply to
If. B. MA.flPMUN, Ami,
Sldtf
TO Long Wharf, ilo.i.a
..

8t.

KOYE.«.T.AJ-

_***•

General Agem

STEAMSHIP

Lama*

ter, WlilteBeld, Littleton. Wells’ Klv-

CHAS.lt
7,1BB7.

F] IP (nSTVWx Philadelphia,
Insurance

__31-1

any order entrusted to my care to your entire satisfaction. Assuring you that we have one of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits in the
country to select from, 1 remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
LORENZO F. DYER.
tH^°
dtt

m

Kabyan’s. Bethlehem.
-..JSway.
■■

Montpelier,

.’I 15 p. iii. Local, Portland to Bartlett and in
termedl.ite rial Ions, with Stage connections lor
>o. Wiiiiiliaiii. Hlaudisli, I.lniiiiKtou,
Helmuo, Naples, Parsotu»fleld, Kezar Falls. Denmark. Isovefl,
ami Conway Corner; also tor No.
HarriBridgton,
son and Waterford via
Brtdgton.
'I rain* Arrive in P«nlsBtt.
from Bartlett and way stations.
i«. Vlp.a.ua.io.from
Montreal, Bnrllnvlon and West.

on Wednesday
Returning, leave Pie f
on Wednesdays am 1
J. H. COFLE,

From BOSTON erery WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY
r;cm PHILADELPHIA every Tuesday and Friday.

MTOHAOI2-Baru 196
8t.. for furniture, carriages, etc.
Apply 69 FRANKLIN ST.; terms reasonable.

CARD.
permanently associated myself wttli
li. A. Atkinson a Co., house furnishers, corner Pearl amt Middle
streets, Portland. I shall be
happy to meet my friends in the State of Maine at
my new quarters.
My tweutv-five years experience in the business with Walter
Corey A Co.,
as manager (in connection
•*55*
'l®*1 w;ls
with to
Waiter
L. Corey) of the Portland Furniture Co., warrants me in believing that 1 ct*n fill

4 p.

Wet. la. 1*77,
further notice, KiMeuitpr trains will
Iga<f For.load aa follows: IS » ».
wS*,. f.,r Brlditbin. Kryeburg. No. Con

Jolinsbiiry, Newport. Slierbruoke, Kt.Jolin*. Montreal, Burlington, Swan ton
Utnleiisbturg and West.
er,

Wltarf

Bostoul Fhiladelpliii)

510
from

.

P..

For NEW YORK.
3S, East River, New Fork,

until

ami

«|

Steamers leave Franklin
and Saturdays at B p. m.

DIRECT

Operations

f.mm.uciag VfWNOtV.

..

operation [known as capital case)
are coming from all sections.
Liquid food is given before and
after all operations.
Tlie yearly report ending Sept.
1,
I887i shows

came

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

a.

~Tcxaa

■tales

all purls of Hie United Slates. Ladies suffering for ilie tram of an

salesmen to select
WANTED-Twenty-five
territory in Maine, New Hampshire, Ver-

Rooms.

■(»■:,

STEAM EKsT From Portland

November 24tli.

to be

mont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut, for the sale of i he Excelsior-Self WrluglngMop, Improved Aug. 1st, 1887. Call or write to
ALLEN K. BANOS, factory and salesrooms 207
Middle street, Portland, Me.
Butterick Pattern

MB it V

From A toiiiw'th

un

IjET~1 rent on Quebec street, $16 per
1 rent on Beckett street, whole
house, o rooms, Including water, $18. l on Dow
street. $13.tO. 2 on Brackett, corner Dow, $18
and $9. water included.
2 on Chestnut street,
$16 each, water included. N. S. GARD1NKK,
40 Exchange St.
31-1

TO month.

From Pori laud
via Halifax.
November 24.

,

Vancouver

R.

POR1LANO and MONTREAL LINE.
Only line making direct connection* with
Cauailian l'acillc Westbound Train*
leaving Montreal same Evening.

Londonderry

The benefit of ilie Tree Surgical

vears

mice

I

Ogdens&urg R.

Portland and

,

Oates!

ktkamvbv
"1EAMEK3.

|

November ad.

Hospital for Women, sup ported by
(lie Murdock Liquid Food Company, Boston, is being recognized in

issue

TT® LET-A cottage In rear of 51 North St.,
terms reasonable. Apply to 61
Ni>KTH

OalllaK

__

Heeember 1611
Fassaaet
Cabin......$50. $B0, (76.. Return (100,(l25,(lGi
luierinedlale
.no,
.Return..80
Steerage.........20,
Ket urn at lowest rates,
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TOkicANCE & CO.,
nov4dtf
_Font of India Sfreet.

men.

contains the fullest statement of the liou-r
eases before the V. S.
Supreme Court. Price 3c.
For sale at Marquis’s and Jewett's.
29-1

|SS}.<

ville and Halifax.

11HK

Voice to be read liv all temWANTED—The
perance
Newsy, Impartial. This week’s

LKT-DR. LAMB has a nice house to let
where you can have the sun from morning
till night.
11

WILL J>o IT QUICKLY.
WK '™l 1,0 IT
CHEAPLY.
WE WILL BO IT WELL.

of

WINTER AKKANOKME.NTM

1.1 VKK POOL HEM VICE,'via

NOTICE.

\V

_2 1
Free street, a brick house, conT'®,*,-®T,—Onrooms:
suitable for boarders.

DOMINION LINE.
—

Stockholders of the CENTRAL WHARF
TOW BOAT COMPANY arc hereby notItted that their annual meeting will he held at ofH«-e N17U Commercial street,
Portland, on
TUESDAY, the eighth day of November. Inst., at
2 o'clock In the afternoon, to act on the following
articles: 1st—To chose moderator. 2d—To hear
ami art on the report of the treasurer. 3d-To
chose directors for the ensuing year. 4lh—To
act on any other business that inav properly
come before them.
DAVID TURKEY, Clerk.
Portland. Nov. 1,1887.
novldlw

j.j

having such a business to
try village. Anyone
llf » customer
by
addressing
BUSINESS, Press Office._
29-1

HAICUOAD*.

Balling between Liverpool ami Portland, via Mi

THE

AN'IE D -To purchase HardwarelPaint and
v"
Oil stock or hardware alone in some coun-

lately titled up in good condition. Also a small
root In chambers 176 Danforth street, suitable for
small family without
children. Apuly at 130 Pine
street or 130 Commercial street. F. A. SMITH.

JBIOCK,

bu.v an interest in or the
established business In PortAddress H. W. It., Box 10, Peaks Island,

WANTED—To
whole of

Woodford’s.

lower part of

or
or

DEC ROOT, '.14Ml Middle St., Portland/ 1-1

»E

I*NT-Si

Animal Meeting of the Maine Eye and Ear
Infirmary, will be held on MONDAY. Nov.
7.1887, at 8 o'clock p. in at No. 110 Federal
street, tor the election of officer* and the transaction of such other business as may legally come
before the meeting.
octSldtd
A. A. MONTGOMERY, Sec’y.

3-i

cash prices paid for casl
clothing, ladles’or gents’;
exchange
de$Sd- WANTED—Highest
Tlea.se send letter
postal to

T* .^^T—On South street, two rents with
P. alu> carriage-house. Also two rents
Pearl street. Imiuirc of MIts.
Tiif1,1
THUMBS, Pleasant
3-1

Jit..

at-

lias removed his Law Office to
UI1U «U UXIUni

622 Congress St., forO
fllr,,lsliea “

No

MTKA.KBKM.

the lowest.

as

St.

and make dresses In tlrst-claslent by Prof J. W. Livingston’s lm
proved method and guarantee a perfect lit. MRS
A. J. PRAY, 561Ck Congress St.
1-4

A.TENNV,Partly

JAMES

Charles W. Goddard

WIJ

cause

v

T° •’•S'*'-House

to.___novlleo^tf
LAW NOTICE.

octio

street.

particulars
price, CASH, Press Office.

prepared

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

if

have no
Try us.

will

us

l'lM)r Rubbers.

nKKTIKUS.

Eye an| Ear Infirmary,

our

Quality

...

age and

1-1

of

see

manner,

FINE JOB PRINTING A

uuuuin r,u.

buy

3-1

St,_

person having a good drlv
WANTED—Any
,u* ll,!r*« that i* sound, kind ami all right
a low price, may bear of a customer
5?,*“'8
by
addressing with
as to

M™'

'•blNTEBS’ BXCHANUP,

or

1 hose who

Congress

—

Job Printer
orders t>y mall
tended

Union

very desirable front rooms to
A NT ED—I wish to Inform the
TW,,'!K?'-;Two
be let with
Ladles
board, at 02 FREE ST.; furnace W
T
t ortland that 1 have nice rooms, and
20-1

to be all
aim
Fw»i»u*wuu
lust
terms, lingered and chatted
LABWOIK’S Jewelry Store,
The ciistom of washing legs is not
together, and seemed to be In no haste to
oct25dtf
1 n middle Street.
able if the legs are rubbed dry, but objecwhen
descend. Sara had given to each her line
epid water is used with elbow grease to well
of description, and was leaning back with
ry the legs and heels especially, it is benecial. It Is only condemned because
folded arms for a moment’s rest, when she
grooms
o
not dry the heels, and the heels
was startled by the vision of n satin
gets chillslipper
d, crack, and scratches developed.
raised to the level of her knee, whiles
No horse should be put up for the night
nith dirty feet or hoofs. The feet should be
quick, imperious voice exclaimed:
Hashed
out carefully, and the grit removed
"There, Just button that strap, will you
rom under the shoes; the coronet should
be
Pushing back her chair, Sara arose and
to see if any cut or thread exists,
jammed
looked the young lady full In the eyes for a
Uny cases of lockjaw might have been pro- Fine
Portrait
euted nau this care been taken and the
moment; then, turning to the maid, she
S light cut attended to at
once.
said: “Marie, your services are required
The
of the tail should
be
here,” and herself crossed the room to a seat s pongedunderpart
every morning and evening.
Neby the window.
t lect of this explains why horses rub tbeir
NO.5I4CONCRESS STREET.
ills bare and make such
There was a brief silence, and then the
The
sorry sights,
POBTIiAIVD, ME,
lane also should be washed at times
as well
same imperious voice reached her ears:
n s brushed.—Germantown
Personal attention given to all sittings.
Telegvajih.
"Well, did one ever see such airs! Who is
_eodt
A New Pear.
she, and what is she here for?” The French
maid probably made answer
the
Among
pears
Josephine de Mallncs is
here, for the
next moment the voice went on:
“Oh, news- 11 ot entirely new; but to nearly all pearpaper reporter, is it? If that’s
all, she need * rowers it is new. The Josephine is every
not have felt aggrieved at
being taken for a J ay worthy of being planted for a iatewinter pear, larger and a great deal
maid, I’m sura,” and a scornfnl laugh round
£ eeping
“tter than .Lawrence, which will hardly
ed the sentence. A lew titters
followed"
k sec later that the first of January. You
from other members of the group, and Sara’s ” ill not be disappointed in the
Josephine.
recent Graduate of the Boston School of Oris profusely borne tn clusters,
eyes flashed with Indignation, while her
£ ;she frnit
and uow employed In the Portland schools,
tree
Is
hardy and not a rapid ! uory,
cheeks outhued her carnations.
fill reeelve private pupils or form classes for Eve•ower.
The
is a brown yellow, of
lings and Saturdays. Vocol Vulture and DelThen a clear young voice spoke up: "For g >od size and pear
arle Expression
melting rich quality. I see
specialties. A class ill Amrr
shame, girls I She looks like a lady, and you f1 lat Dr. Meehan, in liis Philadelphia nurser- i rnn l.itcrnturr, with Illustrative readings, will
is making this pear one of Ills specialties.
1 le orgaized as soon as possible.
s,
can’t suppose she likes being here. Don’t j‘ is
Kkfbbencb—Prof. Moses True llrowu, Boston,
commendation of it is quite enough
make her position any harder: by snubbing
w ithoutaword of
mine.—E. P. Powell, in J lass.
For terms and particulars call at 3 Deerlng
I'
idependent.
her.”
j ’lace, ti to 7 p. m.
octleodtf
on

^A.

persons wishing to use Dam’s
for all iliseases depend-

TO

Ail

especially wanted for the cavaln
white and colored. Apply a
KXCHANtlK ST„ Portland, Me,
i4
\VANTED—Office desk, state kind, site atu
J
7
Rd.ce- 03Address THE STANDAItl
MAM<
h,
regiments, both

•'*
Vn«J.,,nV!alH
WELCH, 421

_

97 t-'£

r,...!-*
young uien are

made.

hoard.

Card
AND

E.

“)•

leruiitted,

j

All
lyOTIt'K
rgetaldf

MARKS

Book,
—

Gents’ Collars
Collars 2 cents each.

Maine

men, be

to eall and
WANTED—Everyone
Rubbers. We have the Very Best

notice at
and Cuffs 2 ets.

1HCRBFRT

D. c
WA»nilA«TOJ(,
wllljcarefnlly prepare claims for arrears of pav
bounty amt pensions. Superior facilities for speedy

are

of course.
Reaction takes place in the capillaries of
he skin and the horse gets
dry and sleek.
Be willnowenjorhis feed Hnd
lI1'l
his rest with enjoyment. beverage
When wanted again he will be free
from
1 narks of harness,
presenting a glossy coat,
borne
are against
and Justpeople
washing,
y so when It is done by lazy louts; but when
t Is done by an active
groom, there is no risk
nd the animal must be much the better
than

Street, Is
fancy or plain

*

State:

“kes of 21 and 80 years, are wanted foi
.y:, Arl1 ,rrV ;‘“d Infantry; good pay
cll't*les ami medical attendance; heart;

ft>„

U. S. Claim Agent,

dust, must feel refreshed, as well as man, if
the bathing be done at the proper time and

of car-

up in a
soft, wavy mass, and her flushed oheeks
new
giving
brilliancy to the clear, wideawake eyes, which looked as though no details could escape their notice.
Presently the room began to fill up, and
the groat mirror reflected one radiant vision
after another; and Sara’s hands and
eyes
were so busy taking notes that she lost all
self-consciousness, and was oblivious of the
curions glances now and then cast in her
direction. One group gave place to another,
and there was no time to study
faces; the
general effect and material of a costume was
all she could grasp—the wearer was but an
animated lay-figure te the busy reporter in
the corner.

But after

Washing Horses.

attempt at evening

Sunday gown, lighted up by a bunch
nations; her dark, glossy hair piled

ever care

Ogden evidently felt very little doubt
that subject, and must have signified as
much, for that very afternoon she was being
petted and made much of by her lover’s
family. The next time she stood in the
dressing room of Mrs. Rossiter’s elegant
mansion, the once insignificant news-gatherer and reporter of fashionable toilets was
quite unrecognizable under the bridal satin
and pearls of Mrs. Warren. And someone
else chronicled her costume for the readers
of the Record.

snug corner

dress; but she could not help being a
pleasant object as she sat there in her

Could you

Miss

at the side of the large
mirror, where she
could pass in review each toilet, while the
fair wearer thereof took a last fond
glance
at her own charms before
submitting them
to general criticism.

Sara had made

O.

2i*-l

a:.2 Bracket;
W“.?,T„F"3Sue^umlry.
order aud will do

V1

ANNIJAI,

Va

11 Srst class
!',lUU,'.lowest
r.y ",,rk
style at short
prices.

ou

tenanted. A brief interview was accorded
her, as representative of the Record, by the
hostess and her daughter, who were deslr
ous of seeing their own elaborate Parisian
and then

M.

£ hislled,

.1

Seal Kur Mitten. Please re2u8 STATE STREET.
23-1

tin

I am afraid I’m too commonplace and uninteresting a mortal to mate with you. What

Punctually

herself in

ffitotUetj

hour

...

esconce

awl

Pleasant and Commercial
returning
and M. C.

JllMCKI.l.ANKOU*.

Ho. 87 i'4'Offi dSir***,,

one

wishes. In the first place he pleased her girl in his arms.
Next morning, just as she had summoned
fancy, with his manly bearing and his unvarying deference and cordiality; secondly, he up energy enough to think of getting off to
the office, she was told that someone wished
seemed to give her credit for
possessing as to see her in the
parlor ; and, going down, she
good reasoning powers and clear Judgment
was confronted
as though she were a man; and
by Mr. Warren, who caught
many a time
both her hands in an earnest clasp, as he
In that snug little office they had held
long said:.
and interesting discussions on the
topics of
“Miss Ogden,;how can X ever thank
the day, which had sent her home to her
you
for last night’s work? And why did
room
with
a
lonely
you
pleasant sense i f mental
away before we could speak to you?
cheer and refreshment; and lastly, he had run
Inaain —....1.1 1_
vumv nun
me
kins muniwon her gratitude by
desiring Editor Hanly
*n6i but she is not fit to be out. She sent
to give her a trial when she presented herthis
note
you
aud some roses,” pointing to a
self as an applicant for work some months
before this busy morning. It was an inno- basket on the table, “And my mother begs
vation—this employing of a woman for regu- that you will let me bring you back to lunch.
She Is longing to make your
lar daily work; and without the chief’s
acquaintance,
good but she cannot
leave Jessie. Will you
work she knew she never could have
got a come?”
foothold in the office of the Record, nCr a
“But—you overwhelm me. I don’t want
chance to show what she was capable of.
to go and be thanked.
Anyone else would
Thinking of all this, and meeting the look of
hare done as much as I did.”
appeal in those grave, handsome eyes, she
“Bid anyone else do as much ? No. You
could not answer him with a refusal. A
word or two signified her acquiescence in mustn’t be ungracious, and refuse our acthe proposed arrangements, and won for her knowledgments. But for you she might be
lying dead now—my dear little sister 1”
a beaming smile and a
hearty “Thank you,
“Your sister, Mr. Warren? Why, 1 thought
very much, Miss Ogden! I am sure wc
shall now get a reliable account of the differ- you”A confused pause here.
ent toilets.”
“Certainly, my sister. At least, 1 always
“She doesn’t like It, that’s plain,” mused
called her so, though her mother was
Warren. "But she’ll do it. A plucky, de
my
termined girl, that is—and a pretty one. She father’s seeond wife. Why, who did you
ought to be going as invited guest, and not suppose the was, Sara?”
“Oh, I heard some gossip about jour being
merely as newspaper reporter. She could
hold her own with most of the society belles present with your fiancee, and so”“You jumped to a conclusion. I have no
in face, figure and manners; and a., for
but lately I have begun to hope
fiancee;
she’s
brains, why,
way ahead there. I know
that I may find one some day—that
I’d rather be up in the dressing-room
is, since
talking I have been
learning what a sweet, brave
to her to-night than down in the ball-room
looks
out
spirit
from
these clear eyes. But
waltzing with the prettiest‘bud’of the sea.
now that you’re turned out a real
son.”
heroine

fully described;

BERRY,

before had borne
precious fruit for her; but before she could
recover from her fright
enough to speak her
thanks, Kara had quietly got herself out of
the excited group and was
speeding home to
her boarding place. But she had not been
quick enough to avoid Mr. Warren’s entrance or to escape his
agitated words:
“Jessie, my darling, are you hurt?” and all
her
dreams
night
were haunted by a
tall,
manly figure, with a beautiful golden-haired

lips.

permitted to

&oolc,) Join

later, and the danger was all over; her costly laces were crumbling rags, and the rich
satin was scorched and
blackened; a Worth
masterpiece was utterly ruined, but the delicate white body it inclosed had not felt
even
a breath of flame.
The kindly, careless

said he, kindly, “do you mind it so
very much? Why, then I must send one of

costumes
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knew how it happened—there was a scream
from one of lier gay
companions, a quick
drawing away from her, and she was left
alone, a stony figure, with pale, set face,
whose horror-stricken eyes glared over her
shoulder at the little creeping Haines
gliding
up among her laces, starting front the wax
candle which had toppled ever from the
mirror bracket. Before the terrified
girl
could find her voice,)Sara had
sprung forward
and seized a fur-lined cloak, which
she
wrapped tightly about the burning lace, and
then Jessie was conscious of a resolute voice
bidding her: “Quick, now! Lie down Hat
on the floor!
Don’t struggle, child?” and
the next moment she was
nearly buried beneath a heavy Turkifh rug. A few
moments

woman, she had a
fair
amount. And so the prompt and cheerful
acquiescence which was her usual answer to
her employer halted on her

ren, and was

Mir

called Jessie, with her back to the
the others, the train of her
lace-trimmed robe sweeping out behind her
close up to the glass, when suddenly—no one

sensible young

Now there

*ween

mirror, faced

thing she liadn’t bargained for. To sit up
till all hours of the night
reading and criticising new books; to run around to the shops
for fashion Items and novelties; to assist at
all the “opening days;” attend
matinees,
and even to interview an actress
occasionally
—why, all these came into the day’s work.
But this that Mr. Warren was
proposing
would be a new departure to her. and rather
galling to that pride of whtch, although a

Ogdeu felt

an

and distracted their attention
from their own attractions.

Ten minutes later, and a brisk, businesslike young woman presented herself
at his
door.
,-Ah, Miss Ogden, good-morning. 1 was
just inquiring for you. I suppose you have
your day’s programme pretty well laid
out;
1 want j'ou to take In some
evening work.
Mrs. Kossiter gives a reception
to-night, and
requests that a representative of the Record
be present—if possible, a
lady, In order that
the costumes may be correctly described.
For, as she politely remarks, 'Men generally
make such a botch of those matters unless
they have some woman to coach them.
Now, can yon be there In the ladles’ dressing-room, say about ten o’clock, and remain
as long as there are
any arrivals to take

"Well,”

a

were mentioned, but the girl iu the cornel
gave no heed to it. So her employer w’as a
guest iu this house, and the charming girl
who had just tried to befriend herself was
his.ffancee. Well, she was lovely and amiable, no doubt; and if she seemed rather
young for the grave and dignified chief, why,
men liked those bright young girls, who had
not a care in life except to make the most of

morning?”

This

fiancee."
And

into the best society of the city, and was
by
no means averse to
enjoying the same, he
had never, in the five years since his father’s
death, neglected the interests of the Record,
nor withdrawn himself from the
general
supervision of all its details. See him now,
as he stands at Ills desk,
running over the
morning’s correspondence. A man not much
under forty; tall and strongly built, with
steady gray eyes, dark hair and mustache,
and a general air of vigor and determination
about him which at once inspires confidence
In the beholder, and makes women and children feel that in him would be found a
very
serviceable protector, should occasion arise.
On this busy morning the letters did not
Beera to require much
consideration, and
when the last one had been
consigned to the
waste-basket, Mr. Warren stepped to the
door of the outer office, and inquired;
‘‘Hauly, has Miss Ogden been in this

hesitated.

upstairs—Jessie and Mr. Warren,”
“Oh! I heard he was to be here with hii

’iu'v’s hand satchel,

If K.
If
K.

came

“Well, you’ll

this was contrary to all Ernest’s Inclinations.
At no time was he disposed to a life of mere
Idle luxury ; and though he had the entree

notes of?”
Miss Ogden

passed unheeded until the sound of a certaii
well-known name drew Sara’s atttntlon.
“Yes,” said one lady, “I saw them as ]
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